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Abstract
Stealing Thunder is a phenomenon where transgressors reveal potentially damaging information
about their transgressions before its details can be revealed by a third party. Much research has
been done on the Stealing Thunder phenomenon, with the majority having been focused on
establishing the existence of the effect and the potential moderating factors that influence the
efficacy of the tactic. A review of the literature reveals it to be somewhat lacking in several
regards. First, the breadth and depth of research on the moderators and features of stealing
thunder have been quite limited. Second, the interpretability of existing research is often difficult
because of methodological ambiguities. The present document describes two programs of
research designed to address some of the breadth and methodological issues present in the
existing literature. The first program of research investigated the potential influence of a
previously unexamined feature of stealing thunder, confession specificity. Across four studies,
results showed that stealing thunder confessions were more effective when they contained
specific details regarding the transgression than when they contained comparatively vague
details. Additionally, the evidence suggests that previously-assumed interchangeable dependent
variables should not be used interchangeably, and stealing thunder exerts a stronger effect on
measures of honesty than on measures of global evaluation because honesty is a more proximal
outcome of stealing thunder than is global evaluation. The second program of research
investigated the influence of elaboration on stealing thunder across two studies. However,
because not all manipulations in this second program of research were effective, it was not
possible to fully evaluate the critical hypotheses. Nonetheless, this second set of studies might
provide building blocks towards improved studies that might provide a more satisfying answer to
the research question. Overall, results across two programs of research not only extended the
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stealing thunder literature, but also contributed to a broader understanding of stealing thunder
mechanisms as well as the comparative effectiveness of stealing thunder on shaping judgments
of different dimensions of person perception.
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Chapter 1: An Overview of the Stealing Thunder Literature

Abstract
Stealing Thunder is a phenomenon where transgressors reveal potentially damaging information
about their transgressions before its details can be revealed by a third party. Much research has
been done on the Stealing Thunder phenomenon, with the majority having been focused on
establishing the existence of the effect and the potential moderating factors that influence the
efficacy of the tactic. A review of the literature reveals it to be somewhat lacking in several
regards. First, the breadth and depth of research on the moderators and features of stealing
thunder have been quite limited. Second, the interpretability of existing research is often difficult
because of methodological ambiguities including, but not limited to, incomplete designs, limited
sample sizes, and the assumption that many stealing thunder dependent variables can be used
interchangeability. The present document describes two programs of research designed to
address some of the breadth and methodological issues present in the existing literature. The first
program of research investigated the potential influence of a previously unexamined feature of
stealing thunder, confession specificity. Across four studies, results showed that stealing thunder
confessions were more effective when they contained specific details regarding the transgression
than when they contained comparatively vague, general details. Additionally, the evidence
suggests that previously-assumed interchangeable dependent variables should not be used
interchangeably, and stealing thunder exerts a stronger effect on measures of honesty than on
measures of global evaluation. Finally, an exploration of the mechanisms involved in the stealing
thunder effect suggested that judgments of honesty might be more strongly affected by stealing
thunder than global evaluation because honesty is a more proximal outcome of stealing thunder
than is global evaluation. The second program of research investigated the influence of
elaboration on stealing thunder across two studies. However, because not all manipulations in
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this study were effective, it was not possible to fully evaluate the critical hypotheses.
Nonetheless, these studies might provide building blocks towards a more improved study that
might provide a more satisfying answer to the research question. Overall, across two programs of
research, a concerted attempt was made to address the issue of breadth, depth, and
methodological rigor in the literature on the moderators and features of stealing thunder. Results
suggested that this attempt not only succeeded at extending the stealing thunder literature based
on these goals, but also contributed to a broader understanding of stealing thunder mechanisms
as well as the comparative effectiveness of stealing thunder on shaping judgments of different
dimensions of person perception.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Mistakes are an inevitability of life. As Oscar Wilde once noted, “Experience is simply
the name we give our mistakes” (Wilde, 1880). Some of these mistakes can be ignored, and
some end up largely inconsequential. However, when mistakes potentially can cause evaluative
harm to oneself, the transgressor often is faced with the dilemma of remaining silent (in the
hope that the mistake will never be uncovered) or admitting to wrongdoing before it can be
discovered by others. This latter approach of proactively taking responsibility for one’s
transgression is referred to as "stealing thunder." Broadly defined, stealing thunder can be
understood as a strategic attempt to disclose potentially damaging information about oneself
before a third party can reveal the same information (Williams, Bourgeois, & Croyle, 1993).
The idea is that by doing so, the transgressor and the transgression would be viewed in a more
favorable light than if the damaging details had been revealed by a third party.
Should Stealing Thunder Work?
Intuitively speaking, stealing thunder could backfire for several reasons. The first and
most obvious is that the admission of wrongdoing removes all doubt as to whether or not the
transgression had been committed in the first place (Williams & Dolnik, 2001). Had the
admission not been made, the transgressor has, at their disposal, a number of avenues for
absolution: perhaps the third-party source can be discredited, perhaps the transgressor’s
credibility can be increased to surpass the third party’s, and/or perhaps other situational factors
change the way the transgression is perceived. These possibilities and others are nullified upon
admission: all involved parties agree that a transgression has been committed. Thus, the stealing
thunder admission restricts the defensive options in play and, therefore, may end up resulting in
more damage to the confessor. Another reason pre-emptively admitting to a wrongdoing is a bad
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idea is that the confession may end up playing an outsized role in the shaping of initial
impressions of the confessor (Williams & Dolnik, 2001). An extensive body of research shows
the importance of a good first impression (see Uleman & Kressel, 2013, for a review), and an
early admission of wrongdoing may create a rather negative schema with which perceivers use to
judge the confessor.
With all that said, stealing thunder still should work for several reasons. People who
voluntarily disclose information against their self-interests (i.e., admitting to wrongdoing) might
be seen as more trustworthy, credible, and persuasive, consistent with research from impression
formation literature (e.g., Eagly et al., 1978; Walster et al., 1966; Wood & Eagly, 1981). This
boost in trustworthiness and trustworthiness-related judgments, in turn, may mitigate some or all
of the trustworthiness-related damage that the confessor may suffer from having committed the
transgression in the first place.
Another mechanism proposed to be responsible for the stealing thunder effect is based on
the idea of commodity theory (Brock, 1968; Brock & Brannon, 1992), which states that a
product’s value depends on its scarcity. In the same manner, if information is treated as a
product, then the value of said information should depend on its scarcity as well. When a
transgressor pre-emptively discloses potentially damaging information, the transgressor is
reducing the scarcity of this information, thus making the information less valuable. This
disclosure, in turn, could result in the information being less actively pursued and
sensationalized, less carefully processed, and/or weighted less strongly in judgments than
information that is perceived to be scarcer. Undermining these processes could serve to erode the
damaging nature of the transgression on the confessor, thereby reducing the evaluative damage
caused by the transgression. This idea is consistent with existing research showing that people
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desire prohibited information to a greater degree than non-prohibited information that is more
readily available (Knishinsky, 1982; Worchel, 1992; Worchel & Arnold, 1973).
Other mechanisms may play a role as well, but to date, no definitive consensus exists
regarding which mechanisms are primarily responsible for the stealing thunder effect. What is
clear is that the effect does exist, and it exists across a variety of different contexts (see Williams
& Dolnik, 2001, for a review).
Stealing Thunder: Efficacy and Generality
Initial investigations into stealing thunder have revealed consistent evidence supporting
the notion that stealing thunder can mitigate evaluative damage across a number of different
contexts. Perhaps the first empirical demonstration of the effect came from a study where
participants reviewed a legal case in which the defendant had been accused of a crime. In the “no
transgression” control condition, a key piece of damaging information was absent. In the
“stealing thunder” condition, the defense attorney voluntarily offered this piece of information
before it could be discovered by the prosecutor. In the “thunder” (what I will henceforth refer to
as “third-party reveal” or “reveal”) condition, this piece of information was discovered by the
prosecutor before it could be revealed by the defense. Across two studies, the researchers showed
that defendants in the stealing thunder condition were judged less harshly than defendants in the
third-party reveal condition on both credibility and likelihood of guilt (Williams et al., 1993).
Subsequent investigations into stealing thunder have reproduced the effect within the
legal context (e.g., Dolnik et al., 2003), an area in which stealing thunder has enjoyed such
widespread recognition that texts on trial techniques have advised readers to make liberal use of
stealing thunder or face severe consequences (Mauet, 1992; see also Bergman, 2016; Keeton,
1973; McElhaney, 2005; Stuesser, 1990). But stealing thunder has been found to be effective in
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other contexts as well. For instance, Ondrus (1998) has found that professional members of the
media rated the politician who stole thunder as more honest and subsequently indicated less
interest in pursuing, sensationalizing, and following-up on the story when compared to thirdparty reveal. In a subsequent experiment, journalism students rated the politician who stole
thunder as more honest, were less likely to describe these politicians with negative terms, and
wrote overall shorter articles about them compared to third-party reveal. Moreover, participants
reported increased willingness to vote for the candidate who stole thunder compared to thirdparty reveal (Ondrus & Williams, 1996).
The efficacy of stealing thunder also has been explored within business and workplace
settings, showing a similar pattern of evaluative benefits associated with the effect. For instance,
participants rated an organization as more credible when it self-disclosed a crisis in which it was
involved compared to when they learned about the crisis from a third-party source (Arpan &
Pompper, 2003; Arpan & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2005). Similarly, another investigation found that
companies that self-disclosed negative events were rated as higher in trustworthiness and were
more successful in persuading consumer engagement than if the information was revealed by a
third-party source (Fennis & Stroebe, 2014). On the business side, graduate business students
made investment-related estimates and decisions for a company that a) disclosed only their
financials (control); b) disclosed their financials plus details about negative incidents (stealing
thunder); or c) disclosed their financials but had their negative incidents revealed by a third-party
(thunder). Consistent with the pattern of results in prior stealing thunder research, participants
generally were unaffected by the self-reported disclosure of negative incidents compared to when
no negative incidents were revealed. However, when negative incidents were revealed by a third
party, this disclosure resulted in negative consequences in participants’ financial estimates and
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decisions toward the company (Reimsbach & Hahn, 2015). Taken as a whole, the literature
shows clear evidence that stealing thunder exists, and that it is not solely constrained to any
single isolated setting.
Boundary Conditions Related to the Components of Stealing Thunder
Subsequent work has now begun to explore the conditions that facilitate or inhibit the
efficacy of stealing thunder. At a very broad level, a potential stealing thunder situation can be
considered to be comprised of three main components: a) the transgression itself, or the
information that incriminates the confessor in the transgression; b) the confession (otherwise
referred to in this document as stealing thunder or stealing thunder confession), which includes
the pre-emptive confession by the transgressor; and c) the possibility of a third-party reveal,
which is the revelation of the details of the transgression by a third-party source.
Using these components as a starting point, one can conceptualize a large number of
potential moderators and critical stealing thunder features1 as variations related to the
components of a potential stealing thunder situation. These variations may concentrate on the
characteristics or nature of each component in kind – the transgression, the confession, and the
reveal. Potential moderators and features that have been studied and that fall under this category,
along with studies that have tested them, are provided in Table 1 and include: a) Transgression
Severity, b) Type of Transgression, c) Use/Non-Use of Framing in the Stealing Thunder
Confession, d) Level of Responsibility-Taking in the Stealing Thunder Confession, and e)

1

The term moderator, in a statistical sense, refers to a characteristic that can be crossed with a manipulated variable
and can be tested via an interaction effect. Many of the variables in the stealing thunder literature meet these criteria.
However, there are other features of stealing thunder that cannot be fully crossed with the technique, meaning it
cannot conventionally be tested via an interaction effect. Similar to stealing thunder moderators, these features can
be manipulated within variations of the stealing thunder technique and can alter the magnitude of the efficacy of the
stealing thunder effect. However, unlike moderators in a statistical sense, these features cannot be fully crossed in an
experimental design. These features of stealing thunder henceforth will be referred to as “features” of stealing
thunder.
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Repetition of Information, or the efficacy of the stealing thunder confession when the third-party
reveal is present versus absent.
Table 1
Potential Moderators or Stealing Thunder Features That Have Been Investigated Under
Variations Related to the Components of a Potential Stealing Thunder Situation.
VARIATIONS RELATED TO THE COMPONENTS OF STEALING THUNDER
Variations in the Characteristics and Nature of the Transgression
Transgression Severity

Baldwin & Williams (1993, Study 1)

Type of Transgression (Honesty vs.
Competence)

Ondrus (1998, Studies 2-3)

Variations in the Characteristics and Nature of the Confession
Framing

Dolnik et al. (2003, Study 1)

Responsibility-Taking

Krylova et al. (2018, Study 1)

Variations in the Characteristics and Nature of the Reveal
Repetition of Information

Dolnik et al. (2003, Study 3)

Variations in the characteristics and nature of the transgression. One of the most
obvious considerations regarding the efficacy of stealing thunder is the nature of the
transgression itself. If the transgression is sufficiently egregious, such as genocide or murder, a
confession would be unlikely to provide any protective benefits to the transgressor. Therefore, at
some level of severity, stealing thunder may no longer be effective. This idea was explored by
researchers (Baldwin & Williams, 1993) who investigated the moderating effects of stealing
thunder within a political paradigm, albeit with far less extreme examples where the politician
9

either bounced a series of checks (not a very severe transgression) or helped house drugs in an
illegal drug smuggling operation (severe transgression). From their data, the researchers
concluded that stealing thunder was effective at mitigating evaluative damage across both levels
of transgression severity. However, they did not report an interaction test between the Stealing
Thunder Condition (e.g., Stealing Thunder vs. Third-Party Reveal) and Severity (e.g., High vs.
Low) to determine if the two levels of severity were significantly different from each other.
Therefore, even though stealing thunder was found to be effective for both levels of severity, it is
unclear if stealing thunder was more effective for one level of transgression compared to the
other, so the question of whether transgression severity influences the efficacy of stealing
thunder remains inconclusive.
Other research has examined more qualitative distinctions in the nature of the
transgression. Most notably, perhaps the type of transgression should matter in the sense that
different types of transgression could reflect different dimensions of the transgressor’s nature.
For example, if stealing thunder depends on increased perceptions of transgressor honesty, which
then mitigate honesty-related damage, then it should be more effective for honesty-related
transgressions than other types of transgressions. Ondrus (1998) found some slight evidence
where the competency-based transgression (e.g., by revealing evidence of disease that causes
memory loss) produced non-significant stealing thunder effects for some dependent variables,
whereas the honesty-based transgression (e.g., lying about serving in the Vietnam War) produced
non-significant stealing thunder effects for all dependent variables. With that said, the interaction
between the stealing thunder condition and transgression type was not examined, so the
comparative efficacy of stealing thunder between the two transgression types is not known.
Further, Ondrus did not use manipulation checks or pre-testing to determine the magnitude of
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honesty- or competence-based transgressions. As such, even if direct comparisons were made
between the transgressions, interpretation of the data would be limited due to the possibility of a
severity confound. In summary, although both severity and type of transgression conceptually
could play a role in the effectiveness of the stealing thunder, the evidence to date is largely
inconclusive.
Variations in the characteristics and nature of the confession. Of course, the
transgression is only one component of the potential stealing thunder situation. Researchers also
have investigated the properties of the confession itself on the effectiveness of stealing thunder.
One potential advantage of stealing thunder is that if one confesses proactively, one can alter or
“frame,” the confession in a positive light. In some ways, this framing may be analogous to the
concept of inoculation theory (McGuire, 1961), whereby the pre-emptive disclosure of
potentially damaging information, when accompanied with additional information that helps the
message recipient form counter-arguments against the consequentiality of the damaging
information, can “inoculate” the recipient to the damaging nature of the transgression.
Consequently, the impact of the transgression will not be as severe when the third party
subsequently reveals the true nature of the transgression. With this logic, Dolnik et al. (2003) set
out to investigate the effectiveness of stealing thunder when the transgression is “framed” within
a legal paradigm. Participants read about a case in which the transgression was vehicular
homicide and the piece of incriminating information was that the defendant was under the effects
of alcohol at the time of the accident. In the classic stealing thunder paradigm, the defense
admitted that the defendant had been under the influence at the time of the crash. In framed
stealing thunder, the defense added that the defendant believed he could handle his liquor, and
that drinking did not really affect his driving. Participants did not judge the defendant any more
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positively when he used framed stealing thunder compared to when he used regular stealing
thunder. Interestingly, for some outcomes, framed stealing thunder produced backfire effects,
and the defendant was judged more harshly than under classic stealing thunder. Thus, these
results did not support that the act of framing the transgression improved the efficacy of stealing
thunder.
Still, a later study by Krylova et al. (2016) provided evidence that at least some form of
presentation of the confession can result in benefits. Participants played the role of a hiring
manager and rated applicants across the classic stealing thunder conditions where either a) the
applicant produced a confession in which the applicant took responsibility for the transgression;
or b) the applicant produced a confession in which the applicant blamed others for the
transgression. Higher stealing thunder efficacy on honesty-related scores as well as willingness
to hire for applicants who took responsibility for the transgression. These data, as a whole,
suggest that the presentation of the confession may improve the efficacy of stealing thunder, but
perhaps only if new information serves to enhance the confessor’s honesty.
Variations in the characteristics and nature of the reveal. At its core, stealing thunder
often is seen as a way in which one can minimize the damaging impact of one’s past
transgressions. However, what can be done if one is facing another who is using the tactic? In
certain situations, such as in a legal setting, knowing possible defenses against stealing thunder
may be useful for somebody trying to undermine the efficacy of the tactic. Fortunately, one
component within the potential stealing thunder situation can have some agency in altering the
effectiveness of the tactic – the reveal. In these situations, the characteristics or presentation of
the reveal may alter how the audience perceives the transgressor after the stealing thunder
confession has been delivered.
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Perhaps the earliest example in this category was an investigation by Dolnik et al. (2003)
in which they explored the question of what happens when the third party fails to do its job
entirely (i.e., provides no reveal following a stealing thunder confession), which in turn was
based on the idea of scarcity as an underlying mechanism of the efficacy of stealing thunder.
Consistent with Brock’s (Brock, 1968; Brock & Brannon, 1992) commodity theory, information
deemed scarcer would be considered more valuable. Thus, when a transgressor provides a
confession, it reduces the value of the subsequent third-party reveal of the same information
because this information will have been viewed twice by participants, compared to only once if
the transgressor had made no confession. In other words, the stealing thunder confession dilutes
the value of the information contained in the third-party reveal and, as a consequence, reduces
the impact of the damage that would have been caused by this transgression. In a classic stealing
thunder paradigm, the stealing thunder confession is always followed by a third-party reveal. The
authors manipulated scarcity by simply adding a stealing thunder condition without a third-party
reveal. In the classic “low scarcity” setup, the information regarding the transgression is
presented twice, first via the confession then followed by the third-party reveal. This procedure is
how the classic stealing thunder paradigm has been conducted in the literature. In the new “high
scarcity” context, the information regarding the transgression is presented only once via the
confession without any third-party reveal. Comparisons between the two conditions showed no
difference in the effectiveness of stealing thunder.
From their data, the authors concluded that scarcity does not play an influential role in
determining the effectiveness of stealing thunder, and that third parties who fail to provide the
reveal follow-up to the stealing thunder confession do not jeopardize their case against the
transgressor. However, the way the authors define scarcity in this study is different from how it
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often has been conceived in the general scarcity literature as a whole. Specifically, the author’s
definition relies on repetition of information, whereas the classic concept of scarcity relies on the
disclosure of prohibited information. The logic behind the concept of scarcity as a mechanism is
that information perceived as prohibited or restricted is considered more valuable regardless of
its availability to the recipient (e.g., the number of times it is repeated; see Worchel, 1992).
When the details of the confession are revealed, this information is no longer new, exciting, or
prohibited, regardless of the source of the information. Thus, the scarcity of the information,
conceptualized as prohibited or restricted information, is lost when the transgressor provides a
stealing thunder confession, and therefore, any third-party reveal that followed should have no
effect on scarcity. In other words, the determinant of informational scarcity is that the
information is being restricted by some entity. Once the confession has been made, the
information is no longer restricted, nor is anyone attempting to restrict the information. Thus,
although the present data suggests that repetition of transgression information does not influence
the effectiveness of stealing thunder, this manipulation of repetition may not be equated with
scarcity in a psychological sense.
Boundary Conditions Involving the Manner in which Stealing Thunder Components are
Processed
A second set of potential moderators and stealing thunder features are related to broader
contextual and dispositional factors that are not directly related to the content of the three
stealing thunder components. Whereas the previous categories focused on the nature of the
components that make up stealing thunder, a second set of potential moderators and features can
be viewed as factors that might affect the manner in which information contained within these
components is processed. Moderators and stealing thunder features that have been studied and
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that fall under this category, along with the studies that have investigated them, can be seen in
Table 2 and include: a) Ordering of Components, b) Timing of the Confession, c) Ethnicity of
the Confessor, d) Initial reputation of the confessor, e) Persuasive Intent of the Confessor, and f)
Degree of Psychological Closeness to the Confessor, g) Need For Cognition, and h) Contextual
Information Processing Distractions.
Table 2
Potential Moderators or Stealing Thunder Features Involving the Manner in which the
Components of a Potential Stealing Thunder Situation Are Processed
FACTORS AFFECTING THE MANNER IN WHICH STEALING THUNDER COMPONENTS
ARE PROCESSED
Sequencing of the Stealing Thunder Components
Ordering of Components

Dolnik & Williams (2000, Study 1)

Timing of the Confession

Bourgeois et al. (1993, Study 2)

Biasing Factor in the Processing of the Information Contained Within the Stealing Thunder
Components
Ethnicity of Confessor

White & Williams (1998, Study 1)

Initial Reputation of Confessor

Fennis & Stroebe (2014, Studies 2-3)
Dolnik et al. (2003, Study 3)

Persuasive Intent of Confessor
Lee (2016, Study 1)
Closeness to the Confessor

Lee (2016, Study 1)

Factors that Might Affect the Depth to Which Stealing Thunder Components Are Processed
Need For Cognition

White & Williams (1998, Study 2)
Ondrus & Williams (1995, Study 1)

Information Processing Distractions
Howard et al. (2006, Study 1)
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Sequencing of stealing thunder components. The first, and perhaps most obvious, of
these moderators or features involves the sequencing of the components themselves. Two
investigations examined the effectiveness of stealing thunder across different orders of the
stealing thunder components. Due to certain limitations inherent to the procedure of the potential
stealing thunder situation, the order variation has some constraints. For example, the
transgression itself is embedded within the stealing thunder confession or the third-party reveal,
so its order cannot be changed. Thus, investigations have focused on whether the stealing
thunder confession precedes the third-party reveal (as is the case in the classic stealing thunder
paradigm) or the confession follows the third-party reveal.
As previously mentioned, early disclosure of the transgression may play a role in the
formation of a negative first impression, the effects of which may carry through the entire
process. But what if the critical ingredient that makes stealing thunder effective is the mere fact
that the disclosure happens at all? Dolnik and Williams (2000) found that the tactic had no
benefit over a third-party reveal when the stealing thunder confession came afterwards. This
finding might be viewed as obvious, as a confession after the transgression has been revealed
cannot, by definition, be “stealing thunder.” Therefore, for the tactic to be effective, the
confession has to come before the third-party reveal. But does this mean the timing of the
confession is irrelevant? Bourgeois et al. (1993) tried to answer this question by varying the
specific timing of the confession in a legal paradigm where it came either prior to the relevant
testimony (but still before the reveal) or after the relevant testimony (but still before the reveal).
They found no difference between the two confessions placements, suggesting that the timing of
the stealing thunder confession is irrelevant as long as it comes before the transgression can be
revealed by a third-party source.
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Biased processing of the information contained within the stealing thunder
components. A second category that affects the way in which stealing thunder is processed
focuses on the possibility that people may be biased in their processing of the information
contained within the stealing thunder components. The first of this type of moderator or feature
involved investigating the influence of the confessor’s ethnicity on the efficacy of stealing
thunder. Because stealing thunder is a tactic that often is used to ultimately produce evaluative
benefits to the transgressor, researchers naturally wanted to how characteristics of the
transgressor may influence the efficacy of the tactic itself. As one of the most prominent visible
demographic characteristics, ethnicity not surprisingly was chosen as the focus in the earliest
investigation into the moderating influence of transgressor characteristics on stealing thunder.
White participants had to make voting decisions for White and Black politicians, and stealing
thunder was effective for White confessors, but backfired for Black confessors (White &
Williams, 1998). That is, participants were more likely to vote for the White politician after he
stole thunder and less likely to vote for the Black politician after he stole thunder. White and
Williams offered several explanations for this finding.
First, stealing thunder likely would be ineffective if participants are more likely to
scrutinize the message. This explanation relies on two assumptions. The initial assumption is that
a White transgressor will evoke less careful processing of information than a Black transgressor.
The second assumption is that stealing thunder is more effective under conditions of low
thoughtfulness than conditions of high thoughtfulness. Although participants are less likely to
scrutinize a message coming from White source rather than a Black source in certain contexts
(White & Harkins, 1994), White and Williams (1998) did not directly test if one source was
scrutinized more than the other in their study. In other words, they did not measure the amount of
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elaboration, so we cannot determine if the Black source induced more thorough information
processing. Further, the literature on whether stealing thunder is more effective under high- or
low-thoughtfulness conditions, as I will discuss shortly, itself remains rather ambiguous. Given
these issues, it is difficult to evaluate the plausibility of this explanation.
Second, White and Williams assumed their White participants held negative initial
attitudes towards Black people, and they proposed that stealing thunder is only effective for
people who are not already disliked by the message recipients. However, the mechanism(s)
behind this explanation were not explicitly stated. Moreover, this explanation does not fit with
the results from a later investigation that examined stealing thunder effectiveness for companies
across different levels of initial reputation. That is, across two studies, Fennis and Stroebe (2014)
showed that stealing thunder was effective for companies with poor initial reputations and
ineffective for companies with positive initial reputations. Consistent with attribution processes
in persuasion research (e.g., Eagly et al., 1978; Eagly et al., 1981), the Fennis and Stroebe
proposed that a critical ingredient in stealing thunder’s effectiveness is its reliance on the
disconfirmation of audience expectations – if the audience expects highly honest behavior from
the transgressor, then a high-honesty action (i.e., a stealing thunder confession) does not provide
benefits. If the audience expects low-honesty behavior from the transgressor, then a high-honesty
action disconfirms this expectation and should provide benefits. Thus, if White and Williams’s
participants held predominantly negative attitudes toward Black people, then stealing thunder
should be effective only for the Black politician, which is the opposite of their findings.
White and Williams’s final explanation relied on the assumption that the transgression
(not paying child support) is a stereotypical belief that their audience held of Black people, and
that the tactic would not work if the transgression was in line with stereotypes of the target. The
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explanation is plausible, but once again, they do not explain the precise mechanisms behind this
explanation. Moreover, this explanation has not been directly tested (i.e., stereotypes were not
measured in the study), ultimately making it difficult to evaluate. Given the available evidence,
initial impressions may influence the efficacy of stealing thunder, but more data are required on
the moderating influence of confessor ethnicity to clarify existing findings.
Thus far, the underlying assumption is that message recipients are not aware that stealing
thunder could be a deliberate tactic to exert social influence. However, what happens if message
recipients are aware of that strategy? If the effectiveness of stealing thunder relies on increasing
perceptions of honesty in the transgressor making the confession, then revealing to the audience
that the confession is a tactic intended to influence them could decrease these perceptions of
honesty and, therefore, decrease the effectiveness of the tactic. In other words, knowledge that
such a tactic had been used on them should negatively bias the way in which message recipients
process the information contained within the confession. In a 2003 study, Dolnik et al. used a
legal paradigm in which the audience, playing mock jurors, either proceeded through the study as
usual (no persuasive intent) or were informed by the prosecution that the defense had tried to
influence their judgments by using stealing thunder on them (persuasive intent). The
effectiveness of the tactic decreased drastically when the participants were informed that stealing
thunder had been used on them as a social influence tactic compared to when they were not
informed of its strategic use. These results were supported by later research in a business
paradigm where stealing thunder was found to be effective in reducing credibility-related
damage caused by a company’s transgression, but only when participants were not aware of the
intent behind the stealing thunder confession that had been used on them (Lee, 2016). Overall,
the effectiveness of stealing thunder does, at least in some part, depend on the appearance of
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transparency and honesty that accompanies truthful disclosure of past transgressions, and any
indication of deliberate manipulation greatly reduces the benefits provided by the tactic.
A further factor that may bias the way one might process stealing thunder information is
the degree of closeness to which one might feel toward a transgressor. If the closeness is high
and one cares deeply about the transgressor, then perhaps the tactic should be more effective than
if the closeness is low and one does not care about the transgressor and its associated behaviors.
Lee (2016) examined this idea by testing the influence of participants’ attachment to certain
brands on their perception of these brands when the a company manufacturing the brand stole
thunder. Stealing thunder was more effective when participants were attached to a brand
compared to when they were not. However, upon closer look, the measurement of brand
attachment (i.e., “To what extent is X brand part of you and who you are?” and “To what extent
do you feel that you are personally connected to X brand?”) left some room for interpretation
regarding what exactly the author assessed. For example, people who feel close to a brand likely
also would hold very positive evaluations of the brand and, therefore, would be more likely to
process the stealing thunder confession with a positive bias toward the brand, resulting in seeing
the apology as sincere and reflective of high moral standards. Conversely, people who do not
feel close to a brand would be less likely to hold such highly positive evaluations of the brand
and, therefore, would be less likely to process the stealing thunder confession with a positive
bias, which would result in a comparatively more skeptical interpretation of the appeal.
Consequently, Lee’s (2016) results may, in fact, reflect participants’ different attitudes towards
transgressing brands, which would, in itself, bias the processing of information to which they are
exposed. This biased processing, in turn, would affect the effectiveness of stealing thunder.
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Taken as a whole, certain characteristics may have a biasing effect on the way message
recipients process the information contained within stealing thunder. Indeed, one may obtain
positive or backfire effects depending on whether positive or negative bias is induced by the
characteristic in question.
Factors that might affect the depth to which stealing thunder components are
processed. Finally, perhaps the process that has garnered the most interest in the stealing thunder
literature has been the degree of thoughtfulness with which the audience process stealing thunder
components. In the literature, elaboration has been studied either with Need For Cognition
(Cacioppo et al., 1984) or cognitive distractor task(s) that presumably increase or decrease the
availability of cognitive resources with which participants can engage in the processing of the
materials. Ondrus and Williams (1995) used a standard stealing thunder paradigm crossed with
high and low elaboration conditions. Stealing thunder was more effective when participants had
to complete a low-demand cognitive task (high elaboration distractor task) compared to a highdemand cognitive task (low elaboration distractor task). Ondrus and Williams concluded that
stealing thunder primarily is effective under highly thoughtful conditions where participants
were not as cognitively busy and had more opportunity to process the information. However, a
later study (White & Williams, 1998) examined stealing thunder effectiveness using the Need for
Cognition scale, and the tactic most effective for people low in need for cognition backfired with
people high in need for cognition. White and Williams concluded that if NFC is used as a proxy
for elaboration, then stealing thunder operates via low-thoughtful conditions, contrary to
previous findings (White & Williams, 1998).
Perhaps the most direct exploration of the effects of elaboration on stealing thunder via
distractor tasks was conducted by Howard et al. (2006). They used a legal paradigm in which
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participants, under high and low levels of elaboration, and with elaboration operationalized as a
combination of various distractor tasks, evaluated a defendant who was charged with a crime. In
the stealing thunder condition, the defense admitted that the defendant committed a similar crime
in the past. In the no incriminating information condition, neither the defense nor the prosecution
mentioned a similar crime. In the third-party reveal condition, the prosecution extracted the
admission of this similar crime from the defendant under cross-examination. The classic stealing
thunder effect was found under low elaboration where the confession mitigated the credibilityand guilt-related damage of the transgression compared to third-party reveal. However, under
high elaboration, the defendant was seen as guiltier when trying to steal thunder than for thirdparty reveal, which suggested a backfire effect.
Still, even though these results suggested that stealing thunder primarily operates under
conditions of low thoughtfulness, some questions remain regarding the way this study was
conducted. For instance, it is not clear, especially on judgments of criminal guilt, that an
admission of a similar previous crime automatically meant the defendant was guilty of the
current crime. If participants under high elaboration were sufficiently able and motivated, they
might have been able to pick up on this distinction and thus discard the diagnosticity of this
information. Indeed, their own data showed no evaluative difference between defendants without
this piece of incriminating information and defendants with it. If the incriminating information
did not decrease evaluations of the defendant, then no damage existed for stealing thunder to
mitigate, and thus the tactic cannot be effective by definition. Overall, the literature up to this
point has not produced clear evidence on whether stealing thunder is a primarily high- or lowelaboration tactic, or both.
Stealing Thunder: Current Issues And Future Directions
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To date, our understanding of the stealing thunder moderators and features leaves much
to be desired. First, a brief look at Tables 1 and 2 reveals a decided lack of conceptual range in
the stealing thunder body of research. Of the six categories of moderators and stealing thunder
features, five contain two or fewer moderators or features that have been investigated, with the
most populated category boasting four moderators or features in total and the least populated
category having only a single moderator or feature. A total of only 13 moderators or features
have been investigated across all six moderator categories. If this typology is taken at face value,
many conceptual moderators or features that may influence the efficacy of stealing thunder have
yet to be tested.
The lack of research in this area is not limited to just the small number of distinct
moderators or stealing thunder features that have been investigated but also to the body of
evidence that supports the effects within each moderator or feature. This lack of research leads to
the second major issue in this literature – modest evidence for most moderating effects. When
moderators or features are investigated, they are usually done so via a single study and often are
disseminated in the form of poster presentations, conference talks, or unpublished manuscripts.
As can be seen in Tables 1 and 2, most investigations of individual moderators or stealing
thunder features are backed by just a single published journal article. In fact, of the 13
moderators or features in these tables, nine were supported by only a single study, with the
remaining four supported by two studies each. As a consequence, most findings in this area of
research lack replication, which reduces the confidence to which one can rely on findings in this
literature. Moreover, much of the literature in this area are either unpublished manuscripts or
conference presentations, which limit the accessibility of the data.
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Finally, even when published studies exist on a particular stealing thunder moderator or
feature, some of these investigations may have contained conceptual or methodological
oversights that impeded the interpretation of the data. One such issue is that it is not always clear
that the studies used appropriate operationalizations. In fact, studies that exhibit these issues
often do not include pre-test data, manipulation checks, or other data on the construct validity of
the operationalization, making it impossible to evaluate whether the study actually measured or
manipulated what was intended. Further, and as have previously been shown, the analyses used
in these studies sometimes do not directly address the questions of interest. In particular,
comparisons between different levels of a moderator or stealing thunder feature regarding its
effect on stealing thunder efficacy are sometimes illustrated via simple main effects or planned
contrasts instead of via an interaction effect. Additionally, the vast majority of stealing thunder
studies have been conducted with 10 to 15 participants per cell, which may not necessarily
provide adequate statistical power to detect effects within more complex analyses – not to
mention increasing the possibility of missing effects entirely even in simple analyses.
Generally speaking, I have now provided a broad review of the stealing thunder research,
and my goal is to begin to acquire further insight into two unresolved issues in this body of
research. In the chapters that will follow, I will be discussing two related, but distinct, programs
of research that fit within this broader literature. They are related in that they will explore the
stealing thunder phenomenon and will attempt to address the gaps in our understanding of the
literature on the moderators and stealing thunder features. However, the programs of research are
different in several important ways.
The first manuscript addressed the sparseness of the conceptual coverage of stealing
thunder moderators or features. As I have noted, many potentially important moderators or
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features have yet to be investigated in the stealing thunder literature. This program of research
started with the investigation of a new feature of stealing thunder that had yet to receive any
focused attention in the literature. More specifically, it focused on extending the breadth of the
Variations in the Characteristics and Nature of the Confession category through the addition of
Confession Specificity under its umbrella. As it turns out, even though confessions always have
been highly specific in its usage in a lab setting, confession specificity varies widely in its usage
in the real world. In real life, numerous examples exist of individuals who attempt to steal
thunder using vague, general confessions, quite unlike the specific confessions used in research.
In the first manuscript, I explored the idea of if confessions made at a very general, vague level
could provide similar, if any, protection compared to the traditional highly-specific confession.
Given the variations in its potential real-world usage, an investigation into this feature should
result in a number of potential practical and real-world implications, as well as potentially result
in greater insights into the underlying processes and critical ingredients behind the success of
stealing thunder. Indeed, the selection of Confession Specificity for investigation is precisely due
to the lack of clarity regarding the ingredients that make up the stealing thunder effect and the
degree to which any or all of them are essential for its effectiveness. For instance, there are no
clear answers to questions such as “is stealing thunder entirely dependent on the admission itself,
or do other elements surrounding the admission play a role?” or “does the admission need to be
paired with some forthcoming information specific to the transgression in order for the
admission to be effective?”. Because the confession is a critical ingredient in the stealing thunder
tactic, an investigation that focuses on the confession will provide the necessary information to
begin to answer these types of questions on the essentialness of the critical ingredients of the
stealing thunder tactic.
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The second manuscript focused on an existing category of stealing thunder features that
have received attention but that have produced very ambiguous evidence. To date, four studies
investigated the effectiveness of stealing thunder under various levels of thoughtfulness (see
Table 2), but these studies had certain ambiguities (e.g., potentially faulty operationalizations)
that complicate inferences, and the overall evidence is decidedly mixed. The aim was to, across
two studies, test a standing assertion that stealing thunder is a tactic that primarily, or solely,
works under conditions of low thoughtfulness (Howard et al., 2006; White & Williams, 1998).
Because one of the overall goals of this research is to seek clarity regarding the processes and
critical ingredients that underlie or modify the effectiveness of stealing thunder, the selection of
thoughtfulness as the focus for investigation would serve to not only extend our knowledge
regarding the essentialness of thoughtfulness as a critical ingredient in itself, but also to reveal
whether the critical ingredients present in stealing thunder vary in their effectiveness across
different levels of thoughtfulness. Furthermore, this research may reveal insight into whether the
critical ingredients of stealing thunder exert their effects as a result of comparatively thoughtful
or non-thoughtful means, or both. These studies should help address all three issues I have
identified in the literature on the moderators and stealing thunder features by producing the
following: a) the completion of a multi-study exploration of an untested boundary condition; b)
the acquisition of greater insight into the effects of stealing thunder for certain stealing thunder
features using the proper operationalizations; and c) the extension of both the breadth and depth
of the literature on the moderators and stealing thunder features as a whole. Results may also
broadly help researchers understand the contexts and groups of people for whom the technique is
likely to be most successful.
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Chapter 2: The Influence of Confession Specificity and Issue Intensity on
Stealing Thunder
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Abstract
Revealing potentially damaging information about oneself before others reveal the same
information is known as “stealing thunder.” The goal of this tactic is to elicit favorable
evaluations from others, thus mitigating the damage that might otherwise occur if others were to
reveal this negative information first. Although prior research has shown evaluative advantages
to stealing thunder, research has not examined if the specificity of the information provided by
the confessor regarding their transgression matters. Thus, our goals were to identify (1) whether
confessions at varying levels of specificity provided any benefit relative to when the negative
information was revealed by a third party, and (2) whether the severity of the transgression
moderated the efficacy of stealing thunder at different levels of specificity. Across four studies,
stealing thunder was optimally effective when confessions were made at the greatest level of
detail. Confessions made at moderately specific or very general levels of detail provided
comparatively weak and limited evaluative protection. In the final study, potential mechanisms
underlying the role of confession specificity in the efficacy of stealing thunder were explored.

Keywords: Stealing thunder, impression management, confessions, social influence
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STEALING THUNDER: THE INFLUENCE OF CONFESSION
SPECIFICITY AND ISSUE INTENSITY
What is Stealing Thunder?
Mistakes are an inevitability of life. However, when mistakes can potentially cause
evaluative harm to oneself, the transgressor often faces the dilemma of remaining silent
(hoping the mistake will remain undiscovered) or admitting to wrongdoing before it is
discovered by others. This latter approach of proactively acknowledging responsibility for an
error is referred to as "stealing thunder." Stealing thunder reflects a strategic attempt at social
influence through revealing potentially damaging information about oneself before a third
party can reveal the same information (Williams et al., 1993). Intuitively, if one’s transgression
is likely to be discovered, acknowledging responsibility by “coming clean” allows the
transgressor to potentially mitigate the evaluative damage. Why might this be the case?
First, in accord with commodity theory (Brock, 1968; Brock & Brannon, 1992),
informational value often is linked to the scarcity of that information in the same way as a
scarce product often is perceived as higher in monetary value. Thus, when information is first
revealed by the transgressor, it is no longer seen as privileged or restricted information and
thus might be viewed as less important or valuable than if the transgressor were to attempt to
block access to this information. This idea is consistent with prior research indicating that
people desire prohibited information more than information that is readily available
(Knishinsky, 1982; Worchel, 1992; Worchel & Arnold, 1973). Presuming that information is
seen as less scarce and thus less valuable following stealing thunder, this could result in people
less extensively processing that information and/or weighting that information less strongly in
judgments of the transgressor, thereby decreasing its evaluative impact.
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Second, research on attributions regarding message sources has shown that individuals
are perceived as more trustworthy, and therefore are more persuasive, when they disclose
information or present arguments that go against their self-interest (e.g., Eagly et al., 1978;
Walster et al., 1966; Wood & Eagly, 1981). Thus, stealing thunder might yield evaluative
benefits by altering the impression one forms of the transgressor. Specifically, should the
transgressor provide the damaging information proactively (an action that appears to go against
the transgressor’s self-interest), this disclosure might lead the recipient to perceive the
transgressor as more sincere in any attempts to make amends for the error or in any
expressions of regret. Additionally, at a more general level, this action also might result in
favorable inferences regarding the honesty of the transgressor. These favorable incident specific or general inferences could offset the negative evaluative damage produced by the
information itself.
Stealing Thunder in Research and Practice
Empirical evidence generally has supported the notion that stealing thunder mitigates
the evaluative damage of past transgressions. Its efficacy was first demonstrated in a legal
setting in which participants reviewed details about one of three versions of a criminal trial
(Williams et al., 1993). Across two studies, defendants who had voluntarily revealed damaging
information were perceived as less guilty and more credible than defendants about whom the
damaging information was first revealed by the prosecutor (see also Dolnik et al., 2003).
Subsequent studies have demonstrated the efficacy of stealing thunder in political
contexts (e.g., Ondrus, 1998; Ondrus & Williams, 1996), interpersonal contexts (Zablocki,
1996), business and workplace settings (Arpan & Pompper, 2003; Arpan & Roskos-Ewoldsen,
2005; Claeys & Cauberghe, 2012), and a variety of other domains (e.g., Fennis & Stroebe,
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2014; Reimsbach & Hahn, 2015). Likewise, research has identified diverse evaluative benefits
to people who employ this tactic, such as increased willingness to vote for the transgressing
politician (Ondrus & Williams, 1996), fewer negative terms when describing the transgressor
(Ondrus, 1998), and greater willingness to order products from the transgressing company
(Fennis & Stroebe, 2014). Other work has investigated boundary conditions of stealing
thunder, including message framing to downplay the severity of the transgression (Dolnik et
al., 2003), the severity of the transgression (Baldwin & Williams, 1993), the extent to which
people carefully think about the transgression (Howard et al., 2006), characteristics of the
message source (White & Williams, 1998), and characteristics of the recipient (Howard,
Brewer, & Williams, 2006; Ondrus & Williams, 1995; White & Williams, 1998).
Importantly, stealing thunder is not a tactic whose effectiveness is confined to the
laboratory. Indeed, this tactic has been advocated and commonly used by attorneys for decades
(see Ohler v. USA, 1999, for an example heard by the U.S. Supreme Court). In fact, texts on
trial techniques strongly direct readers to employ stealing thunder under virtually all
circumstances, claiming that “If you don’t divulge the information, your opponent will, with
twice the impact” (Mauet, 1992, pp. 47-48; see also Bergman, 2016; Keeton, 1973;
McElhaney, 2005; Stuesser, 1990). Stealing thunder often has been used by celebrities faced
with potential scandals. For example, tennis star Maria Sharapova used this tactic by publicly
revealing that she tested positive for a banned substance at the Australian Open prior to the
release of this information by tennis authorities (Clarey & Tierney, 2016). Presumably, these
examples show a belief that stealing thunder provides reputational benefits.
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Confession Specificity in Stealing Thunder
Of the various factors that may influence the efficacy of stealing thunder, one feature
that has yet to be examined is the specificity of the confession. To date, the classic stealing
thunder paradigm has used specific confessions, often revealing substantial detail regarding the
nature and magnitude of the transgression. Indeed, the aforementioned real-world examples
provided numerous details regarding the transgression, consistent with the focus of
contemporary literature.
However, one could imagine confessions of a far more vague and general nature.
Consider the attempt of former U.S. President George W. Bush to steal thunder by admitting to
past issues with drinking, presumably in an effort to minimize the damage of future revelations
regarding a prior DUI conviction (e.g., CNN, 2000). Likewise, former U.S. President Bill
Clinton admitted publicly to causing pain in his marriage, presumably attempting to decrease
the impact of future reports of specific incidents of marital infidelity (e.g., Balz, 1992). Th ese
examples illustrate confessions linked to a broad category of transgressions versus a specific
transgression.
The presumed underlying assumption by people using vague/general confessions is that
they provide the benefits of stealing thunder without the perceived costs of divulging details
regarding the transgression. Indeed, one can imagine the practical benefits of not disclosing
more information than necessary, such as increased privacy while also reducing the risk of
providing information that may lead to the exposure of additional transgressions. On the other
hand, a general confession might be less effective than a specific confession because the
transgressor is perceived as evasive and/or because the confession provides little actual
information.
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Determining the role of specificity in stealing thunder holds conceptual importance as it
would help clarify the features critical to the success of stealing thunder, thereby contributing
insight into why the tactic works. For instance, commodity theory (Brock, 1968) suggests that
restricted information is perceived as valuable, and thus it should be scrutinized more actively
and be more impactful than less-restricted information. Given that general confessions provide
little actual information regarding a transgression, this limited information implies that their
effectiveness may be reduced compared to specific confessions because of the added
informational value inherent in the details, which remain restricted. Similarly, if specific
confessions are required for stealing thunder to be effective, then positive attributions
regarding the transgressor’s character resulting from a confession may emerge only if the
confession contains specific details. That is, transgressors may not be seen as acting against
their self-interest unless they support their confession with specific details. In contrast, the
finding that general confessions provided protection would indicate that other factors, such as
mere admission of error, may play a central role in the effectiveness of the stealing thunder
tactic and that the actual information contained in the confession is relatively inconsequential.
In other words, it may be the case that perceivers place substantial weight on the confession of
wrongdoing. Consequently, the mere act of admitting that you are wrong may be enough to
mitigate some of the evaluative damage from a transgression.
To date, no study has examined if the specificity of a confession influences the success
of this tactic. Thus, across four studies, we tested the role of specificity in stealing thunder
effects. In Study 1, we examined to what extent the specificity of the confession (general vs.
specific) influenced the effectiveness of the stealing thunder tactic. In Study 2, we sought to
replicate and extend the effects observed in Study 1 by also exploring the influence of
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moderately specific confessions. In Study 3, we extended this research by crossing all three
levels of confession specificity with the severity of the transgression (relatively mild vs.
relatively severe). Finally, in Study 4, we explored potential mechanisms that might explain
the efficacy of stealing thunder in general, as well as the role played by specificity in its
efficacy.
All measures, manipulations, and exclusions are reported for each study. Sample sizes
for each study were determined before data analysis using a combination of a minimum
acceptable level of power and a time-based stopping rule (i.e., once the minimum sample size
necessary for power was achieved, data collection continued until the conclusion of the
academic term).
STUDY 1
The goal of Study 1 was to replicate the classic stealing thunder effect and to provide an
initial assessment of the efficacy of general confessions relative to the traditional highly-specific
stealing thunder approach.
Method
Participants and design. Undergraduates (N = 300) from a large Canadian university
were recruited in exchange for course credit and randomly assigned to one of four conditions: No
Transgression (control), Third-Party Reveal (control), Stealing Thunder-Specific Confession,
and Stealing Thunder-General Confession. This sample yielded 86% power to detect a medium
effect, Cohen’s d = .5. The selection of this particular power analysis for this and subsequent
studies was meant to allow detection of critical comparisons between pairs of means in the larger
design, such as the core stealing thunder effect.
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Procedure. This study was part of an in-person multi-study experimental session.
Participants in all conditions first read a passage about a politician who opposed corruption via a
series of initiatives to curtail bribery among government officials. In the No Transgression
control condition, participants proceeded immediately from reading the corruption-opposing
passage to evaluating the politician on several dimensions. In the Third-Party Reveal condition,
participants next proceeded to a detailed statement released by a third-party describing in
specific details how the politician used public funds for personal and family expenses, followed
by evaluating the politician on several dimensions.
In the Specific Confession condition (i.e., the traditional stealing thunder condition), after
the introductory passage, participants read a detailed statement released by the politician
describing his improper conduct. For example, the politician indicated a specific amount of
money spent on airfare, accommodations, and outings for himself and his family. In the General
Confession condition, after the introductory passage, participants read a general statement
released by the politician alluding to “inappropriate behavior” regarding his personal welfare. No
information was provided regarding the activities or amount of public funds spent on himself or
his family. Next, participants in both Specific and General Confession conditions read the same
third-party reveal passage describing the politician’s transgressions that was provided in the
Third-Party Reveal condition. Finally, participants evaluated the politician on the dependent
measures.
Measures. Participants first reported their attitudes toward the politician using four, 7point unipolar scales: good, bad, like, dislike, adapted from Crites et al. (1994). Negative words
were reverse coded, and an overall index of attitude was created from the average ratings of the
four words (α = .914). Higher scores reflect more positive attitudes.
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Participants then evaluated the politician using seven, randomly ordered 7-point scales
regarding their likelihood of re-electing him, forgiving him, his perceived honesty, sincerity,
credibility, trustworthiness, and transparency.2 Ratings were scaled such that 1 indicated not at
all, and 7 indicated definitely or a great deal.
Prior to our primary analyses, we conducted a factor analysis on these evaluations to
determine whether they could be aggregated into more global scores (see Appendix I for factor
analyses details). Based on conventionally accepted criteria including scree plot, model fit, and
factor solution interpretability (see Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012), we determined that a two-factor
solution best represented the data. Factor 1 represented general impressions of the politician’s
truthfulness/honesty. It consisted of the forgiveness, honesty, sincerity, credibility,
trustworthiness, and transparency items. Responses on these items were averaged to form a
single score. Factor 2 represented a global evaluation of the politician and consisted of the
attitude scale index and the re-election rating. These scores were averaged to produce a single
score.
Results
A one-way ANOVA was conducted with condition as the independent variable and the
honesty index as the dependent variable. The omnibus effect of condition on honesty was
significant, F(3, 296) = 34.17, p < .001, η2 = 0.26. The associated means are reported in Table 1.
To clarify the effects of condition, a series of planned contrasts were conducted. As seen in
column 3, row 2 of Table 1, when no transgression occurred, participants had moderately
2

Ratings of likelihood of punishment and severity of punishment also were collected for exploratory purposes.
However, we did not have a priori theoretical rationale for punishment and punishment severity. Specifically,
because participants likely provided these ratings based on their understanding of how the politician should be
punished according to the law rather than based on their own evaluation of the politician, and because these ratings
also separated into a third factor in our factor analysis, these two ratings are not included in our results or discussion.
In our analyses, these two variables did not show the stealing thunder effect, which is consistent with the idea that
participants based their evaluations on legal interpretation than their own personal evaluative judgments.
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positive evaluations (4.16 on a 7-point scale) of the politician. However, transgression
information provided by a third party (M = 2.69; column 3, row 3) resulted in lower honesty
scores than when No Transgression Information was provided, F(1, 296) = 68.82, p < .001, d =
1.52. Thus, as expected, the transgression clearly damaged evaluations of the politician.
Table 1
Study 1 Descriptive Statistics for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.

Thunder Condition

N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global
Evaluation

No Transgression Information (No Thunder)

76

4.16(0.95)a

4.85(1.06)a

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

74

2.69(0.98)b

2.58(0.93)c

Stealing Thunder-Specific Confession

76

3.92(1.21)a

2.94(1.3)b

Stealing Thunder-General Confession

74

2.89(1.17)b

2.34(1.14)c

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between
the means.
Of particular interest was whether the traditional stealing thunder approach decreased the
negative effects of the information regarding the transgression. Results confirmed that the classic
Stealing Thunder Specific Confession condition (column 3, row 4) produced higher honesty
scores than the Third-Party Reveal condition (column 3, row 3), F(1, 296) = 48.25, p < .001, d =
1.12, thus replicating the classic stealing thunder effect. In fact, no difference in honesty scores
emerged between the Stealing Thunder Specific Confession condition and the No Transgression
Information condition, F(1, 296) = 1.85, p = .175, d = 0.22, thus supporting the efficacy of
specific confessions.
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Finally, we sought to compare the effectiveness of confession specificity. Interestingly,
the General Confession condition produced no protective benefit compared to a Third-Party
Reveal condition, F(1, 296) = 1.29, p = .256, d = 0.19. However, specific confessions generated
higher honesty scores than general confessions (column 3, row 5), F(1, 296) = 33.65, p < .001, d
= 0.87.
Results were similar when examining our global evaluation dependent variable (see
column 4), which employed the same one-way ANOVA as the prior analysis and yielded a
significant omnibus effect, F(3, 296) = 81.67, p < .001, η2 = 0.45. Confirming expectations,
global evaluations of the politician were more positive in the No Transgression condition
(column 4, row 2) than the Third-Party Reveal condition, F(1, 296) = 160.40, p < .001, d = 2.19.
Once again, specific confessions provided an evaluative advantage compared to thirdparty reveals, F(1, 296) = 4.16, p = .042, d = 0.33. However, unlike honesty, the specific
confessions elicited worse global evaluations than when no information regarding a transgression
was revealed, F(1, 296) = 114.50, p < .001, d = 1.60, suggesting that specific confessions were
less effective at mitigating global evaluative damage than mitigating honesty damage. Finally,
specific confessions once again improved evaluations compared to general confessions, F(1,
296) = 11.44, p < .001, d = 0.50. However, general confessions again failed to deliver protective
benefits relative to third-party reveals, F(1, 296) = 1.78, p = .183, d = 0.23.
Discussion
Overall, our transgression manipulation resulted in evaluative damage to the politician
when the transgression was revealed by a third-party. However, this damage could be
substantially mitigated, or in the case of honesty, fully mitigated, through a detailed confession
prior to the third-party reveal. However, we found no evidence that general confessions provided
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any relief in evaluative damage. Interestingly, the lack of efficacy of the general confession was
unlikely to have been a function of the general confession causing participants to infer that the
transgression was worse than it actually was. Specifically, because the general confession
admitted to a very general category of misdeeds but provided no specifics, participants might
have inferred the worst from this general admission that lacked details (see Grossman, 1981;
Grossman & Hart, 1983; Milgrom, 1981; Peppet, 2011; Viscusi, 1978) thereby offsetting any
benefit of the confession. However, participants in both the confession conditions also received
the third-party reveal passage describing the specific details of the transgression following the
confession and immediately prior to completing the dependent measures. Thus, all participants
had access to the same set of basic facts regarding the transgression at the time they made their
judgments of the transgressor. The three conditions differed only in whether a general, specific,
or no confession preceded exposure to the third-party information regarding the transgression.3
STUDY 2
In Study 1, we replicated the classic stealing thunder effect although we found no
evidence that a general confession provides any evaluative benefits. However, consider that
confession specificity reflects a continuum ranging from highly general to extremely specific
confessions. What remains unclear is the point at which evaluative benefits are maximized as
function of confession specificity. Thus, our goal in Study 2 was to replicate the patterns
observed in Study 1, while also testing the efficacy of moderately specific confessions.

3

One could argue that the general confession set up expectations regarding the transgression that were worse than
what the third-party reveal passage provided. However, if anything, one might have expected a positive
disconfirmation of expectations to enhance the efficacy of the general confession. Perhaps less likely, participants in
the general confession condition could have inferred a transgression that was milder than it actually was. If so, this
negative disconfirmation of expectations might have offset the benefits of the general confession. Data relevant to
evaluating this second possibility will be provided in Studies 3 and 4.
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Method
Participants and design. Participants and design were similar to Study 1.
Undergraduates (N = 447) from a large Canadian university were recruited in exchange for
course credit and randomly assigned to one of five conditions: No Transgression Information
(control), Third-Party Reveal (control), Stealing Thunder Specific Confession, Stealing Thunder
General Confession, and Stealing Thunder Moderately-Specific Confession. This sample yielded
91% power to detect a medium effect, Cohen’s d = .5.
Procedure and measures. This study was part of an in-person multi-study experimental
session. Procedures, measures, and conditions were identical to Study 1, with the exception that
we added a Moderately Specific Confession condition. For instance, whereas the General
Confession passage said “I have allowed myself certain liberties that led to inappropriate
behavior,” the Moderately Specific Confession passage said “I would like to acknowledge that I
have misallocated government funds…” However, unlike the specific confession, no dollar
amounts were provided. As in Study 1, dependent variables were combined into two indices: an
honesty index and a global evaluation index.
Results
Analyses were identical to Study 1, with additional comparisons to investigate
moderately specific confessions. The omnibus effect of condition on honesty was significant,
F(4, 442) = 30.56, p < .001, η2 = 0.22. Planned contrasts again revealed lower honesty scores for
the Third-Party Reveal condition versus No Transgression Information condition, F(1, 442) =
84.16, p < .001, d = 1.49.
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Table 2
Study 2 Descriptive Statistics for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.

N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global
Evaluation

No Transgression Information (No Thunder)

86

4.11(0.99)a

4.97(1.45)a

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

88

2.67(0.94)c

2.53(1.12)c

Stealing Thunder Specific Confession

89

3.89(1.19)a

3.24(1.36)b

Stealing Thunder Moderately Specific Confession

92

3.03(1.06)b

2.51(0.98)c

Stealing Thunder General Confession

92

3.12(0.95)b

2.61(0.95)c

Thunder Condition

Note. Different subscripts within the same column indicate statistically significant mean
differences.
A second contrast replicated the classic stealing thunder effect, F(1, 442) = 61.47, p <
.001, d = 1.14, revealing higher honesty scores for specific confessions versus a third-party
reveal. Once again, no difference emerged between specific-confessions and no transgression
information, F(1, 442) = 1.97, p = .161, d = 0.20. We then compared general confessions against
specific confessions and third-party reveals. Once again, general confessions provided less
protection than specific confessions, F(1, 442) = 25.11, p < .001, d = 0.72. However, unlike
Study 1, general confessions provided some protection compared to third-party reveals, F(1,
442) = 8.46, p = .004, d = 0.48.
A final set of contrasts investigated the effectiveness of moderately specific confessions.
Results indicated moderately specific confessions improved honesty scores compared to thirdparty reveals, F(1, 442) = 5.27, p = .022, d = 0.36. However, no difference emerged between
moderately specific and general confessions, F(1, 442) = 0.38, p = .536, d = 0.09. Importantly,
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moderately specific confessions performed worse than specific confessions, F(1, 442) = 31.64, p
< .001, d = 0.76, suggesting that anything short of specific confessions may incur reputational
costs.
Results for the global evaluation index yielded a significant omnibus effect of condition,
F(4, 442) = 76.93, p < .001, η2 = 0.41, thus replicating Study 1. As expected, planned contrasts
indicated more negative global evaluations from the Third-Party Reveal condition versus the No
Transgression Information condition, F(1, 442) = 204.20, p < .001, d = 1.88. Once again, we
replicated the classic stealing thunder effect, F(1, 442) = 83.25, p < .001, d = 1.23, revealing
more positive global evaluations for specific confessions versus a third-party reveal. However,
specific confessions elicited worse global evaluations than no transgression information, F(1,
442) = 14.55, p < .001, d = 0.57, replicating Study 1. As found in Study 1, specific confessions
improved evaluations compared to general confessions, F(1, 442) = 13.03, p < .001, d = 0.54.
However, general confessions provided no protective benefits relative to third-party reveals, F(1,
442) = 0.30, p = .587, d = 0.08. The final set of contrasts revealed no difference between
Moderately Specific Confession condition and Third-Party Reveal condition, F(1, 442) = 0.01, p
= .918, d = 0.02, or General Confession condition, F(1, 442) = 0.50, p = .480, d = 0.10.
However, moderately specific confessions again performed worse than specific confessions, F(1,
442) = 31.64, p < .001, d = 0.76, thus matching the patterns of effects found with ratings of
honesty.
Discussion
Study 2 replicated Study 1, with the sole exception of honesty scores when comparing
general confessions against a third-party reveal (we found evidence of a modest benefit of
general confessions in the present study but not in Study 1). We validated the efficacy of the
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classic stealing thunder tactic (specific confessions vs. third-party), replicated the advantage of
specific over general confessions, and showed that moderately specific confessions are no better
than general confessions but significantly worse than specific confessions.
STUDY 3
The first two studies replicated the classic stealing thunder effect and showed a consistent
pattern of results that favor specific confessions over general and moderately specific
confessions. However, it could be that this pattern of findings is restricted to situations in which
the transgression is comparatively severe. For less severe transgressions, perhaps the mere act of
disclosure is enough to trigger the benefits of stealing thunder. We sought to test this possibility
by creating a condition that held the nature of the transgression constant but decreased its
perceived severity by substantially reducing the amounts of money misused by the politician. In
Study 3, we aimed to further replicate results from Studies 1 and 2, as well as investigate the
effectiveness of stealing thunder at varying levels of specificity across different levels of
transgression severity.
Method
Participants and design. Undergraduates (N = 707) from a large Canadian university
participated in exchange for course credit. They were randomly assigned to one of nine
conditions in a 2 (Transgression Severity: High vs. Low) x 4 (Confessions: General, ModeratelySpecific, Specific, Third-Party Reveal) +1 (No Transgression Information Control) design.4 This
sample yielded 99% power to detect a medium effect, Cohen’s d = .5.

4

We could not cross the no transgression condition with level of severity because the severity does not differ if no
transgression takes place. Nonetheless, this condition is useful as it provides a comparison point to judge how
damaging information about a transgression is to a target whose transgression is revealed by a third-party.
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Procedure and measures. Some of the data for this study (N = 280) was collected as
part of an in-person multi-study experimental session, and some of the data (N = 427) were
collected as part of an on-line multi-study experimental session. Data were collapsed when no
interaction was found between data collection mode (on-line vs. in-person) and stealing thunder
condition. Procedures and measures were similar to Study 2. Specifically, the High Severity
conditions and control condition directly replicated the materials and procedures used in Study 2.
Although the Low Severity conditions followed the same procedure, the Specific Confession
condition differed slightly by reducing the dollar amounts misappropriated by the politician (i.e.,
$172.78 versus $8121.37). Similarly, the third-party reveal passage provided to participants in all
Low Severity conditions also was modified to reflect the reduced dollar amounts. Recall that the
general and moderately specific confessions did not provide dollar amounts; thus these
confessions were identical to the ones used in the High Severity conditions. However, as in the
prior studies, because all participants in the confession conditions received the third-party reveal
passage immediately following the confession, all participants in the low severity confession
conditions had access to the same basic facts regarding the transgression immediately prior to
making their judgments. Finally, all participants rated the politician on the outcome variables
used in Studies 1 and 2, once again grouped into an honesty index and a global evaluation index.
Results
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the influence of stealing thunder
condition (Specific vs. General vs. Moderately-Specific vs. Third-Party Reveal) and
Transgression Severity (Low vs. High) on the honesty index. The main effect of Severity was
significant, F(1, 698) = 25.28, p < .001 ηp2 = 0.04, suggesting that increasingly severe
transgressions produced increasingly harsh judgments (lower ratings) on honesty. A planned
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contrast comparing the stand-alone Control condition (no transgression) and High Severity
conditions confirmed greater damage to honesty given highly severe transgressions versus no
transgression, F(1, 704) = 26.82, p < .001, d = 0.61. Moreover, high severity transgressions
increased honesty damage versus low severity transgressions, F(1, 704) = 20.82, p < .001, d =
0.37. Somewhat surprisingly, the low severity transgression did not undermine honesty ratings
compared to the no transgression control condition, F(1, 704) = 1.96, p = .163, d = 0.15,
although the pattern of means was in the expected direction.
Table 3
Study 3 Descriptive Statistics Across Severity Levels for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.

Severity

N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global
Evaluation

Control

79

3.74(0.94)a

4.71(1.02)a

Low

313

3.56(1.36)a

3.43(1.27)b

High

315

3.10(1.15)b

2.67(1.15)c

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between
the means.
The main effect of stealing thunder condition also was significant, F(1, 698) = 24.97, p <
.001 ηp2 = 0.10. Importantly, this effect was not qualified by an interaction with severity, F(3,
707) = .31, p = .821, ηp2 = 0.001. Thus, because the effects of confession condition were the
same across levels of severity, levels of severity were collapsed when examining honesty ratings
across stealing thunder conditions. These means are reported in Table 4.
Table 4
Study 3 Descriptive Statistics for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.
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N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global
Evaluation

No Transgression Information (No Thunder)

79

3.74(0.94)a

4.70(1.02)a

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

157

2.96(1.07)c

2.93(1.18)c

Stealing Thunder Specific Confession

157

4.00(1.35)a

3.48(1.43)b

Stealing Thunder Moderately-Specific Confession

151

3.29(1.20)b

2.88(1.14)c

Stealing Thunder General Confession

163

3.10(1.22)bc

2.89(1.21)c

Thunder Condition

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between
the means.
Replicating Study 1 and 2, planned contrasts indicated greater honesty damage when
transgressions were revealed by a third party versus no transgression, F(1, 702) = 33.39, p <
.001, d = 0.78. Once again, the classic stealing thunder effect emerged, whereby specific
confessions conferred greater protection to honesty assessments than a third-party reveal, F(1,
702) = 56.74, p < .001, d = 0.85. Indeed, specific confessions did not differ significantly from
the no transgression control group, F(1, 702) = 2.79, p = .096, d = 0.22. Next, we tested the
effectiveness of general confessions against specific confessions and third-party reveals. Again,
general confessions provided no protective benefit compared to a third-party reveal, F(1, 702) =
1.02, p = .314, d = 0.12. Replicating Study 1 and 2, general confessions provided less protection
than specific confessions, F(1, 702) = 39.54, p < .001, d = 0.70. Planned contrasts focusing on
moderately specific confessions revealed improved honesty scores compared to third-party
reveals, F(1, 702) = 6.44, p = .012, d = 0.29. However, once again no difference emerged
between moderately specific and general confessions, F(1, 702) = 2.13, p = .145, d = 0.16.
Moderately specific confessions also performed worse than specific confessions, F(1, 702) =
23.64, p < .001, d = 0.56.
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Findings for global evaluation were similar to Study 2 and based on the same two-way
ANOVA as the prior analysis. The main effect of Severity condition was significant, revealing a
clear pattern of increasing damage linked to increasing levels of transgression severity, F(1, 698)
= 68.22, p < .001 ηp2 = 0.09. Global evaluations of the politician were more positive in the No
Transgression control condition than both the High Severity, F(1, 704) = 239.97 p < .001, d =
1.88, and Low Severity conditions, F(1, 704) = 89.49, p < .001, d = 1.11. Once again, high
severity transgressions increased honesty damage versus low severity transgressions, F(1, 704) =
61.78, p < .001, d =0.63.
Once again, we found a significant main effect of stealing thunder condition, F(1, 698) =
9.78, p < .001 ηp2 = 0.04, and no Stealing Thunder condition by Transgression Severity
interaction, F(3, 707) = 2.42, p = .065, ηp2 = 0.01, hence the decision to collapse Transgression
Severity across Stealing Thunder conditions. Planned contrasts confirmed that third-party reveals
resulted in greater global evaluative damage than no transgression, F(1, 702) = 142.13, p < .001,
d = 1.60. However, although specific confessions provided substantial protection compared to
third-party reveals, F(1, 702) = 13.32, p < .001, d = 0.42, they did not offer protection
comparable to no transgression, F(1, 702) = 58.00, p < .001, d = 0.98.
Contrasts showed no significant difference between general confessions and third-party
reveals, F(1, 702) = 0.09, p = .762, d = 0.03. When coupled with a significant difference
between general vs. specific confessions, F(1, 702) = 15.37, p < .001, d = 0.45, these two
contrasts once again highlighted the relative inability of general confessions to offer any
meaningful global evaluative protection. Similarly, moderately specific confessions were
indistinguishable from general confessions, F(1, 702) = 0.01, p = .925, d = 0.01, or third-party
reveals, F(1, 702) = 0.16, p = .689, d = 0.04 rendering them equally as ineffective as general
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confessions in buffering against global evaluative damage. However, specific confessions
enhanced global evaluations relative to both general confessions F(1, 702) = 15.37, p < .001, d =
0.45, and moderately-specific confessions, F(1, 702) = 16.32, p < .001, d = 0.46, thus replicating
Study 2 and reaffirming the superiority of this tactic.
Discussion
Study 3 provides a third replication of the classic stealing thunder effect, demonstrating
its robustness across two levels of transgression severity. No evidence emerged suggesting that
transgression severity moderated stealing thunder effects. Indeed, after collapsing transgression
severity, our results paralleled the results of Study 2. Specific confessions again offered the most
protection against various types of evaluative damage resulting from transgressions, and lessspecific confessions provided weak and very limited benefits.5
Once again, and even though we did not predict this outcome, we observed what appears
to be a pattern of stronger effects for our honesty index compared to our global evaluation index.
At this point, a reader may wonder if a formal test would support the notion that there is a
difference between these two dependent variables. To answer this question, we conducted a
mixed-model ANOVA with “type of outcome” (e.g., honesty vs. global evaluation) as the
within-subjects factor and stealing thunder condition (e.g., third-party reveal vs. specific
confession vs. etc.) as the between-subjects factor to see if the model produced an interaction
between outcome type and condition. This same analysis was conducted for all three studies. A

5

As was noted in footnote 2 of Study 1, one might argue that participants in the General Confession condition (and
perhaps by extension the Moderately Specific Confession condition in Studies 2 and 3) inferred a transgression that
was milder than it actually was. This negative disconfirmation of expectations might have offset the benefits of the
confession. If this negative disconfirmation of expectations was true in Studies 1 and 2, which both used a severe
transgression, one might have expected general and moderately specific confessions to work well in the case of mild
transgressions in Study 3 because there should be no clear negative violation of expectations. The fact that no
interaction between stealing thunder condition and transgression severity emerged would seem to argue against this
explanation.
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significant interaction emerged for Study 1, F(1, 296) = 47.95, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.33, Study 2,
F(1, 442) = 36.42, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.25, and Study 3, F(1, 698) = 18.56, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.18.
Thus, the evidence does seem to suggest a clear pattern of stronger stealing thunder effects for
honesty than for global evaluations.
One potential caveat that might be placed upon our failure to detect an interaction effect
between stealing thunder confession condition and transgression severity could be that the study
lacked adequate power to detect a two-way interaction. Based on the sample size for study 3, a
power analysis conducted in G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2009) indicated that it had a .8 power to
detect an interaction effect size of ηp2 = .12. Thus, if such an interaction does exist, it is likely
comparably small in magnitude.
STUDY 4
The prior studies provided consistent evidence of the efficacy of the traditional stealing
thunder approach and suggested that less specific versions of the tactic provided at best, weak
and limited benefits. These studies also suggested that although stealing thunder provided
benefits for both ratings of honesty and global evaluations, the technique was somewhat more
successful in providing protection for judgments of honesty than general evaluation. We
designed Study 4 to clarify the psychological mechanisms responsible for these two central
findings.
First, why did our studies generally show stronger stealing thunder effects for honesty
than general evaluation? One possibility is that to the extent that stealing thunder shapes
impressions of a transgressor, it might primarily influence specific judgments, such as
honesty/truthfulness, rather than more general global evaluations. That is, proactively admitting a
misdeed could be perceived as reflecting that a person is at least somewhat honest, even if the
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transgression might indicate deficits on other dimensions. The items comprising our honesty
index all in various ways captured the extent to which the politician was truthful in his actions.
However, general evaluative judgments likely reflected a broader set of ethical concerns than
simply truthfulness (e.g., the extent to which the politician prioritizes his own needs over those
of others). Additionally, general evaluations also likely reflected concerns that go beyond the
morality of the politician. For example, the competence of a politician also likely would be an
important consideration in overall evaluations. Perhaps the transgression used in the prior studies
produced damage not only to people’s impressions on several moral dimensions of the politician
but also perceptions of this politician’s competence (e.g., risking one’s career for comparatively
modest amounts of money might be viewed as foolish and unwise as well as unethical). If so,
admitting an error proactively might most strongly affect judgments of honesty, more modestly
affect judgments of general morality, and only weakly affect judgments of competence. If so,
this pattern would explain why general evaluations were less affected than honesty judgments.
To explore this possibility, we included additional measures directly assessing general
impressions of the politician’s moral character and professional competence so that we could test
the extent to which one or both of these dimensions were: a) affected by the transgression and b)
protected by stealing thunder. We also could examine the extent to which honesty judgments,
presumably the most proximal consequence of stealing thunder, mediated the effects of stealing
thunder on both morality and competence judgments and the extent to which these judgments, in
turn, were related to general evaluations.
Second, why are confessions that lack specific details less effective than specific
confessions? In our introduction, we alluded to several possibilities. One explanation is that
proactive specific confessions make the information regarding the transgression appear less
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scarce; thus the information is viewed as less impactful and important. Because general
confessions provide little actual information about the transgression, they might not alter the
perceived value of the information regarding the transgression when it is later revealed by a
third-party. A second, and not mutually exclusive explanation, is that confessions are seen as
sincere and in contradiction to people’s self-interest only if specific details regarding the
transgression are provided. By not divulging details, people providing general confessions might
be seen as intentionally withholding relevant information, which could undermine positive
attributions regarding the intent of the confession. Thus, people might not make any positive
inferences regarding the transgressor’s honesty. To examine these possibilities, we measured
views of the importance and consequentiality of the information regarding the transgression. We
also measured beliefs about how appropriate the politician was in responding to the transgression
to determine if the specificity of the confession influenced these judgements, and if, in turn, these
judgments had an impact on ratings of honesty and global evaluations.
Method
Participants and design. Participants and design were very similar to Study 2.
Undergraduates (N = 365) were recruited in exchange for course credit, and randomly assigned
to one of five conditions: No Transgression Information (control), Third-Party Reveal (control),
Stealing Thunder Specific Confession, Stealing Thunder General Confession, and Stealing
Thunder Moderately Specific Confession. This sample yielded 85% power to detect a medium
effect, Cohen’s d = .5.
Procedure and measures. This study was part of an on-line multi-study experimental
session. Otherwise, procedures and measures were very similar to Study 2. Specifically, the
materials used in all conditions of Study 4 precisely matched the materials used in the same
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conditions in Study 2. Likewise, the measures comprising the honesty index (α = .927) and
global evaluation index (α = .913) used in the three prior studies also were used in the present
study. The ordering of these measures was identical to the prior studies. However, new to Study
4 were four additional multi-item measures.
Immediately following the honesty and global evaluation measures, participants
completed two multi-item measures assessing the perceived competence and the perceived
morality of the politician. Participants were randomly assigned to complete the competence and
morality measures in one of two counterbalanced orders. Within each measure, the order of items
was randomized. All items for both measures were on 7-point rating scales. The competence
measure originally consisted of four items, but a subsequent factor analysis of the two multi-item
measures indicated (see Appendix I for factor analyses details) that only two of the competence
items loaded clearly on their intended factor (i.e., “To what extent do you believe the politician is
generally competent at his job?” and “To what extent do you believe the politician is unskilled at
his job?”). The morality measure consisted of nine items. Five of the items were positively keyed
(e.g., “How much do you believe that the politician puts the needs of the people over his personal
needs?”) and four of the items were negatively keyed (e.g., “How corrupt is this politician?”).
Interestingly, the factor analysis of the two multi-item measures indicated that the positive6 and
negative morality items sorted onto their own distinct factors (with competence items comprising
a third factor). Thus, based on the factor analysis, all negative items were reverse coded and

6

Positive morality is a construct we would expect to be strongly associated with, but somewhat separable from,
honesty. Specifically, we see honesty as a more specific component of positive morality, whereas positive morality
captures more general, positive moral features. Just to confirm that the new positive morality measure was separable
from the original honesty index, we conducted a factor analysis and a two-factor solution did, in fact, indicate that
the items in these two measures largely separated into their intended factors.
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responses were averaged to create three scores: competence (α = .719, 2 items), positive
morality (α = .890, 5 items), and negative morality (α = .860, 4 items).
Following completion of the two new general measures, participants next completed two
new multi-item measures assessing perceptions specifically related to the transgression.
Participants were randomly assigned to complete these two transgression-specific measures in
one of two counterbalanced orders. All items for both measures were on 7-point rating scales and
the order of items within each of these measures was randomized. Because both measures
referred specifically to the transgression, they were not included in the No Transgression control
condition.
One of these measures consisted of six items assessing perceptions of the importance and
consequentiality of the information regarding the transgression (e.g., “How much impact did the
information regarding the politician’s transgression have on your view of the political
candidate?”, “How serious would you rate the transgression that was committed by the
politician?”). Responses to these items were averaged to create an overall transgression
information importance score (α = .877).
The other measure consisted of nine items assessing perceptions of how appropriately the
politician responded to dealing with the transgression. Six of these items were positively keyed,
and three of the items (which were reversed coded prior to analyses) were negatively keyed.
Because a factor analysis of the items comprising the two transgression-specific measures
indicated that the appropriateness of response items separated into two distinct factors (with the
importance of information items comprising their own distinct third factor), we created two
separate indices of the appropriateness of the response to the transgression. The first of these
indices consisted of four items that reflected the extent to which the politician was viewed as
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regretting his transgression and having grown from it (e.g., “How much do you believe that the
politician regrets his actions?”, “How much do you believe the politician has learned from his
mistake?”). These items were averaged to create an overall regret score (α = .796). The second
index was comprised of five items reflecting the extent to which the politician was forthright and
transparent in his response to the transgression (e.g., “The politician dealt with his transgression
in a transparent manner.”, “The politician dealt with his transgression in a dishonest manner.”).
These items were averaged to create an overall transparency score (α = .789).
Results
Honesty and global evaluation analyses. Our first two analyses were conducted to
replicate our primary findings from the prior studies. First, we conducted a one-way ANOVA
with experimental condition as the independent variable and the honesty index as the dependent
variable. The omnibus effect of condition on honesty was significant, F(4, 361) = 30.97, p <
.001, η2 = 0.26. As expected, planned contrasts revealed higher honesty scores for the No
Transgression Information condition versus the Third-Party Reveal condition, F(1, 361) = 94.17,
p < .001, d = 1.68.
Table 5
Study 4 Descriptive Statistics for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.

N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global
Evaluation

No Transgression Information (No Thunder)

73

4.24(1.17)a

4.79(1.10)a

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

73

2.28(1.16)d

2.62(1.03)c

Stealing Thunder Specific Confession

72

3.73(1.40)b

3.47(1.23)b

Stealing Thunder Moderately-Specific Confession

75

2.97(1.19)c

2.64(1.24)c

Thunder Condition

54

Stealing Thunder General Confession

73

2.69(1.16)c

2.54(1.01)c

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between
the means.
A second contrast replicated the classic stealing thunder effect, F(1, 361) = 51.27, p <
.001, d = 1.13, indicating higher honesty scores for specific confessions versus a third-party
reveal. However, specific confession did not fully eliminate damage, such that a significant
difference did emerge between the Specific-Confession condition and the No Transgression
Information condition, F(1, 361) = 6.30, p = .013, d = 0.39. As before, general confessions
provided less protection than specific confessions, F(1, 361) = 26.69, p < .001, d = 0.81.
However, general confessions did provide some modest protection compared to third-party
reveals, F(1, 361) = 4.00, p = .046, d = 0.35. Contrasts indicated moderately-specific confessions
produced higher honesty scores than third-party reveals, F(1, 361) = 11.63, p = .001, d = 0.58.
However, no difference emerged between moderately-specific and general confessions, F(1,
361) = 1.95, p = .163, d = 0.24. Importantly, moderately-specific confessions performed worse
than specific confessions, F(1, 361) = 14.51, p < .001, d = 0.59.
Analyses for the global evaluation index produced a significant omnibus effect of
condition, F(4, 361) = 53.18, p < .001, η2 = 0.37, thus replicating the prior studies. Planned
contrasts confirmed more negative global evaluations in the Third-Party Reveal condition than
the No Transgression Information condition, F(1, 361) = 152.32, p < .001, d = 2.00. We again
replicated the classic stealing thunder effect, F(1, 361) = 20.75, p < .001, d = 0.76, revealing
more positive global evaluations for specific confessions versus a third-party reveal. As in past
studies, specific confessions did not fully eliminate the effect of the transgression on global
evaluations, revealing more negative scores compared to the No Transgression Information
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condition, F(1, 361) = 46.06, p < .001, d = 1.13. Once again, specific confessions improved
evaluations compared to general confessions, F(1, 361) = 24.83, p < .001, d = 0.83. Moreover,
general confessions provided no protective benefits relative to third-party reveals, F(1, 361) =
0.20, p = .656, d = 0.07. The final set of contrasts revealed no difference between moderatelyspecific confessions and third-party reveals, F(1, 361) = 0.01, p = .914, d = 0.02, or general
confessions, F(1, 361) = 0.26, p = .608, d = 0.08, thus replicating the patterns in our prior
studies. However, moderately-specific confessions again performed worse than specific
confessions, F(1, 361) = 16.85, p < .001, d = 0.68.
Analyses of general competence and morality. Our next set of analyses explored the
impact of our experimental manipulation on judgments of the transgressor’s competence,
positive morality, and negative morality. The first analysis was a one-way ANOVA with
experimental condition as the independent variable and competence as the dependent variable.
This analysis produced a significant omnibus test, F(4, 361) = 9.26, p < .001, η2 = 0.09.
As expected (see Table 6), a planned contrast indicated that the politician was indeed
viewed as less competent in the Third-Party Reveal condition than in the No Transgression
Information condition, F(1, 361) = 22.55, p < .001, d = 0.81. Interesting, the traditional Specific
Stealing Thunder approach produced marginally higher competence ratings than the Third-Party
Reveal condition, F(1, 361) = 3.85, p = .051, d = 0.34. However, the Specific Stealing Thunder
condition did not produce competence ratings as high as the ones in the No Transgression
Information condition, F(1, 361) = 7.68, p = .006, d = 0.47.
Neither the Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1, 361) = 0.04, p = .848, d =
0.03, or the General Confession condition, F(1, 361) = .04, p = .849, d = 0.03, produced
significantly higher competence ratings than the Third-Party Reveal condition. As might be
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expected, the Specific Stealing Thunder condition produced significantly higher competence
ratings than the Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1, 361) = 4.69, p = .031, d = 0.35,
and the General Confession condition, F(1, 361) = 4.62, p = .032, d = 0.36. However, the
Moderately Specific Confession condition and the General Confession condition did not differ
significantly from one another, F(1, 361) < 0.01, p = .999, d < 0.01. In summary, the
transgression did produce substantial damage to perceptions of competence and the traditional
stealing thunder approach modestly reduced this damage. In line with the patterns observed for
other evaluations of the transgressor, the damage was not alleviated at all by less specific
versions of the tactic.
Table 6
Study 4 Descriptive Statistics for Competence and Morality Indices.

Thunder Condition

N

M(SD)
Competence

M(SD) Positive
Morality

M(SD) Negative
Morality

No Transgression Information (No
Thunder)

73

4.90(1.08)a

4.45(1.05)a

4.70(1.06)a

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

73

4.04(1.04)c

2.78(0.95)c

3.14(0.98)c

Stealing Thunder Specific
Confession

72

4.40(1.03)b

3.60(1.03)b

3.50(1.01)b

Stealing Thunder ModeratelySpecific Confession

75

4.01(1.16)c

2.95(1.03)c

3.03(1.13)c

Stealing Thunder General
Confession

73

4.01(1.13)c

2.99(0.90)c

2.98(1.00)c

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between

the means.
Our next analysis examined the effects of experimental condition on general positive
morality judgments. This analysis was a one-way ANOVA with experimental condition as the
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independent variable and positive morality as the dependent variable. This analysis produced a
significant omnibus test, F(4, 361) = 34.98, p < .001, η2 = 0.28. As predicted, a planned contrast
confirmed that the politician was viewed as much lower in positive morality in the Third-Party
Reveal condition than in the No Transgression Information condition, F(1, 361) = 103.61, p <
.001, d = 1.68. This effect, as expected, was larger than the effect on the competence dependent
variable. Also as predicted, the Specific Confession condition produced higher positive morality
ratings than the Third-Party reveal condition, F(1, 361) = 24.97, p < .001, d = 0.83. Interestingly,
the success of stealing thunder in improving positive morality judgments was more pronounced
than it was in the analysis for competence judgments. That being said, the Specific Confession
condition did not produce positive morality ratings as high as the No Transgression Information
condition, F(1, 361) = 26.48, p < .001, d = 0.82.
Neither the Moderately Specific Confession, F(1, 361) = 1.17, p = .280, d = 0.18, nor the
General Confession, F(1, 361) = 1.72, p = .190, d = 0.23, produced higher positive morality
ratings than the Third-Party Reveal. As expected, the Specific Stealing Thunder condition
produced higher positive morality ratings than the Moderately-Specific Confession condition,
F(1, 361) = 15.63, p < .001, d = 0.63, and the General Confession condition, F(1, 361) = 13.62,
p < .001, d = 0.63. The Moderately Specific Confession condition and the General Confession
condition did not differ from one another, F(1, 361) = 0.06, p = .811, d = 0.04. In summary, as
predicted, the transgression produced clear negative effects on perceptions of the positive
morality of the politician. This damage was substantially reduced by the traditional stealing
thunder approach but not by less specific versions of the tactic.
In our third analysis, we examined the effects of experimental condition on general
negative morality judgments. This analysis was a one-way ANOVA with an experimental
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condition as the independent variable and negative morality as the dependent variable (reversed
scaled so that high numbers reflect the absence of immoral attributes). This analysis produced a
significant omnibus test, F(4, 361) = 35.08, p < .001, η2 = 0.28. As expected, a planned contrast
confirmed that the politician was viewed as less moral (i.e., having more immoral qualities) in
the Third-Party Reveal condition than in the No Transgression Information condition, F(1, 361)
= 82.36, p < .001, d = 1.53. The effect on the negative morality index was comparable to the
positive morality index and larger than the effect on the competence index. The Specific
Confession condition produced significantly better morality ratings on the negative index than
the Third-Party reveal condition, F(1, 361) = 4.27, p = .039, d = 0.36. Interestingly, this effect
appears notably weaker than it was for the positive morality index. Thus, stealing thunder was
more successful in leading people to see the politician as possessing positive moral qualities than
it was in preventing people from seeing the politician as having negative moral attributes. Not
surprisingly, the Specific Confession condition did not produce morality ratings on the negative
index that were comparable to the No Transgression Information condition, F(1, 361) = 48.68, p
< .001, d = 1.16.
Neither the Moderately Specific Confession, F(1, 361) = 0.44, p = .505, d = 0.11, nor the
General Confession, F(1, 361) = 0.95, p = .329, d = 0.17, produced better morality ratings on the
negative index than the Third-Party Reveal. As expected, the Specific Stealing Thunder
condition produced better morality ratings on the negative index than the Moderately Specific
Confession condition, F(1, 361) = 7.54, p = .006, d = 0.44, and the General Confession
condition, F(1, 361) = 9.25, p = .003, d = 0.52. The Moderately Specific Confession condition
and the General Confession condition did not differ from one another, F(1, 361) = 0.10, p = .752,
d = 0.05. In summary, the transgression resulted in the politician being viewed as less moral on
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the negative morality index (i.e., having more immoral qualities). This damage was significantly
reduced by the traditional stealing thunder approach but not to the extent that it was on the
positive morality index. Less specific versions of the tactic had no impact on the negative
morality index.
The prior three sets of analyses confirmed that perceptions of competence and morality
(i.e., the presence of positive moral qualities and the absence of negative moral qualities) were
undermined by the transgression, and that stealing thunder was somewhat more successful in
enhancing perceptions of positive moral attributes than it was increasing perceptions of
competence or decreasing perceptions of negative moral attributes. We hypothesized this might
be the case because stealing thunder most directly affects perceptions of the truthfulness of the
transgressor (as reflected by our honesty index), and truthfulness is one of several dimensions
that is used to make more global assessments of morality. In contrast, truthfulness would be
expected to have less impact on judgments of competence. Likewise, we also speculated that
general evaluations include a broad array of concerns, subsuming dimensions of morality and
general competence. Considering these speculations in their entirety, we tested the path model
depicted in Figure 1. In this model, enhancing honesty was postulated to be the most proximal
consequence of stealing thunder and thus would be expected to show the strongest effects of
stealing thunder. In contrast, global evaluations were the most distal consequence and would thus
be expected to be less strongly influenced by the tactic. Additionally, global evaluations also
reflected concerns (e.g., competence) upon which stealing thunder has modest effects and thus
also would help account for the weaker effects on global evaluations.
Figure 1
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Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Reveal) Leading to Honesty, Positive/Negative Morality,
Competence, Leading to Evaluation.

To test these ideas, we fit this path model to the data using LISREL 10.3. In this analysis,
we focused only on those conditions demonstrating the classic Stealing Thunder Effect (i.e.,
Third-Party Reveal Condition vs. Specific Confession Condition). Our condition variable in the
model was a dummy coded variable representing assignment to these conditions (0 = Third-Party
Reveal, 1 = Specific Confession). The results of this model are provided in Figure 2. Several
aspects of these findings merit comment.7

7

Because the present model was an observed variable path analysis model in which all scores were assumed to be
perfect representations of their underlying constructs and residuals in endogenous variables at the same stage in the
causal sequence (i.e., positive morality, negative morality, and competence) were permitted to co-vary, the present
model is a saturated model and thus has perfect fit to the data. Such models are common in the literature as standard
regression-based models of mediation (e.g., see Hayes, 2018) and also have such properties. In principle, because
most of the variables in this model have two or more items associated with each score, a latent variable version of
this model could have been fit to the data. A latent variable model would have the benefit of removing the influence
of random measurement error on path coefficients. Unfortunately, given the comparatively modest sample size
available to estimate the parameters of the model, this approach was not feasible in the present case as such a model
would have required more than twice as many free parameters to be estimated. Additionally, given the generally
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Figure 2
Results for Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Reveal) Leading To Honesty, Positive/Negative
Morality, Competence, Leading To Evaluation.

Note. Bolded lines indicate statistical significance and dashed lines indicate non-significance. Values
appear in the format of Unstandardized Coefficients (Standard Error). * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p <
.01.

First, as would be expected on the basis of our prior ANOVA analyses, the condition
variable did exert a powerful effect on honesty. Perceptions of honesty, in turn, had a powerful
effect on positive morality judgments and somewhat weaker but significant effects on negative
morality and competence judgments. Indeed, formal tests of the differences of the honestypositive morality path with the honesty-negative morality path, χ2(1) = 10.35, p = .001, and with

high reliabilities associated with the variables in the model, the distorting effects of random error were probably
comparatively modest in our analyses.
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the honesty-competence path (χ2(1) = 12.40, p < .001) were both significant. Interestingly, the
condition variable had no direct effects on any of these three judgments once the effects of
honesty were taken into account. These results provide insight into why the traditional version of
stealing thunder produced stronger effects in our prior ANOVAs on positive morality than it did
on either negative morality or competence. The effects of stealing thunder on these variables
occurred via honesty, and honesty played a stronger role in judgments of positive morality than it
did in judgments of negative morality or competence.
Second, as expected, both positive morality and negative morality comparably
influenced general evaluations. A test of the difference between these paths was not significant,
χ2(1) = 1.31, p = .250. Interestingly, competence did not play a significant role in general
evaluations. It also is worth noting that the condition variable had no direct effect on general
evaluations, and thus its influence on general evaluation was indirect via honesty and then via
positive and negative morality. Honesty still did exert a direct effect on general evaluations,
thereby indicating that not all of its effect on general evaluations occurred via the two morality
judgments.
In summary, the results of the present model were partially consistent with our
speculations regarding why stealing thunder produces stronger effects on honesty than on general
evaluations. On the affirmative side, the model does suggest that honesty is a more proximal
consequence of stealing thunder and that general evaluations are a more distal consequence of
stealing thunder that occurs as a result of effects on honesty. On the other hand, the model
provided no clear support for the notion that general evaluations were less influenced by stealing
thunder because they reflect a broader consideration of concerns that are damaged by the
transgression, but of which some are only moderately or not at all enhanced by stealing thunder.
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Analyses of transgression-specific perceptions. Our next sets of analyses focused on
two potential explanations for why more general forms of stealing thunder failed to be as
beneficial as the traditional very specific form of stealing thunder. Specifically, we investigated
if different versions of stealing thunder had different effects on the extent to which information
regarding the transgression was viewed as important and the degree to which the politician’s
response to the transgression was seen as transparent and reflective of regret. To initially assess
these speculations, we first conducted three one-way ANOVAs to confirm that scores on these
indices differed across conditions.
The first analysis was a one-way ANOVA with experimental condition as the
independent variable and transgression information importance as the dependent variable. This
analysis produced a significant omnibus test, F(3, 289) = 3.21, p = .023, η2 = 0.03. As expected
(see Table 7), a planned contrast indicated that the transgression information was viewed as more
important in the Third-Party Reveal condition than in the Specific Stealing Thunder condition,
F(1, 289) = 7.72, p = .006, d = 0.49. Neither the Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1,
289) = 0.72, p = .395, d = 0.14, nor the General Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 0.04, p = .847,
d = 0.03, produced significantly lower importance ratings of transgression information than the
Third-Party Reveal condition. As might be expected, the Specific Stealing Thunder condition
tended to produce lower transgression information importance ratings than either the Moderately
Specific Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 3.80, p = .052, d = 0.31, or the General Confession
condition, F(1, 289) = 6.69, p = .010, d = 0.41, although the former contrast did not quite reach a
two-tailed standard of statistical significance. Finally, the Moderately Specific Confession
condition and the General Confession condition were not significantly different, F(1, 289) =
0.43, p = .512, d = 0.10. In summary, and consistent with commodity theory (Brock, 1968;
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Brock & Brannon, 1992), proactively revealing specific information regarding the transgression
did appear to decrease its perceived importance. However, merely admitting to a misdeed
without fully providing the details did not significantly decrease the perceived importance of the
information.8
Table 7
Study 4 Descriptive Statistics for Transgression Information Importance, Regret, and
Transparency.

N

M(SD)
Information
Importance

M(SD)
Regret

Third-Party Reveal (Thunder)

73

5.28(0.93)a

3.43(1.06)b

3.60(0.85)b

Stealing Thunder Specific Confession

72

4.79(1.09)b

3.92(1.00)a

4.58(0.93)a

Stealing Thunder ModeratelySpecific Confession

75

5.13(1.12)ab

3.38(1.13)b

Stealing Thunder General Confession

73

5.25(1.13)a

3.29(1.06)b

Thunder Condition

M(SD)
Transparency

3.88(1.01)b
3.82(0.84)b

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between

the means.
Our next analysis examined the effects of experimental condition on the extent to which
the politician’s response to the transgression indicated regret. This analysis was a one-way
ANOVA with experimental condition as the independent variable and the regret index as the

8

As was noted in Footnotes 2 and 4, one potential explanation for the lack of success of the general confession and
the moderately specific confession was that participants initially inferred a transgression that was milder than it
actually was. This negative disconfirmation of expectations during the third-party reveal phase of the study might
have offset the benefits of the confession. If this explanation was true, one might have expected these confessions to
produce a contrast effect in perceptions of the importance/consequentiality of the information about the
transgression, such that the information was seen as more consequential in these confession conditions than in the
Third-Party Reveal condition. However, no such differences emerged, thus arguing against this explanation.
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dependent variable. This analysis produced a significant omnibus test, F(3, 289) = 5.05, p = .002,
η2 = 0.05. As predicted, a planned contrast confirmed that the politician was viewed as
responding with significantly less regret in the Third-Party Reveal condition than in the Specific
Confession Condition, F(1, 289) = 7.54, p = .006, d = 0.48. Also as predicted, the Specific
Confession Condition produced higher regret ratings than the Moderately Specific Confession
condition, F(1, 289) = 9.23, p = .003, d = 0.51, and the General Confession condition, F(1, 289)
= 12.67, p < .001, d = 0.61. Neither the Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1, 289) =
0.08, p = .783, d = 0.05, nor the General Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 0.67, p = .415, d =
0.13, produced higher regret ratings than the Third-Party Reveal condition. Additionally, there
was no difference between the Moderately Specific Confession condition and the General
Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 0.30, p = .585, d = 0.08.
Our third analysis examined the effects of experimental condition on the extent to which
the politician’s response to the transgression reflected transparency. This analysis was a one-way
ANOVA with experimental condition as the independent variable and the transparency index as
the dependent variable. This analysis produced a significant and even stronger omnibus test than
the regret analysis, F(3, 289) = 15.47, p < .001, η2 = 0.14. As predicted, a planned contrast
confirmed that the politician was viewed as responding with substantially less transparency in
the Third-Party Reveal condition than in the Specific Confession Condition, F(1, 289) = 41.60, p
< .001, d = 1.10. Also as predicted, the Specific Confession Condition produced notably higher
transparency ratings than the Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 21.24, p <
.001, d = 0.72, and the General Confession condition, 24.61, p < .001, d = 0.86. In contrast, the
Moderately Specific Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 3.58, p = .06, d = 0.30, and the General
Confession condition, F(1, 289) = 2.23, p = .136, d = 0.26, produced only marginally or non-
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significantly higher transparency ratings than the Third-Party Reveal condition. Additionally, the
Moderately Specific Confession condition and the General Confession condition did not differ
significantly, F(1, 289) = 0.15, p = .699, d = 0.07.
Taken together, the three prior analyses suggested that the specific confession did indeed
have a significant impact on the perceived value of the transgression information as well as on
both dimensions (regret and transparency) of the perceived appropriateness of the politician’s
response to the transgression. Interestingly, although this effect was significant for all three
measures, it was most pronounced for the transparency index. In contrast, neither of the less
specific versions of the tactic showed any evidence of influencing judgments of the importance
of the transgression information or regret. However, there was a weak tendency for the less
specific versions of stealing thunder to produce higher transparency ratings although neither
reached the traditional two-tailed standard of significance. These three analyses provided initial
evidence that transgression information importance, regret, and transparency might well be
mechanisms responsible for the success of stealing thunder in limiting damage to honesty and
global evaluations, and the reason why less specific versions provided at best weak benefits.
To formally test this possibility, we specified a series of mediational models using
PROCESS (Hayes, 2017). Specifically, we first specified the models depicted in Figures 3a and
3b. In the first model, we included a dummy variable comparing the Specific Confession
condition to the Third-Party Reveal condition (i.e., 1 = Specific Confession, 0 = Third-Party
Reveal). This dummy variable was postulated to exert an influence on the information
importance index, regret index, and transparency index, which, in turn, were postulated to exert
an impact on honesty judgments. In the second model, we replaced the dummy variable in the
prior model with a dummy variable comparing the Specific Confession condition to the two less
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specific confession conditions (i.e., 1 = Specific Confession, 0 = Moderately Specific Confession
or General Confession Conditions). The remainder of the model was the same as the prior model.
Figure 3a
Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Reveal) Leading To Info. Importance, Regret,
Transparency, Leading To Honesty.

Figure 3b
Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Gen/Mod-Specific) Leading To Info. Importance, Regret,
Transparency, Leading To Honesty.
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The results of this analysis are presented in Figures 4a and 4b. As predicted, in the first
model, the condition dummy variable exerted a significant positive impact on all three indices. In
turn, transparency exerted a strong effect on honesty, whereas the effect of regret was significant
but more modest in magnitude, and the impact of information importance was not significant. As
would be expected given this pattern of effects, the test of mediation for transparency produced a
bootstrapped (20,000 samples, bias-corrected) indirect effect coefficient with a 95% confidence
interval that did not contain 0 thereby indicating a significant effect (coefficient = .51, 95% CI:
.28-.84), This indirect effect accounted for 35.45% of the total effect of condition on honesty.
The test of mediation for regret also produced a significant, although somewhat more modest
indirect effect coefficient (coefficient = .14, 95% CI: .04-.32) that accounted for 9.72% of the
total effect of condition on honesty. Finally, the test of mediation for information importance
produced a weak non-significant indirect effect coefficient (coefficient = .06, 95% CI: .002-.19)
that accounted for 5.87% of the total effect of condition on honesty. Thus, the advantage of
specific confessions over a third-party reveal was partially accounted for by the hypothesized
mediators, with transparency being the dominant mechanism underlying the effect of stealing
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thunder. Indeed, formal significance tests of indirect effects confirmed that transparency was
stronger than the other mediators (see Appendix G).
In the second model, a similar but somewhat stronger pattern of mediational effects was
obtained. Cumulatively the indirect effects accounted for well over half of the total effect of
condition (specific vs. moderately-specific/general confessions) on honesty. This result was due
to slight increases to the mediational effect of information importance (coefficient = .06, 95% CI:
.005-.17, 6.56% of total effect) and transparency (coefficient = .34, 95% CI: .18-.56, 37.54% of
total effect) and a very substantial increase to the mediational effect of regret (coefficient = .21,
95% CI: .10-.38, 23.63% of total effect). Thus, whereas the advantage of traditional stealing
thunder over a third-party reveal was primarily a function of enhanced perceptions of
transparency in response to transgression, the advantage of traditional stealing thunder over less
specific versions of the technique was primarily a function of both enhanced perceptions of
transparency and regret in response to the transgression (formal statistical tests indicated that
transparency and regret were of similar magnitude and both were stronger than informational
importance; see Appendix G).
Figure 4a
Results for Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Reveal) Leading To Info. Importance, Regret,
Transparency, Leading To Honesty.
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Note. Bolded lines indicate statistical significance and dashed lines indicate non-significance. Values
appear in the format of Unstandardized Coefficients (Standard Error). * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p <
.01.

Figure 4b
Results for Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Gen/Mod-Specific) Leading To Info.
Importance, Regret, Transparency, Leading To Honesty.
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Note. Bolded lines indicate statistical significance and dashed lines indicate non-significance. Values
appear in the format of Unstandardized Coefficients (Standard Error). * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p <
.01.

To examine if these indices also could account for the advantage of specific confessions
over third-party reveals and more general confessions on general evaluations, we specified the
same models as in Figures 4a and 4b with the exception that the honesty index was replaced with
the global evaluation index. The results of this analysis are presented in Figures 5a and 5b. As
can be seen in Figure 5a, when comparing specific confessions to a third-party reveal with global
evaluations as the outcome, there is clear evidence for a mediational role of all three indices.
Indeed, significant indirect mediational coefficients were obtained for all three indices:
information importance (coefficient = .19, 95% CI: .06-.37, 22.13% of total effect), regret
(coefficient = .09, 95% CI: .02-.23, 10.30% of total effect), and transparency (coefficient = .28,
95% CI: .10-.54, 33.21% of total effect). When considering this model in comparison to the
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model in 4a, which also compared specific confessions vs. third-party reveals, the most notable
difference is that the mediational role of information importance was much stronger for general
evaluations than it was for honesty (formal tests of the indirect effects indicate that informational
importance is not significantly weaker than the indirect effects for transparency and regret; see
Appendix G).
In the final model (see Figure 5b), the impact of specific confessions versus less specific
confessions on general evaluations was examined. As can be seen, this model also produced
evidence of a mediational role for all three indices. Indirect effect coefficients were significant
for information importance (coefficient = .16, 95% CI: .03-.33, 17.86% of total effect), regret
(coefficient = .15, 95% CI: .06-.30, 17.41% of total effect), and transparency (coefficient = .17,
95% CI: .05-.35, 19.23% of total effect). Thus, the advantage of specific confessions over more
general confessions when influencing global evaluations was a function of the information
regarding the transgression being seen as less consequential and the politician having responded
to the transgression in a transparent manner that indicated regret (formal tests indicate these 3
indirect effects do not differ from one another in magnitude; see Appendix G).
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Figure 5a
Results for Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Reveal) Leading To Info. Importance, Regret,
Transparency, Leading To Evaluation.

Note. Bolded lines indicate statistical significance and dashed lines indicate non-significance. Values
appear in the format of Unstandardized Coefficients (Standard Error). * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p <
.01.

Figure 5b
Results for Path Model of Condition (Specific vs. Gen/Mod-Specific) Leading To Info.
Importance, Regret, Transparency, Leading To Evaluation.
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Note. Bolded lines indicate statistical significance and dashed lines indicate non-significance. Values
appear in the format of Unstandardized Coefficients (Standard Error). * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p <
.01.

Discussion
In Study 4, we replicated all the key effects demonstrated in our prior studies.
Importantly, we also gained useful information regarding the mechanisms underlying these key
effects. Specifically, the greater success of stealing thunder on influencing judgments of honesty
than global evaluations was a function of the former being a more proximal consequence of the
tactic than the later. Furthermore, the advantages of the traditional specific confession form of
stealing thunder over its less specific forms (as well as third-party reveals) was a result of all
three hypothesized mediators. However, the relative contribution of each mechanism varied as a
function of whether it was a comparison of specific confessions with third-party reveals or less
specific confessions and whether the outcome variable was honesty or general evaluations.
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Perhaps the most obvious limitation to Study 4 involves our interpretation of the ordering
of variables in our model (i.e., honesty is a more proximal consequence of stealing thunder than
global evaluations). Because data for all measures were collected at the same point in time, one
cannot definitively rule out the possibility of some alternative orderings of the variables
involved. Furthermore, as is the case with any model of this sort, even accepting the present
causal ordering, one cannot definitively conclude that the present variables represented in the
model reflect the true causal chain of constructs. It is possible that any of the measured variables
in this model could simply be serving as a proxy for an unmeasured variable not represented in
the model.
Finally, because of the strong associations between some of the dependent variables used
in Study 4, one concern a reader may have is that some of the results obtained in this study may
be due to these strong associations between the dependent variables, and that the dependent
variables are not really very different from each other. To answer this question, we isolated and
conducted a factor analysis on several pairs of dependent variables with the highest correlations
between each other. Results showed that items tended to separate into their respective measures
in all analyses that were conducted. Thus, it does not appear that any of our dependent variables
should be regarded as simply alternative measures of the same construct.
General Discussion
Summary of Findings and Implications
Across four studies, we found clear evidence that the traditional stealing thunder tactic,
using highly-specific confessions, was effective in reducing both honesty- and global evaluationrelated damage. Interestingly, we found no evidence that either general or moderately specific
confessions provided protection on judgments related to global evaluation. Indeed, even a fixed-
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effects meta-analysis using the MAVIS (Kyle et al., 2017) package in R (R Core Team, 2019) of
these comparisons across the four studies (three studies for moderately specific comparisons)
failed to produce evidence of effects (General: d = 0.05, Z = 0.75, p = .456; Moderately Specific:
d = 0.02, Z = 0.29, p = .774)9.
However, whether less specific confessions may provide evaluative protection on
honesty-related judgments was somewhat less clear. In Study 1, we found no difference between
general confessions and third-party reveals. However, in Study 2, both general and moderately
specific confessions provided modest benefit to honesty ratings. In Study 3, moderately specific
confessions, but not general confessions, provided some protection. Finally, in Study 4, both the
general and the moderately specific confession provided some protection over third-party
reveals. Thus, it was not entirely clear if less specific confessions provided any benefits. To
resolve this question, a meta-analysis was conducted using a fixed-effects approach on the four
contrasts (three for the ones involving moderately specific confessions) comparing the type of
confession to third-party reveals for honesty-related judgments. Both general confessions (d =
0.26, Z = 3.56, p < .001) and moderately specific confessions (d = 0.38, Z = 4.69, p < .001) did,
indeed, provide modest protection against honesty-related damage.
Overall, our results support the view that stealing thunder should involve very specific
confessions. As noted, a conceptual case could be made for the efficacy of general confessions.
However, the present data largely argue against such a view. This finding has obvious practical
implications as it suggests that the more general forms of stealing thunder often used by public

9

Random-effects tests were also conducted for all meta-analyses using the same R package and showed similar
results as fixed-effects tests in all cases. Fixed-effects tests were reported due to the small number of studies in the
analyses and the fact that random-effects models are difficult to estimate with small numbers of studies (Borenstein
et al., 2009).
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figures could be of only modest efficacy. At a conceptual level, our findings help to clarify the
essential components of the stealing thunder technique important for its success.
The fact that mere confession of guilt is insufficient and that specific details substantially
enhance the impact of the technique suggests one of two not mutually exclusive possibilities.
First, perhaps some minimum threshold of detail is required for people to make positive
attributions regarding the confession, thereby mitigating negative evaluations because one is seen
as being forthcoming about the mistake and genuinely regretting its occurrence. Second, perhaps
some impact of the technique is a function of making the specific information more available
(i.e., less scarce) and thus perceived as less consequential.
In Study 4, we explored these possibilities and obtained evidence consistent with these
ideas. The findings of Study 4 are, of course, valuable because they provide insight into why
confession specificity plays an important role in the efficacy of the technique. However, they
also speak more broadly to why stealing thunder works in the first place. Attributional
mechanisms and scarcity mechanisms have long been advanced as explanations for stealing
thunder effects. However, the role of these processes largely has remained a matter of
speculation rather than empirical investigation. The results of Study 4 provide probably the most
direct evidence to date in evaluating these speculations.
A second interesting and somewhat unexpected finding was that stealing thunder effects
were consistently stronger for honesty than global evaluation judgments. Across all four studies,
the mean differences between specific and third-party reveals showed greater benefits to the
transgressor for judgments of honesty than global evaluations. We speculated that these
differences might be a result of the fact that honesty is a more proximal consequence of stealing
thunder than are global evaluations, and the fact that stealing thunder primarily influences
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assessments of specific ethical dimensions of the transgressor (i.e., truthfulness), whereas global
evaluations reflect a broader set of concerns. Study 4 did indeed provide evidence consistent
with the notion that honesty is a more proximal consequence of stealing thunder than are global
evaluations. However, it did not produce any clear evidence in support of the notion that global
evaluations were based on a broader array of concerns that were damaged by the transgression,
but not substantially protected by stealing thunder.
Interestingly, the broader stealing thunder literature has explored a wide range of
evaluative judgments. For example, some studies have measured credibility using a single item
(e.g., Williams et al., 1993), whereas others use an index of multiple items (e.g., Fennis &
Stroebe, 2014). The literature has accorded little attention to the potential conceptual differences
of such dependent variables, suggesting that specific judgments might be interchangeable, or
even that they may be interchangeable with more global judgments. In retrospect, this latter
assumption is problematic given a review of available data suggesting that honesty-related
judgments exhibit stronger stealing thunder effects than more global evaluations, (e.g., Arpan &
Pompper, 2002: honesty vs. contextual severity; Ondrus, 1998: honesty vs. sensationalism;
Krylova et al., 2018: honesty vs. willingness to hire), though these comparisons were never
explicitly made within their respective papers. The present set of studies provide the first explicit
consideration of possible differences in the magnitude of stealing thunder effects across global
and more specific forms of evaluation. Moreover, Study 4 provided an initial exploration of why
such differences in magnitude exist. In so doing, examining the reasons for why global
evaluations produced weaker stealing thunder effects than honesty judgments provides further
insight into the psychological processes by which stealing thunder alters perceptions of a
transgressor.
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Future Directions
Although the literature has long supported the efficacy of stealing thunder, our
understanding of the precise conditions under which it is effective and the psychological
mechanisms responsible for its success have remained unresolved. The present studies constitute
a useful step forward in an emerging second generation of research on stealing thunder, shifting
focus from whether the technique works to understanding when and why the technique is
effective. That being said, these studies also serve to highlight issues in the literature that remain
unresolved.
One such unresolved issue is the importance of including some form of apology in the
confession. Pairing a disclosure of information with some form of apology (be it implicit or
explicit) has been a nearly universal feature of stealing thunder manipulations in the literature
and it is almost always featured in real-world examples of stealing thunder as well. Specifically,
the disclosure of a transgression is almost always accompanied by some admission of error
and/or expression of regret. This apology component is not surprising given that it might seem a
bit strange to proactively disclose potentially damaging information and then act as if this
information requires no form of recognition regarding its problematic nature. That being said,
real-world and research examples of stealing thunder do vary in the extent to which an apology is
explicit versus implicit in the confession, as well as in case of explicit apologies, the extremity of
the apology.
Examining how variations in the apology alter the efficacy of stealing thunder would be
useful. In all our stealing thunder conditions, a clear apology was included. Indeed, this aspect of
our confessions was held constant across our different versions of confessions (so as not to
confound it with specificity). Our results suggest that an expression of apology is insufficient on
its own to produce strong protective effects. It must be paired with disclosure of specific
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information. However, our studies do not address if specific disclosure on its own would be
enough or if a clear apology is also required. Thus, the present studies tell us that self-disclosure
of specific information is a necessary condition for strong protection, but not whether it is a
sufficient condition for strong protective benefits.
Another important caveat to the present findings is that all of our studies were conducted
using a single basic research paradigm within the domain of politics. Thus, we cannot be certain
how broadly our findings can be generalized beyond the present studies. As illustrated in our
review of the literature, we do know that the core stealing thunder effect is a phenomenon that
has been demonstrated across a wide range of social domains. Moreover, we do not see a
compelling conceptual basis to presume that the findings we have obtained should be restricted
to the political domain and/or the specific transgression of misappropriating public funds. That
being said, until these findings are tested with new materials and in different domains, the
generalizability of the present results remain a matter of speculation. Additionally, even
presuming that the basic pattern of effects is largely replicated across other domains, it would not
be surprising if the magnitude of these effects and the extent to which some underlying processes
contribute to these effects varies as a function of domain and different types of transgressions.
Finally, it should be noted that our dependent variables involved judgments of honesty
and global evaluations. We did not include behavioral measures in our studies, and as a vast
literature on attitude-behavior consistency has indicated (e.g., see Fabrigar et al., 2010; Fazio &
Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2005), such judgments do not inevitably lead to behavior. It could be the case
that although many forms of stealing thunder produce evaluative benefits, not all of them
produce improvements in evaluation that are equivalent in their underlying strength. Exploring
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not only shifts in evaluative judgments but also shifts in their underlying strength could be a
productive line of future inquiry.
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Chapter 3: The Influence of Elaboration and Argument Quality on Stealing
Thunder
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Abstract
Stealing thunder refers to a tactic whereby an individual pre-emptively discloses potentially
damaging information about oneself before third-party sources can do so in order to mitigate the
impact of the damaging information. Despite a large body of evidence supporting the efficacy of
the technique, comparatively little is known regarding the psychological processes responsible
for its success. It has been suggested that stealing thunder primarily works under conditions
when people are responding to incriminating information in a comparatively non-thoughtful
fashion. The present research reports two experiments testing the premise that stealing thunder
can be effective under both highly thoughtful and non-thoughtful conditions but as a result of
distinctively different psychological mechanisms. In Experiment 1, the use or non-use of the
stealing thunder technique, level of thought, and the validity of incriminating information were
manipulated. In Experiment 2, the use or non-use of the stealing thunder technique, the manner
in which the stealing thunder confession was framed, and the level of thought were manipulated.
Both studies produced ambiguous evidence for the efficacy of the technique as well as its
thoughtful versus non-thoughtful nature.
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STEALING THUNDER: THE INFLUENCE OF ELABORATION AND
ARGUMENT QUALITY
What is Stealing Thunder?
Mistakes are an inevitable part of life. After committing a mistake, the transgressor
often is faced with the decision to reveal the details of this mistake or to ignore the mistake and
hope nobody finds out. The former option is known in the literature as stealing thunder, a tactic
often employed for the purposes of damage mitigation. Simply put, stealing thunder is a tactic
where a transgressor discloses the details of the transgression before it can be revealed by a
third-party. The logic behind this disclosure is that the transgressor will be judged less harshly
if they release the self-damaging information, compared to if the damaging information was
released by a third-party source (Williams et al., 1993).
How Does Stealing Thunder Work?
Stealing thunder is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, the literature contains numerous
demonstrations of its efficacy. The first experimental demonstration of stealing thunder
involved its usage in a legal context. Defendants whose defense volunteered self-damaging
information garnered higher credibility and lower guilt ratings than did defendants whose
damaging information was revealed by the prosecution team (Williams et al., 1993). Other
demonstrations of the tactic have been shown in the legal context (e.g., Ohler v. USA, 1999;
Keeton, 1973; McElhaney, 2005), political contexts (e.g., Ondrus, 1998; Ondrus & Williams,
1996), interpersonal contexts (Zablocki, 1996), business and workplace settings (Arpan &
Pompper, 2003; Arpan & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2005; Claeys & Cauberghe, 2012), and a variety
of other domains (e.g., Fennis & Stroebe, 2014; Reimsbach & Hahn, 2015). Taken as a whole,
the literature shows stealing thunder to be a reliable, well-established effect.
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At least two mechanisms may explain why stealing thunder is effective. One such
mechanism rests on the idea of commodity theory – that the value of a product depends on the
scarcity of said product (Brock, 1968; Brock & Brannon, 1992). In this case, the product is the
damaging information. Thus, the value of the damaging information would depend on its
scarcity. By disclosing the damaging information, the transgressor is removing the scarcity of
said information and, thus, the scarcity-related value of the information. Therefore, it stands to
reason that more readily available information would be less actively sought out, less carefully
processed, and/or less strongly weighted in judgments than difficult to obtain information
(Ondrus, 1998; Knishinsky, 1982; Worchel & Arnold, 1973; Worchel, 1992). A second
possible mechanism relies on findings in the impression management literature that individuals
are seen as more persuasive and credible when they disclose potentially self-damaging
information (e.g., Eagly et al., 1978; Walster et al., 1966; Wood & Eagly, 1981). Thus,
transgressors who disclose self-damaging information via stealing thunder may gain benefits
on credibility-related judgments. Results from Nguyen et al., (2021) do seem to support this
notion if credibility can be thought of as containing trustworthiness and expertise, and
trustworthiness can be seen as parallel to the honesty index used in Nguyen et al., (2021).
Indeed, stealing thunder might most strongly affect perceptions of truth and honesty, which, in
turn, affect other downstream dependent variables. Indeed, Nguyen et al., (2021) found that the
stealing thunder causal chain led to honesty before branching to dimensions of morality,
competence, and global evaluations, and that stealing thunder had no detectable effect on any of
these downstream dependent variables without honesty playing a mediating role.
Stealing Thunder: Thoughtful or Non-Thoughtful Process?
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Following initial demonstrations of the success of the technique, researchers began to
shift towards investigating its mechanisms and boundary conditions. One such boundary
condition that attracted interest was whether stealing thunder worked best under situations of
low or high thoughtfulness. Interest in this particular variable is not surprising given that the
larger social influence literature has suggested that the extent to which people respond to social
influence attempts in a thoughtful versus non-thoughtful manner is an important determinant of
when and how features of social influence attempts have an impact on the success of such
attempts (e.g., see Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Petty et al., 2019).
Specifically, some theorists have argued that when people find themselves the target of
a social influence attempt and they lack the motivation and/or ability to carefully think about
this attempt, they will form a response to this attempt based on some sort of non-thoughtful
guide (peripheral cue) in their environment (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). For example, if the
social influence attempt is associated with a very attractive source, they may use the
attractiveness of the source as a non-thoughtful cue that guides their decision to accept the
message without carefully processing the substance of the message. In the context of stealing
thunder, people may use the mere admission of guilt as a simple cue that the confessor is a
trustworthy person or that the information is not very scarce and thus not particularly
important, and therefore not weight the damaging information strongly in their evaluations of
the confessor.
However, at other times, people can be both motivated and able to carefully consider
the merits of information presented to them in a communication aimed at influencing them.
According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), in the
context of the classic stealing thunder paradigm, people would be expected to carefully
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scrutinize the merits of the incriminating information and determine the degree and manner it
should shape their impressions of the transgressor. Further, they might carefully consider the
implications of the transgressors’ decision to disclose the information and the manner and
extent to which that disclosure should shape their interpretation of the potentially damaging
information.
Thus, when people are acting in a highly thoughtful manner (i.e., are engaging in
extensive cognitive elaboration of information), people might be expected to carefully consider
the implications of the incriminating information for judging the transgressor, as well as
carefully considering the implications of the disclosure of that information. For example, if the
disclosure is judged to be sincere, they might be inclined to see the transgressor as trustworthy
and that trustworthiness might make them inclined to give the person the benefit of the doubt
when ambiguities exist in how the incriminating information could be interpreted.
Additionally, they would carefully scrutinize the confession itself to judge if the content of the
confession holds merit. For example, if the confession contains additional contextual
information that, in itself, serves as an argument to reinterpret the incriminating information,
this careful scrutiny might result in the incriminating information having less impact on
people’s judgments of the transgressor.
To date, the most direct exploration of whether stealing thunder functions best under
thoughtful versus non-thoughtful conditions is an experiment conducted by Howard et al.
(2006). They proposed that the technique primarily functioned as a result of less thoughtful,
less elaborative processes. In their study participants to evaluated case materials for a trial
while under different levels of elaboration. Elaboration was crossed with the traditional
stealing thunder paradigm where the defendant was charged with a crime and the self-
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damaging information was operationalized as having committed a related crime in the past.
The experiment thus consisted of the following conditions: a) no evidence that the defendant
has committed a related crime in the past (No Incriminating Evidence); b) the defense team
presented a full admission, as part of opening statements, confessing to this past crime in great
detail (stealing thunder); and c) the defendant was forced to admit, under cross examination,
that he had committed this past crime (Third-Party Reveal). The conditions were fully crossed
with a manipulation of low versus high elaboration of the information in which the level of
thought with which participants processed the information was manipulated via a combination
of variations in the complexity and comprehensibility of information, distractions, and task
importance. Dependent measures included ratings of guilt and credibility. Under low
elaboration, stealing thunder produced the traditional finding of decreasing the impact of
negative information. However, under high elaboration, a backfire effect was observed such
that the defendant was seen as guiltier when he revealed the damaging information in his
opening statement (stealing thunder) compared to having the incriminating evidence revealed
in cross-examination (Third-Party Reveal). In other words, the efficacy of stealing thunder was
not only eliminated but actually reversed under high elaboration conditions.
These findings were interpreted as indicating that stealing thunder worked via its
impact on source credibility, which was successful under low but not high elaboration
conditions, because source credibility has been found to be a readily-accessible persuasive cue
that is often more effective under low elaboration than high elaboration (e.g., Axsom et al.,
1987; Chaiken, 1980, Hass, 1981, Wood & Kallgren, 1988). Thus, under low thoughtfulness,
people who steal thunder were seen as more credible, and this credibility acted as a peripheral
cue that resulted in a more positive perception of the defendant, which, in turn, resulted in
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reduced likelihood of a guilty verdict. However, according to Howard et al., under high
thoughtfulness, the positive perception of the defendant from source credibility would not be
sufficient to override the negative impact of the incriminating information, and thus source
credibility could not serve a mechanism underlying stealing thunder in this context. To date,
this study remains perhaps the most direct test of the moderating effects of elaboration on
stealing thunder.
However, the findings of this study might be more ambiguous than they initially appear.
First, Howard et al. seemed to have conceptualized source credibility as an exclusively lowthought variable. Their interpretation of their data under low thoughtfulness is plausible – when
people are engaging in little active scrutiny of information, they are likely to be persuaded by
superficial cues such as the confession itself. That is, because the accused made a confession,
this person must be credible and that credibility suggests the person might be less likely to be
guilty (although that scarcity perceptions also could serve as a cue in this context as well).
However, contrary to what is sometimes mistakenly assumed, the ELM explicitly predicts (under
its “multiple roles postulate”) that variables such as source credibility can have an impact under
high elaboration conditions as well, but exert their effects via different mechanisms (e.g., Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986; Teeny et al., 2017). In the case of stealing thunder, source credibility (or
perceptions of scarcity for that matter) can operate under high elaboration as a factor that biases
people towards seeking information that would confirm the notion that the confessor is a credible
person or to interpret ambiguous information in more positive ways given the person is perceived
as credible. Thus, at a purely conceptual level, one could have reasonably expected stealing
thunder effects under both low and high elaboration, which raises the question of why Howard et
al. did not find positive effects for stealing thunder under high elaboration conditions.
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One explanation is that the study may have inadvertently included features in the
materials that precluded the stealing thunder technique from being successful under high
elaboration conditions. If so, the study might not constitute a demonstration of the tactic’s
fundamental reliance on low-elaboration mechanisms. More specifically, the incriminating
evidence used in this study is admission of a similar crime in the past. From a legal standpoint,
this type of information may or may not be treated as diagnostic of the probability of guilt
regarding the crime at hand. In other words, a defendant who has committed burglary in the past
is not automatically guilty of similar future crimes. In the stealing thunder literature, the
incriminating information tend to be incidents that are typically seen by most people as
diagnostic to the current transgression in question. It is not clear that “having been convicted of a
similar crime in the past” meets this level of diagnosticity. Under conditions of high elaboration
(but not low elaboration), respondents might be able to make this distinction and identify the
incriminating evidence as dubiously valid from a legal standpoint. Indeed, in support of this
notion, an examination of the findings from Howard et al. (2006) indicates that under high
elaboration, participants rated the transgressor no more negatively when they received this
incriminating information than when they received no incriminating information. This null effect
makes interpretation of the results difficult as traditional stealing thunder studies require the
damaging information to have some negative impact.
Additionally, the questionable validity of the incriminating evidence may have altered
perceptions of the act of stealing thunder itself. Indeed, the data from the study produced scant
evidence that exposure to incriminating evidence increased perceptions of guilt compared to no
incriminating evidence. Therefore, when the defendant admitted to a past crime in his opening
statements, it might have been perceived as an admission of guilt or at least implied that the
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defendant viewed the information as relevant to evaluating his case – its admission far more
diagnostic of guilt to the current crime than the incriminating evidence of questionable validity
extracted under cross-examination. This reasoning might explain the backfire effects observed
under high elaboration conditions. However, under low elaboration, participants did not carefully
consider the validity of this incriminating evidence. As a result, the incriminating evidence
remained evaluatively damaging, and its reveal was able to mitigate that damage. Finally, the
credibility results obtained by the authors did not mirror their guilt results, which suggests that
credibility may not have been the critical factor driving their stealing thunder effects and that
stealing thunder may have been exerting its effects through another factor, such as scarcity.
Taken as a whole, stealing thunder could be effective under low-elaboration conditions
with virtually any kind of evidence. However, contrary to current views, in some situations,
stealing thunder also might be effective under high elaboration but via a separate process.
According to the ELM, one way in which stealing thunder might have its effects under high
elaboration is by biasing the manner in which people process the damaging information. In this
case, recipients who observe a transgressor stealing thunder may not immediately proceed into
thinking that this person must be credible and thus less guilty (or that the information is not
valuable and thus can be dismissed without consideration). Instead, they now may infer that this
person must have a good reason for being so proactive and transparent. This inference
predisposes the recipient into scrutinizing the messages and arguments for information that
confirms their inference, which results in bias toward favorable thoughts and judgments towards
the transgressor. If these messages contain only moderately strong information that is
incriminating, the recipient could construe this information in less damaging and in more benign
terms. Conversely, if the information in the confession comes from a third-party source,
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recipients will infer that the accused must have a good reason for hiding the incriminating
information, and therefore, they end up processing the message with an unfavorable bias against
the accused.
Overview
The goal of the present research was to evaluate this alternative perspective that
stealing thunder might be able to confer benefits under both low and high elaboration
conditions. In our initial test of this idea, we conducted a conceptual replication of Howard et
al. (2006) to show that we could reproduce their results but with additional conditions to
investigate stealing thunder under different levels of incriminating information validity. If one
conceptualizes the incriminating information used in the Howard et al. study as a low quality
argument, then under conditions of high thoughtfulness, participants should recognize the low
quality of this argument and reject its implications leading to the elimination of a negative
damage, thereby precluding any need for stealing thunder (as well as any opportunity for
stealing thunder to mitigated damage). However, if the incriminating information is somewhat
valid (i.e., is a moderately strong argument for guilt), it should have a negative impact and thus
stealing thunder might provide some benefit. Under low thoughtfulness, participants do not
carefully consider the validity of incriminating information. As a result, any incriminating
information might be seen as damaging and thus stealing thunder could have the potential to
benefit people regardless of the damaging information’s validity.

STUDY 1
Method
Participants and design. Undergraduate students (N = 433) were recruited in exchange
for course credit and randomly assigned to 1 of 10 conditions in a 2 (Elaboration: Low vs. High)
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x 2 (Validity: Valid vs. Invalid Incriminating Information) x 2 (Thunder Condition: Stealing
Thunder vs. Third-Party Reveal) +1 (Control 1: No Incriminating Information + Low
Elaboration) +1 (Control 2: No Incriminating Information + High Elaboration) between-subjects
design. This sample yielded 91% power to detect a medium Cohen’s d effect of .5. The selection
of this particular power analysis for this and subsequent studies was meant to allow detection of
critical comparisons between pairs of means in the larger design, such as the core stealing
thunder effect.
Procedure and materials. This study was part of an on-line multi-study experimental
session. All participants first read a passage about a legal case and evaluated the information as if
they were a juror. The passage provided details about the crime according to the prosecution,
such as alleged breaking-and-entering, alleged value of the stolen goods, and several pieces of
evidence including security footage of an individual at the time and location of the crime
matching the defendant’s build and height, the fact that the defendant fled when police
approached him, and his reluctance to answer questions while in holding. However, according to
the defense, the security footage was dim and minimally diagnostic, the defendant felt unfairly
treated by the police in the past and preferred legal representation as a result of his past
experience with law enforcement. In the No Incriminating Information control condition,
participants proceeded immediately afterwards to evaluating the defendant on the dimensions of
guilt and honesty.
In contrast, participants in the Third-Party Reveal conditions received additional
information before making their judgments of the defendant on guilt and honesty. Specifically,
these participants received a statement from the prosecution exposing further specific details
uncovered during cross-examination that revealed potentially incriminating information. For
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participants in the Third-Party Reveal condition with valid incriminating information, crossexamination produced information relevant to and potentially diagnostic of the crime at hand.
Specifically, it was revealed that the defendant owned several sets of tools that could be used for
breaking-and-entering purposes. In the Invalid Third-Party Reveal condition, the additional
information was designed to be non-diagnostic to the crime at hand – that the defendant had prior
convictions for driving under the influence. From a legal standpoint, information regarding prior
convictions for different crimes should not factor into a juror’s decision regarding the likelihood
of the defendant committing the crime at hand. Thus, such information should be considered
invalid and disregarded when making guilt-related judgments. On the other hand, information
directly related to the current crime, such as possession of a pre-requisite set of tools required to
commit the crime, should be considered when making guilt-related judgments. Following this
additional passage containing either the valid or invalid incriminating information, participants
evaluated the guilt and honesty of the defendant.
In the stealing thunder conditions, the same incriminating information (valid or invalid)
was revealed. However, in these conditions, the information was provided to participants as a
confession by the defense prior to cross-examination. Participants then viewed a statement
provided by the prosecution that revealed the details of the potentially incriminating information
– the same statement that was used in the Third-Party Reveal condition described above. This
Third-Party Reveal statement appeared in all conditions except for the No Incriminating
Information condition because no incriminating information was available for a third party to
reveal. Participants then evaluated the defendant on the dependent measures.
The described materials and procedures were identical under low and high elaboration
conditions. However, to manipulate elaboration, we adopted a strategy whereby while reading
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the legal materials, participants completed a secondary task that served as a distractor in the low
elaboration condition. Past research has shown this general approach to be a successful in
manipulating levels of elaboration in participants (e.g., Petty et al., 1976; Guyer et al., 2019).
More specifically, the task was a memory task in which participants performed mathematical
operations and memorized a running tally. Instructions were interspersed throughout the
experiment for participants to conduct a mathematical operation, then add or subtract the result
to the result from the previous mathematical operation. Thus, participants under low elaboration
proceeded through the described procedures while under intense cognitive load, whereas
participants under high elaboration did not complete any distractor tasks. Furthermore,
participants under high elaboration also read an opening passage at the start of the study stating
that the data gathered for this study were crucial to the entire program of research and urged
participants to pay close attention to the study (to enhance motivation to carefully process the
materials). Participants under low elaboration read a different message, noting that the data
gathered for this study were simply for pilot testing purposes, and that participants would not
need to pay strict attention to detail (thereby undermining motivation to carefully process the
materials).
Measures. Participants first evaluated the defendant on his likelihood of guilt on four
randomly-ordered 7-point unipolar scales: “How guilty is this person?”, “How likely is it that
this person committed the crime?”, “How certain are you that this person is guilty?”, and “How
strongly do you believe that this person committed this crime?”. Scores then were averaged into
an index of guilt where 7 corresponded to the highest likelihood of guilt and 1 the lowest (α =
.920). Participants then evaluated the defendant on the extent to which they believed the
defendant was credible and the extent to which they believed the defendant was trustworthy on
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7-point scales where 1 indicated not at all, and 7 indicated extremely. Due to their high
correlation (r = .674, p < .001), scores for trustworthiness and credibility were averaged into an
honesty index where higher scores reflected higher levels of honesty.10
Results
Validity manipulation. Although we collected data for several dependent variables,
because the central dependent variable in legal paradigms is guilt, we focused primarily on guilt
judgments in our analyses. The first set of analyses was designed to examine the effectiveness of
the validity manipulation. These analyses examined data under High Elaboration because, unlike
Low Elaboration, this level of elaboration is the one for which different levels of Validity should
produce different evaluative judgments. To determine if our validity manipulation was effective,
a contrast analysis was conducted between Valid+Third-Party Reveal and No Incriminating
Information, both under High Elaboration. Participants under High Elaboration should be
focused on the information and thus be able to discern between Valid and Invalid incriminating
information. Consequently, participants who received valid arguments from a third-party source
should be more likely to judge the defendant as guilty compared to participants who received no
arguments from a third-party source at all. Results supported this notion, revealing a difference
between Valid+Third-Party Reveal (M = 4.17, SD = 1.04) and No Incriminating Information (M
= 3.36, SD = 1.27), F(1, 129) = 10.51, p = .002, d = 0.70.
The second analysis focused on evaluating if invalid information was perceived as nondiagnostic to the crime. Once again, we confined our analysis to participants in High Elaboration

10

We also included a measure of global attitudes in the study. However, because it was not a central variable of
interest, we treated attitudes-related analyses as exploratory. Participants reported their attitudes toward the
defendant using eight randomly-ordered 7-point unipolar scales: good, bad, like, dislike, positive, negative,
desirable, undesirable, adapted from Crites et al. (1994). Negative words were reverse coded, and an overall index
of attitude was created from the average ratings of the eight words (α = .884). Higher scores reflect more positive
attitudes.
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conditions and conducted a contrast comparing Invalid+Third-Party Reveal and No
Incriminating Information. Under high elaboration, participants should be able to discern
between Valid and Invalid arguments and identify that the arguments in the Invalid+Third-Party
Reveal are non-diagnostic to the crime. Thus we should see no difference in judgments of guilt
towards the defendant than when no “incriminating” information was provided at all. Results did
indeed support this notion, with the contrast showing no significant difference between
Invalid+Third-Party Reveal (M = 3.25, SD = 1.24) and No Incriminating Information (M = 3.36,
SD = 1.27), F(1, 123) = 0.18, p = .676, d = 0.09.
Elaboration as a moderator. With the effectiveness of our validity manipulation
confirmed, we next tested our key hypotheses regarding the efficacy of stealing thunder under
different levels of elaboration. Specifically, a 2 (Elaboration: High vs. Low) x 2 (Validity: Valid
vs. Invalid) x 2 (Thunder Condition: Stealing Thunder vs. Third-Party Reveal) factorial ANOVA
was conducted with Guilt as the dependent variable. We expected several effects to emerge in
these analyses. First, we expected to see a significant main effect of Validity, which was
significant, F(1, 423) = 47.00, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.10. The defendant was perceived to be guiltier
when valid (M = 4.29, SD = 1.13) incriminating information was provided than when invalid (M
= 3.43, SD = 1.26) information was provided. Second, we expected a main effect of Elaboration,
because any incriminating information should be damaging under Low Elaboration, but only
Valid information should be damaging under High Elaboration. The main effect of Elaboration
was significant, F(1, 423) = 8.42, p = .004, ηp2 = 0.02, with participants rating defendants as
more guilty under low elaboration (M = 3.96, SD = 1.19) than under high elaboration (M = 3.64,
SD = 1.28). Third, we expected a main effect of Stealing Thunder condition because stealing
thunder should overall be more advantageous than allowing others to reveal the information.
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However, we did not find evidence of this effect, F(1, 429) = 0.37, p = .601, ηp2 < 0.01. With that
said, we did expect this stealing thunder effect to be conditional on Elaboration, and thus it may
be the case that differences between Elaboration levels accounted for the null stealing thunder
main effect.
Fourth, we expected a significant Elaboration by Validity interaction effect whereby
participants would be sensitive to the validity of the incriminating information under High
Elaboration but less sensitive to the validity of information under Low Elaboration. This
interaction was significant, F(1, 423) = 5.82, p = .016, ηp2 = .01 (see Figure 1). Planned contrasts
showed that participants under High Elaboration judged the defendant as guiltier when provided
with Valid (M = 4.27, SD = 1.11) information compared to when provided with Invalid (M =
3.10, SD = 1.18) information, F(1, 423) = 42.90, p < .001, d = 1.02. Under Low Elaboration,
defendants still were judged as guiltier when provided with Valid (M = 4.31, SD = 1.15)
information than Invalid (M = 3.75, SD = 1.26) information, F(1, 423) = 9.93, p = .002, d = 0.46,
but this difference was notably smaller than what was found under High Elaboration as evident
by the difference in effect sizes. These results suggest that we successfully manipulated
Elaboration in that respondents showed more sensitivity towards the validity of the incriminating
under High Elaboration compared to Low Elaboration.
Figure 1
Elaboration by Validity Interaction for Guilt Ratings
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Note: Maximum Guilt ratings were truncated from 7 to 5 to enhance ease of identifying trends.

Our factorial ANOVA model included two additional two-way interaction effects, neither
of which we specifically predicted. The first involved an Elaboration by Thunder Condition
interaction, which was indeed non-significant, F(1, 423) = 0.02, p = .886, ηp2 < .001, and the
second involved a Validity by Thunder Condition interaction, which was also non-significant,
F(1, 423) = 0.18, p = .670, ηp2 < .001. However, we did predict an Elaboration by Validity by
Thunder Condition three-way interaction, which was not significant, F(1, 423) = 2.29, p = .131,
ηp2 = 0.01. Because we had clear theoretical expectations, we examined the means for this

interaction to determine if the pattern of results was at least consistent with our expectations.
However, the results were not readily interpretable. More specifically, we did not see clear
evidence of stealing thunder having any impact on guilt under any level of Validity or
Elaboration. This null effect suggests that the operationalization of the stealing thunder technique
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in the present study might have been ineffective thereby precluding clear tests of our central
hypotheses.
Honesty judgments. Although Howard et al. (2003) did not find clear evidence that
stealing thunder influenced honesty-related judgments, analyses of these judgments are relevant
to their interpretations of their findings. Therefore, we opted to conduct a similar set of analyses
on our Honesty dependent variable. A 2 (Elaboration: High vs. Low) x 2 (Validity: Valid vs.
Invalid) x 2 (Thunder Condition: Stealing Thunder vs. Third-Party Reveal) factorial ANOVA
was conducted with Honesty as the dependent variable. It is important to note that our
expectations for Honesty were somewhat different than our expectations for Guilt because
judgments for Guilt in a legal context should depend more on information diagnostic to the crime
at hand, whereas judgments for Honesty should be more influenced by information diagnostic to
the individual’s character (which is not entirely isomorphic with judgments of guilt). Thus, for
Validity, we would expect to find a weak or null main effect on Honesty because both possession
of burglary tools and evidence of past crimes suggest a level of comfort with acts that may be
illegal and, thus, result in similarly low ratings of Honesty. Similarly, we would not expect
honesty-related judgments to differ much between High and Low levels of Elaboration. Unlike
for Guilt, where individuals under high thoughtfulness would be more likely to evaluate whether
information should be diagnostic to the crime and thus more likely to accurately discard nondiagnostic information in their Guilt judgments, Honesty-related judgments do not require
individuals to conduct this diagnosticity evaluation, and thus their assessment of the defendant’s
Honesty should be similar regardless of their Elaboration level.
However, despite our expectations, we found a significant Validity main effect, F(1, 423)
= 12.65, p < .001, ηp2 = .03, as well as a significant Elaboration main effect, F(1, 423) = 12.26, p
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< .001, ηp2 = .028, for Honesty within our factorial ANOVA, suggesting defendants were seen as
higher on Honesty when the information was Invalid (M = 4.12, SD = 1.06) than when the
information was Valid (M = 3.74, SD = 0.97), and when they were under High Elaboration (M =
4.10, SD = 1.06) than when they were under Low Elaboration (M = 3.75, SD = 1.00).
We did expect to find a main effect of Stealing Thunder on Honesty because individuals
who pre-emptively disclose self-damaging information should be seen as more credible than
people who do not do so. Interestingly, even though we did not find this main effect for Guilt, we
did find a Stealing Thunder Condition main effect for Honesty, F(1, 423) = 4.54, p = .034, ηp2 =
.011. Subsequent contrasts revealed that defendants who stole Thunder (M = 4.03, SD = 1.10)
were seen as higher in Honesty than defendants whose transgressions were revealed by a thirdparty source (M = 3.80, SD = 0.95), F(1, 423) = 4.26, p = .040, d = 0.22, although no difference
was found between Third-Party Reveal (M = 3.80, SD = 0.95) and No Incriminating Information
(M = 3.91, SD = 1.09), F(1, 423) = 0.59, p = .444, d = 0.11. The failure of this later comparison
to reach significance makes it difficult to interpret the stealing thunder effect as the baseline
impact of incriminating information could not be established.
Unlike for Guilt, we expected a null or weakly significant two-way interaction between
Elaboration and Validity for Honesty. That is, if we expected participants to rate the defendant
similarly across levels of Elaboration and across levels of Validity, we should not see a highly
significant effect for this interaction. However, and similar to what was found for Guilt, an
Elaboration by Validity interaction emerged for Honesty, F(1, 423) = 4.92, p = .027, ηp2 = .01,
once again indicating that participants showed a higher level of sensitivity towards the validity of
the incriminating information across Elaboration conditions. Subsequent planned contrasts
revealed that participants under High Elaboration rated the defendant as higher in Honesty when
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the information was Invalid (M = 4.42, SD = 0.90) than when the information was Valid (M =
3.79, SD = 1.05), F(1, 423) = 16.35, p < .001, d = 0.65. Under Low Elaboration, no difference
was found in Honesty ratings between participants provided with Invalid (M = 3.83, SD = 1.12)
and Valid (M = 3.67, SD = 0.89) information, F(1, 423) = 1.04, p = .308, d = 0.15. Like for
Guilt, we did not specifically predict significant results for the two other two-way interactions
included in the model. As expected, the Elaboration by Thunder Condition interaction was nonsignificant, F(1, 423) = 0.06, p = .815, ηp2 < .001, as was the Validity by Thunder Condition
interaction, F(1, 423) = 0.05, p = .825, ηp2 < .001.11
Because we expected to detect only one (Stealing Thunder Condition) out of three
possible main effects (Validity and Elaboration), and given that three-way interactions require
larger sample sizes to detect, we expected to find a non-significant three-way interaction effect,
which we did, F(1, 423) = 2.29, p = .131, ηp2 = .01. As was found for Guilt, results for Honesty
were similarly difficult to interpret. Pairwise contrasts between levels of Stealing Thunder
Condition across Validity and Elaboration showed some mixed evidence of stealing thunder
effects where some comparisons showed higher and others showing lower Honesty ratings for
Stealing Thunder than Third-Party Reveals. However, none of these contrasts were statistically
significant. Overall, we did not find convincing, consistent stealing thunder effects across
Validity and Elaboration.
Discussion

11

For exploratory purposes, we also analyzed our measure of global attitudes using the same analyses conducted for
Honesty. The factorial ANOVA did not reveal a significant Validity main effect, F(1, 420) = 3.53, p = .061, ηp2=.01,
or Elaboration main effect, F(1, 420)= 0.78, p = .379, ηp2 < .01. Similar to Guilt, there was no main effect of
Stealing Thunder Condition, F(1, 420) = 0.38, p = .538, ηp2 < .01. The Elaboration by Validity interaction was nonsignificant, F(1, 420) = 0.01, p = .942, ηp2 < .001, as was the Elaboration by Thunder Condition interaction, F(1,
420) = 0.60, p = .439, ηp2 < .01 and the Validity by Thunder Condition interaction, F(1, 420) = 0.13, p = .718, ηp2
< .001. Finally, the Elaboration by Validity by Thunder Condition interaction also was non-significant, F(1, 420) =
0.55, p = .461, ηp2 < .01.
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We set out with several clear predictions in mind, and our data supported a number of
these predictions. First, we were successful in manipulating the validity of the incriminating
information for Guilt ratings. Second, we successfully manipulated Elaboration for Guilt, as
evidenced by the significant two-way interaction between Elaboration and Validity.
However, what was puzzling was the lack of any reliable stealing thunder effects for
Guilt, suggesting that our stealing thunder manipulation was minimally effective in this regard.
Without a stealing thunder effect, we were unable to fully test our hypotheses that examine how
this effect varies across Elaboration and Validity levels. One possible reason for the lack of a
stealing thunder effect for Guilt ratings is that the passages identifying information coming from
the prosecution or defense were too subtle, and participants may not have been able to accurately
and reliably distinguish between the two.
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STUDY 2
In Study 1, we investigated the influence of elaboration and validity on stealing thunder
effects. We proposed that stealing thunder would be more effective under High Elaboration
using Valid incriminating information and less effective under High Elaboration using Invalid
incriminating information. Under Low Elaboration, stealing thunder should be effective
regardless of the quality of the information presented. In Study 1, people did accurately discern
between valid and invalid incriminating information under High Elaboration. The presumption
is that when people spend time scrutinizing and thinking about a message, they are more
willing and able to discern between a strong and a weak informational message, and the strong
message should result in greater persuasion – in our case, it should result in lower Guilt and
higher Honesty.
However, in the context of a stealing thunder paradigm, the incriminating information
is not the only information that might be regarded as comprising the “message” related to
evaluating the transgressor. The second type of information provided that is relevant to
evaluating the transgressor is the nature, content, and context of the confession itself. Similar
to how one may process the first type of information (the incriminating information) carefully
or not very carefully depending on the level of elaboration, one also would process the
confession in the same manner. Because both types of information are directly relevant in the
judgment of the transgressor, these judgments should be influenced by variations in the
validity of either type of information but only when people are being comparatively thoughtful.
When people are engaging in little active scrutiny of information, variations in validity should
have little impact on judgments of the transgressor.
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If one accepts the premise that stealing thunder functions effectively only in contexts
where people are being non-thoughtful, one would expect that studies demonstrating stealing
thunder effects should show little evidence that variations in the quality of the confession
matter because people presumably should not be sensitive to the quality of the confession. That
is, when stealing thunder influences judgments of transgressors, we should not see the specific
content or validity of the confession affecting judgments of the transgressor. However, a study
by Dolnik et al. (2003) suggests otherwise. They investigated the influence of message framing
on stealing thunder effects and proposed that framing, or using a confession that downplays a
message containing incriminating information, should decrease the impact of the incriminating
information. In other words, they altered the content of the confession itself to investigate its
ability to mitigate the damage of the transgression. If stealing thunder is truly a low-thoughtful
process, the convincingness of the frame should not matter because people would be focused
on the act of confessing rather than the substantive content of the confession.
A similar concept was demonstrated in a well-known study by Langer et al. (1978) that
involved examining how people responded to requests that were paired with explicit
justification for the request, a nonsensical justification, or a sensible justification. The mere act
of providing a justification for a request was sufficient to boost compliance to the request,
regardless of its validity, thereby leading them to conclude that compliance primarily being
driven by non-thoughtful processes. In the same vein, the mere act of confessing in stealing
thunder may be sufficient to elicit the stealing thunder effect under conditions of low
thoughtfulness. Thus, under these conditions, one might not expect the addition of a frame
within a stealing thunder paradigm to have any impact, and if it did, one would expect the
framing should enhance the efficacy of the confession for superficial non-thoughtful reasons.
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For example, the frame could provide better mitigation against the damage of the transgression
because people sometimes non-thoughtfully respond to the mere fact that a reason for an action
has been provided even when that reason has little validity.
However, Dolnik et al.’s (2003) data showed that framing, or downplaying this
incriminating evidence, was ineffective at boosting the protective benefits of stealing thunder.
Interestingly, for some measures, the act of framing resulted in backfire effects where
participants produced harsher judgments for the defendant under framing than if the defendant
had not tried to frame his transgression at all. These results do not readily fit with a nonthoughtful explanation for stealing thunder. Under low thoughtfulness, the act of framing
should not produce any backfire effects. These backfire effects should emerge only if people
are engaging in careful evaluation of a message (the confession) and rejecting the frame as
weak and unconvincing. In fact, because the confession of “I caused a vehicular homicide
resulting in death” was followed by the frame “but I can handle my liquor just fine when I’m
driving,” we think participants likely evaluated, and rejected, the validity of the frame, which
may have produced the harsher judgments of the transgressor seen in the Dolnik et al. study.
The goal of Study 2 was to further explore the idea that altering the content of the
confession (framing) should alter the effectiveness of stealing thunder depending on the level
of thoughtfulness with which participants process the study materials. Thus, in Study 2, we
opted for a conceptual replication of the Dolnik et al. (2003) study with additional conditions
to show situations under which stealing thunder can be effective with confession framing. The
information in the original study seemed valid enough, (i.e., alcohol consumption leads to
impaired driving), and their data support that notion. However, the frame “I can handle my
liquor well enough to drive” seems unlikely to be seen as a valid, convincing message when
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that driving resulted in death. Thus, in the present experiment, we added conditions that used a
strong frame (a confession that downplays the incriminating information in a valid manner).
We predicted that a valid frame would result in a stronger stealing thunder effect than a weak
frame (a confession that downplays the incriminating information in an invalid manner; the
frame used in the Dolnik et al. study) under conditions of high elaboration. Under low
elaboration conditions, participants would not process the frame in a very thoughtful manner
and thus would not discern between a strong and weak frame, resulting in both frames equally
successful at mitigating evaluative damage.
Method
Participants and design. Undergraduate students (N = 400) were recruited in exchange
for course credit and randomly assigned to 1 of 10 conditions in a 2 (Elaboration: Low vs. High)
x5 (Thunder Condition: No Incriminating Evidence vs. Third-Party Reveal vs. Stealing Thunder
vs. Stealing Thunder + Strong Frame vs. Stealing Thunder + Weak Frame) between-subjects
design. This sample yielded 88% power to detect a medium Cohen’s d effect of .5.
Procedure. This study was part of an in-person multi-study experimental session. All
participants first read a passage about a politician who opposed corruption via a series of
initiatives to curtail bribery among government officials. In the No-Transgression control
condition, participants next evaluated the politician on several dimensions. In the Third-Party
Reveal condition, participants next read a detailed statement released by a third-party describing
how the politician used public funds for personal and family expenses, then evaluated the
politician on several dimensions.
In the Stealing Thunder condition (i.e., the classic stealing thunder condition),
participants read a detailed stealing thunder statement released by the politician describing his
improper conduct, including amount of money spent on airfare, accommodations, and outings for
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himself and his family. In the Stealing Thunder Strong Frame condition, participants read the
initial stealing thunder statement, along with a second passage that provided strong reasons why
he committed the transgression. These reasons included a) mentioning that these funds were
provisionary and had to spent within a certain period of time after which they would be funneled
into a federal budget where they would be used to provide tax breaks for the wealthy; and b) the
expenditures went towards the local economy, thus keeping the money within the community. In
the Stealing Thunder Weak Frame condition, participants read the initial stealing thunder
statement, along with a second passage that provided weak reasons why he committed the
transgression. These reasons included a) the understanding that politicians siphon public funds
for personal use all the time so it should be OK if he did it; and b) everybody gets away with
certain things at their jobs, and this is just one of the perks of being a politician. Participants in
all Stealing Thunder conditions then read the Third-Party Reveal passage that provided specific
information regarding the politician’s transgression, after which they evaluated the defendant on
the dependent measures.
Procedures were identical under high and low elaboration conditions, with elaboration
manipulated via a memory task involving colored animals that appeared in image panels. Image
panels were interspersed throughout the experiment, each with a separate combination of sharks,
monkeys, emu, rhinos, and the color blue, green, yellow, red. There were approximately 16
animal+color combinations per image panel. Panels were displayed for 2 seconds. Participants
were expected to complete the study while keeping a running tally of the number of red sharks
they saw. Participants under high elaboration would proceed through the described procedures
while under intense cognitive load, whereas participants under low elaboration completed the
study as described.
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Measures. Participants first evaluated the defendant on three randomly-ordered 7-point
unipolar scales: “To what extent are you likely to vote for this political candidate to be re-elected
to office?”, “To what extent do you believe the political candidate is credible?”, and “To what
extent do you believe the political candidate is trustworthy?”. Participants then reported their
attitudes toward the defendant using eight randomly-ordered 7-point unipolar scales: good, bad,
like, dislike, positive, negative, desirable, undesirable, adapted from Crites et al. (1994).
Negative words were reverse coded, and an overall index of attitude was created from the
average ratings of the eight words (α = .938). Higher scores reflect more positive attitudes.
Following a previous set of studies that made use of these same measures (Nguyen et al.,
2020), an index of Honesty was created consisting of credibility and trustworthiness; responses
on these two items were averaged to form a single score. A second index, called Global
Evaluation, was created from the attitude scale index and the re-election rating; these two scores
were averaged to produce a single score.
Results
Honesty judgments. A 2 (Elaboration: High vs. Low) x 5 (Thunder Condition: No
Incriminating Information vs. Third-Party Reveal vs. Stealing Thunder Classic vs. Stealing
Thunder Strong Frame vs. Stealing Thunder Weak Frame) factorial ANOVA was first conducted
with Honesty as the dependent variable. We expected several effects to emerge in these analyses.
First, we expected a significant main effect of Thunder Condition, which we found, F(4, 390) =
12.36, p < .001, ηp2 = .11 (see Table 1 for means). A comparison between No Incriminating
Information (M = 4.04, SD = 1.30; column 3, row 2) and Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.52, SD =
1.19; column 3, row 3) was significant, F(1, 390) = 59.57 p < .001, d = 1.22, suggesting that the
transgression was severely damaging to the politician’s Honesty. A second comparison revealed
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a difference between the classic Stealing Thunder confession (M = 2.96, SD = 1.56; column 3,
row 4) and the Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.52, SD = 1.19; column 3, row 3), F(1, 390) = 4.07, p =
.045, d = 0.32, suggesting that, by confessing to the transgression before it can be revealed by a
third party, the politician was able to mitigate some of the Honesty-related damage. These two
contrasts showed that we were able to obtain the classic Stealing Thunder effect where the
transgressor is rated highest on Honesty when no transgression has been committed, lowest on
Honesty when a transgression has been committed and revealed by a third party, and moderately
high on Honesty when a transgression has been committed but disclosed by the transgressor in a
confession before it can be revealed by a third party. Because we were able to replicate the
classic Stealing Thunder effect, we can meaningfully interpret the remaining variations of
stealing thunder frames.
Table 1
Study 2 Descriptives for Honesty and Global Evaluation Indices.
Thunder Condition

N

M(SD) Honesty

M(SD) Global Evaluation

No Incriminating Information (No
Thunder)

80

4.04(1.30)a

4.17(1.20)a

Third-Party Reveal

81

2.52(1.19)c

2.88(1.01)c

Stealing Thunder Classic

79

2.96(1.56)b

3.06(1.28)bc

Stealing Thunder Strong Frame

81

3.22(1.46)b

3.35(1.29)b

Stealing Thunder Weak Frame

79

3.08(1.50)b

3.11(1.31)bc

Note. Different subscripts within a column indicate a statistically significant difference between
the means.
The next set of contrasts focused on the effectiveness of the Strong Frame. Specifically,
we wanted to see if it provided any protection compared to Third Party Reveal, and if it did, how
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it compared to the protection afforded by Classic Stealing Thunder. The first contrast showed
that the Strong Frame (M = 3.22, SD = 1.46; column 3, row 5) resulted in significantly higher
Honesty ratings than the Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.52, SD = 1.19; column 3, row 7), F(1, 390) =
11.04, p = .001, d = 0.52. However, the second contrast showed no difference between Strong
Frame (M = 3.22, SD = 1.46; column 3, row 5) and Classic Stealing Thunder (M = 2.96, SD =
1.56; column 3, row 10), F(1, 390) = 1.13, p = .289, d = 0.17. Thus, the Strong Frame and
Classic Stealing Thunder did not differ significantly in their ability to reduce Honesty damage
resulting from the transgression.
The second set of contrasts focused on the effectiveness of the Weak Frame. Once again,
we compared Stealing Thunder Weak Frame to Third Party Reveal, as well as to Classic Stealing
Thunder. The first contrast showed a difference between Weak Frame (M = 3.08, SD = 1.50;
column 3, row 6) and Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.52, SD = 1.19; column 3, row 3), F(1, 390) =
6.73, p = .01, d = 0.41. The second contrast between Weak Frame (M = 3.08, SD = 1.50; column
3, row 6) and Classic Stealing Thunder (M = 2.96, SD = 1.56; column 3, row 4) was nonsignificant, F(1, 390) = 0.22, p = .640, d = 0.07. Similar to what we found for Strong Frame,
even though we did not detect backfire effects of framing, we also did not find evidence that any
sort of framing, strong or weak, provided significantly more or less protective benefits for
Honesty compared to the classic stealing thunder confession.
The second main effect in our model was Elaboration. We did not expect to detect a
significant main effect here because we do not expect that the more people think about the issue
the worse they think of the transgressor or vice-versa. Indeed, people did not differ significantly
in their judgments of the politician in High Elaboration (M = 3.22, SD = 1.47) versus Low
Elaboration (M = 3.10, SD = 1.51), F(1, 390) = 0.92, p = .338, ηp2 < 0.01.
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Thus far, we have detected evidence of the stealing thunder effect, but little evidence of
framing altering the stealing thunder effect. However, an important consideration is that perhaps
the specifics of framing should matter under high elaboration but not under low elaboration. In
other words, we expected to detect an interaction between Thunder Condition and Elaboration
where under High Elaboration, the Strong Frame should provide more protection than the Classic
Stealing Thunder effect, which, in turn, should provide more protection than the Weak Frame.
However, under Low Elaboration, all three Stealing Thunder confession conditions should be
equally effective. We did not detect this interaction, F(4, 390) = 0.55, p = .699, ηp2 < .01, which
suggested that participants did not differ across Stealing Thunder conditions regardless of their
level of thoughtfulness.
Global evaluation judgments. Similar to what was done for Honesty, a 2 (Elaboration:
High vs. Low) x 5 (Thunder Condition: No Incriminating Information vs. Third-Party Reveal vs.
Stealing Thunder Classic vs. Stealing Thunder Strong Frame vs. Stealing Thunder Weak Frame)
factorial ANOVA was conducted with Global Evaluation as the dependent variable. We had
similar expectations for Global Evaluation as we did for Honesty, but perhaps with weaker
effects for Global Evaluation, given that this pattern of results have emerged in Manuscript 1 and
in the stealing thunder studies that have used these two types of evaluations together in a single
study (Ondrus, 1998, Study 1; Arpan & Pompper, 2003, Study 1; Krylova et al., 2018, Study 1).
First, we expected a significant main effect of Thunder Condition, which we found, F(4,
390) = 13.91, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.13 (see Table 1 for means). A comparison between No
Incriminating Information (M = 4.17, SD = 1.20; column 4, row 2) and Third-Party Reveal (M =
2.88, SD = 1.01; column 4, row 3) showed a significant difference between the two, F(1, 390) =
55.09, p < .001, d = 1.17, indicating that the transgression was severely damaging to the
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politician’s Global Evaluation rating. However, the second comparison revealed no significant
difference between the classic Stealing Thunder confession (M = 3.06, SD = 1.28; column 4, row
4) and the Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.88, SD = 1.01; column 4, row 3), F(1, 390) = 1.02, p =
.314, d = 0.16, suggesting that stealing thunder was not sufficiently effective at reducing damage
to Global Evaluations.
The failure to find any benefit from traditional stealing thunder reduced the confidence
with which we can interpret our stealing thunder results for Global Evaluation. However,
because we were able to establish that the transgression was damaging, even though we were not
able to say with any confidence that the Classic Stealing Thunder confession provided any
protection, we still conducted further contrasts to determine if other framed variations of the
stealing thunder confession provided any protective benefit.
Similar to what was done for Honesty, the first set of contrasts was conducted to
determine the effectiveness of the Strong Frame. The first contrast in this set showed that the
Strong Frame (M = 3.35, SD = 1.29; column 4, row 5) produced higher Global Evaluation ratings
than the Third-Party Reveal (M = 2.88, SD = 1.01; column 4, row 3), F(1, 390) = 6.66, p = .011,
d = 0.41. However, no difference was found between the Strong Frame (M = 3.35, SD = 1.29;
column 4, row 5) and Classic Stealing Thunder (M = 3.06, SD = 1.28; column 4, row 4), F(1,
390) = 1.97, p = .162, d = 0.23. Thus, the Strong Frame did indeed provide protection for Global
Evaluation damage, suggesting that the non-significant traditional stealing thunder effect was
likely due to the relative weakness of the confession itself. However, the difference between the
Strong Frame and Classic Stealing Thunder was not large enough to result in a significant
contrast when comparing the two confessions.
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The second set of contrasts focuses on the effectiveness of the Weak Frame. However,
the comparison between Weak Frame (M = 3.11, SD = 1.31; column 4, row 6) and Third-Party
Reveal (M = 2.88, SD = 1.01; column 4, row 3) was non-significant, F(1, 390) = 1.62, p = .205, d
= 0.20. The comparison between Weak Frame (M = 3.11, SD = 1.31; column 4, row 6) and
Classic Stealing Thunder (M = 3.06, SD = 1.28; column 4, row 4) was also non-significant, F(1,
390) = 0.06, p = .806, d = 0.04. Overall, the Weak Frame did not seem to provide much benefit
or drawback compared to Third-Party Reveal or Classic Stealing Thunder.
Similar to Honesty, we did not expect to detect a significant main effect for Elaboration,
and participants in High Elaboration (M = 3.41, SD = 1.30) did not differ from participants in
Low Elaboration (M = 3.21, SD = 1.29), F(1, 390) = 2.74, p = .099, ηp2 = .01. Also similar to
Honesty, we expected to detect a significant interaction between Thunder Condition and
Elaboration, but it was not significant, F(1, 390) = 0.73, p = .571, ηp2 = .01. Thus, participants did
not differ significantly across Thunder conditions for Low Elaboration (M = 3.21, SD = 1.29)
versus High Elaboration (M = 3.41, SD = 1.30).
Discussion
We had set out to investigate the effectiveness of message framing under various levels
of elaboration and found rather mixed results. On the promising side, we were able to not only
reproduce the Stealing Thunder effect for Honesty, but we also reproduced the Stealing Thunder
effect with both the Strong and Weak frames. Furthermore, all our Stealing Thunder conditions,
framed or not, significantly mitigated Honesty-related damage resulting from a transgression.
Thus, the materials used in the paradigm were effective in producing and detecting stealing
thunder, at least for Honesty evaluations, and can be effectively used in future studies.
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On the perhaps less promising side, we found no Elaboration main effects for this study,
an outcome we had expected as we had no strong basis to predict this main effect. The
predictions would have hinged on our confidence in the degree to which different types of
frames affect the stealing thunder effect, our confidence in each frame falling in the expected
directions, our confidence in the underlying mechanisms driving the stealing thunder effect (e.g.,
is it the case that any sort of framing would boost the stealing thunder effect, or is it the case that
the act of confessing itself drives stealing thunder and therefore frames are largely ineffective?),
among others. Due to the number of possible permutations that may result from the combination
of factors alone, each potentially altering the direction of our prediction entirely, we did not feel
like we had a strong basis to expect to detect this main effect.
What we did expect to detect, however, was a Thunder Condition by Elaboration
interaction for either Honesty or Global Evaluation, which we were unable to produce. This lack
of a significant interaction meant we were unable to validate our predictions that relied on
differential responses across Elaboration levels. Participants did not differ significantly in their
responses regardless of the level of thought with which they analyzed the study materials. These
non-significant interactions have several possible explanations.
One possibility is that our frames were not strong enough to produce framing effects.
Perhaps participants did not see the Strong Frame as very convincing, perhaps they found the
Weak Frame to be more convincing than we would have liked, or perhaps a combination of both
factors was at play. Even though we did find that Strong Frame provided more protection on
Global Evaluation than Third-Party Reveal than did Classic Stealing Thunder, the overall results
for framing indicate overall weak evidence that framing produced results significantly different
from no framing at all.
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Another possibility is that to produce this two-way interaction, we would have had to
effectively manipulate both Stealing Thunder and Elaboration. In our analyses, we found no
substantive evidence that Elaboration had any influence on either Honesty or Global Evaluation.
Therefore, the parsimonious interpretation of this result is that we were unable to effectively
manipulate Elaboration in this study.
A third possibility is that framing itself does not matter because the critical ingredient in
stealing thunder is the mere act of confessing to the transgression. If the benefits of stealing
thunder rely primarily on the fact that the confession is being made prior to the reveal, then the
contents of the confession should play a smaller role and be more difficult to detect. At this
point, we cannot determine which explanation, or combination of explanations, is the likeliest
based on our current data.
In sum, we ultimately reproduced the stealing thunder effect, but were not able to find
evidence of framing effects on stealing thunder. Furthermore, we found no evidence that the
effects of framing, or of stealing thunder in general, were moderated by amount of elaboration.
Given the issues described above, a future version of the study could aim to implement a
stronger, more compelling Strong Frame and an even weaker, more absurd Weak Frame to create
separation between the frames and the classic stealing thunder condition. We also might revisit
the elaboration manipulation and collect diagnostic data to determine if the manipulation is
producing the expected levels of elaboration in our conditions or use other elaboration
manipulations that we have found to have worked in our stealing thunder studies.
General Discussion
The goal of the two studies in this manuscript was to investigate if components of
stealing thunder, their impact, and the processes by which they exert their impact, are moderated
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by the amount of elaboration. Unfortunately, across these two studies, we were never able to
successfully tackle this question.
When the two studies are considered together, it is ironic to note that the main effect that
Study 1 failed to produce was precisely the main effect that was successfully demonstrated in
Study 2. Conversely, the unsuccessful main effect in Study 2 was precisely the main effect
successfully demonstrated in Study 1. More specifically, in Study 1, we were able to produce
encouraging evidence that we successfully manipulated elaboration but failed to successfully
implement an effective stealing thunder manipulation. Study 2 produced the opposite problem in
that we managed to recreate the stealing thunder effect, but unsuccessfully manipulated
elaboration. Because we needed a successful manipulation of both factors to meaningfully
interpret an interaction effect, we were not able to fully investigate the moderating influence of
elaboration on stealing thunder. Other possible issues, such as ineffective framing passages or
ambiguity of stealing thunder mechanisms, added to the difficulty of interpreting results from
Study 2. Ultimately, and taken together, the two studies in this manuscript did not provide
meaningful or satisfying insight into the issues we had set out to investigate.
Looking forward, one way in which we could recalibrate Study 1 is to retain the
successful elaboration and the incriminating information manipulations and adjust elements of
the stealing thunder passages to improve detection of the effect. For Study 2, we could attempt to
further strengthen the framing elements of the confession passages. Alternatively, one could pair
the successful elaboration manipulation from Study 1 (perform mathematical operations and
keep a running tally in memory) with the stealing thunder manipulation from Study 2 (politician
paradigm) to increase the odds of a successful manipulation of both of these factors in a single
study. In summary, the role of elaboration as a moderator of the stealing thunder effect remains
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ambiguous based on our results. Even though the existing data in the literature suggests that the
tactic operates primarily under low-elaboration conditions, we have noted a number of
methodological issues that make interpretation of these data difficult. However, in our own
investigation of this phenomenon, we encountered unfortunate setbacks in the form of the failure
of several critical manipulations, and thus we were unable to obtain satisfying answers to some
of our questions. With that said, we believe this research question still merits further study and
have identified a number of viable avenues for future research.
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Chapter 4: An Overview of Stealing Thunder Findings, Implications and
Future Directions
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings
The broader goals of this research were to add to the stealing thunder literature both in
terms of breadth and depth. In more specific terms, I aimed to thoroughly test a novel stealing
thunder boundary condition, to re-examine previously-tested moderators in a conceptually and
methodologically rigorous manner, and to conduct these investigations in a more complex setting
than how the moderators or features of stealing thunder have been studied in the literature. To
achieve these goals, a series of studies were conducted to investigate the moderating effects of
confession specificity on the stealing thunder effect, as well as another series of studies that
investigated if stealing thunder effectiveness varied across levels of thoughtfulness.
In the initial series of studies that investigated confession specificity as a stealing thunder
feature, the primary goal was to identify if the stealing thunder effect was similarly effective
across varying levels of confession specificity and transgression severity. Across three studies,
the highly-specific confessions used in the traditional stealing thunder paradigm was very
effective, but that the more general versions of this confession either were ineffective or
provided very weak protection against evaluative damage regardless of the degree of
transgression severity. Of note was the discovery that, across all three studies, the core stealing
thunder effect was consistently stronger for honesty than for global evaluation. Additionally,
whereas moderately-specific confessions provided no protection for global evaluation, this type
of confession did provide modest protection for honesty. These results suggest an overall
stronger effect of stealing thunder on honesty-related judgments and call into question the
wisdom of continuing to use honesty- and global evaluation-related judgments interchangeably
to measure the stealing thunder effect, as has been done in the literature. The final study explored
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the potential mechanisms behind the effect of stealing thunder and found honesty-related
judgments to be a more proximal consequence of the effect than judgments related to global
evaluation, providing a possible explanation for findings that showed the effect to be stronger for
honesty than global evaluations. This study also provided evidence that multiple mechanisms are
responsible for the superior effectiveness of specific confessions over less-specific confessions.
The second series of studies in this program of research focused on testing the notion of
stealing thunder being a process that operates primarily under low-thought (rather than highthought) conditions. A number of investigations have been conducted in the stealing thunder
literature with this goal in mind. However, results have been decidedly mixed, with studies
showing evidence backing the effect as primarily highly-thoughtful (White & Williams, 1998) as
well as primarily low-thoughtful (Ondrus & Williams, 1995; Howard et al., 2006). Moreover,
these studies had a number of conceptual and methodological issues that may have complicated
interpretation of the data. The second series of studies in this program of research was intended
to be a more conceptually and methodologically thorough investigation into the moderating
influence of thoughtfulness on stealing thunder. However, because of difficulties with the
manipulations used in these studies, the proper conditions could not be created to properly test
this idea. As a result, this series of studies did not produce any conclusive answer to the question
of whether stealing thunder is a technique that operates primarily under any specific degree of
thoughtfulness.
Broader Implications
As mentioned in the general introduction, an initial review of the stealing thunder
literature revealed two primary issues of interest: a) many of the potential stealing thunder
moderators and features in the literature have yet to be researched; and b) when these moderators
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or features have been investigated, these investigations are either backed by limited data or may
contain potential conceptual or methodological oversights that can make interpretation of the
data difficult.
The first series of studies (Manuscript 1) was an effort to address issue ‘A’ by
highlighting and thoroughly testing a feature of stealing thunder that had been previously
neglected in the stealing thunder literature. The effort was largely successful in this regard,
producing reliable results that showed the influence of confession specificity on the stealing
thunder effect for multiple dependent variables across multiple studies and multiple levels of
transgression severity. Furthermore, it also produced an interesting finding regarding the
comparison of honesty- and global evaluation-related damage that seemed to be supported by the
data in the existing literature. In addition, the final study in the manuscript provided some insight
on the role of various mechanisms behind the effect. The second series of studies (Manuscript 2)
was meant to address issue ‘B’ by focusing on a previously-researched moderator and
investigating it in a thorough manner. Strictly speaking, and at the conceptual level, this series of
studies did not provide definitive answers to the core research questions under investigation.
However, the process ultimately did provide insight that will be helpful in the development and
refinement of methods and measures that will be used in subsequent research.
The approach taken with these two series of studies was to use different methods to
address some of the gaps in knowledge within the literature on the moderators and features of
stealing thunder. The approach used in Manuscript 1 was successful and provided a useful
blueprint to follow when investigating future moderators or features of stealing thunder. The
approach used in Manuscript 2 did not produce interpretable results but may still serve as a
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useful exemplar of how this approach can be conducted, albeit with revisions. Overall, results
from these two programs of research revealed a number of broader implications for the literature.
The first implication rests on the value of comprehensive experimental designs. Indeed,
incomplete designs are not uncommon and can be found quite frequently in the stealing thunder
literature. More specifically, some stealing thunder studies do not have a ‘no transgression’
control group at all and often were conducted with just the stealing thunder and third-party reveal
conditions (e.g., Arpan & Pompper, 2003; Arpan & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2005; Fennis & Stroebe,
2014, etc.). This omission results in some ambiguities when interpreting data. For instance,
without this control condition, it would have been difficult to determine if the transgression had
been damaging at all. Without knowledge of the degree of damage caused by the transgression, it
would have been difficult to fully assess the extent to which stealing thunder can provide
protection against said damage. Furthermore, the inclusion of this control condition allows for
diagnosis of potential sources of design- and material-related issues, such as no-incriminatinginformation vs. stealing thunder to determine the effectiveness of stealing thunder compared to
not having any transgressions revealed at all, or no-incriminating-information vs. third-party
reveal to determine the degree of damage caused by the transgression itself. This condition also
has served as a useful tool of diagnosis in the calibration of materials for the studies in
Manuscript 2 and likely would have helped unravel certain curiosities in a number of studies in
the literature if it had been included in all stealing thunder studies.
The second implication arises from the value of powerful and replicable studies. The
reality is that many studies in the literature on the moderators and features of stealing thunder
feature small sample sizes, with the vast majority of studies consisting of 10 to 15 participants
per cell. Further, when moderators or features are studied, they were mostly supported by only a
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single study. As was seen with elaboration, multiple low-powered investigations can produce
inconsistent results – a number of studies concluded that stealing thunder is primarily a low
elaboration process (White & Williams, 1998; Howard et al., 2006), whereas others concluded
that it is a high elaboration process (Ondrus & Williams, 1995). In an attempt to address this
issue, the studies in Manuscript 1 had approximately 75-80 participants per cell, and the studies
in Manuscript 2 had approximately 40 participants per cell. Moreover, Manuscript 1 was a fourstudy exploration of one feature of stealing thunder and Manuscript 2 was a two-study
exploration of a stealing thunder moderator. In fact, the key specificity effects that appeared in
Study 1 in Manuscript 1 were tested four times, and the additional effects that appeared in Study
2 were tested twice, a level of replication that is quite unusual in the stealing thunder literature.
With four studies in the confession specificity series, this effort is the most extensive
investigation into any moderator or feature of stealing thunder within the stealing thunder
literature. Further, every study in this series produced the stealing thunder effect, which, at least
within this paradigm, further reinforces the reliability of the effect. Manuscript 2 did not feature
a similar degree of replication due to the failure of the manipulations in their respective studies
but holds potential with future fine-tuning. In sum, and in contrast with what is found in the
literature on the moderators and feature of stealing thunder, Manuscript 1 contained four wellpowered, repeated demonstrations of the core effects, and Manuscript 2 was the start of an
attempt at doing the same. Future direct investigations of single moderators or stealing thunder
features conducted with a substantial sample size would reduce much of the ambiguity
surrounding the accuracy and replicability of results in the literature on the moderators and
features of stealing thunder.
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A third implication centers on the interchangeability of dependent variables typically
used in the stealing thunder literature. This implication was the consequence of a Manuscript 1
finding showing the differing strength of responses to the stealing thunder effect depending on
the type of dependent variable being measured. In the stealing thunder literature, dependent
variables relating to honesty and global evaluation tend to be treated interchangeably. If one
presumes that both these categories were, more or less, an evaluative judgment on the
transgressor, then it could be understandable why one might consider them roughly
interchangeable. After all, both these indices produced the core stealing thunder effect in the
same direction in the studies in Manuscript 1 and were quite similar in their pattern of effects.
However, Manuscript 1 revealed that these two categories of variables differ in their magnitude
of effects, with stealing thunder having a stronger effect on honesty-related damage than global
evaluation-related damage. In fact, this difference in effect magnitude between the two
dependent variable categories emerged as a clear and consistent pattern across studies. With a
weaker design or smaller sample size, certain analyses might show stealing thunder effects only
on honesty variables rather than global evaluation variables. Therefore, studies that treat these
variables interchangeably may miss stealing thunder effects that they would otherwise have
detected had they used an honesty-related variable.
In addition to the magnitude difference, results from the fourth study in Manuscript 1 also
suggested a causal ordering with regards to these two types of evaluations where honesty may
play a mediating role between stealing thunder and global evaluation. As a consequence, the
positioning of these variables in the causal chain may be responsible for the difference in the
magnitude of their effects. For instance, stealing thunder may be producing stronger honesty
effects due to honesty’s more proximal position to stealing thunder, and stealing thunder may be
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producing weaker global evaluation effects do to this variable’s more distal position to stealing
thunder. Going forward, it may be useful not only to think of these two categories of variables as
non-interchangeable but also as interconnected in a causal chain.
Finally, certain measures may be more appropriate for certain types of transgressions or
for capturing stealing thunder effectiveness under certain conditions. For instance, a politician
who received a bribe may suffer damage on an honesty measure and, thus, restore more honesty
via a confession. However, a politician who failed to pass an important bill due to an accidental
error on their part may not suffer any damage on honesty at all and thus a competence measure
would be more appropriate for the transgression. Additionally, knowing that different measures
target different reactions may allow transgressors to identify and target desired reactions or
evaluate whether the tactic is useful for them at all. For example, for certain individuals in
highly-competitive professions that value competence, such as lawyers or athletes, perhaps
competence is weighted more strongly than honesty, and the drawbacks of stealing thunder
would not be worth the protection solely against the honesty-related damage of the transgression.
All in all, even though Manuscript 1 revealed that both categories of variables produce a
similar pattern of results, their sensitivity to the stealing thunder effect do differ, and one reason
for this difference in sensitivity may be due to their positioning in a causal chain where honestyrelated judgments are more proximal to stealing thunder and judgments related to global
evaluations more distal. Given this evidence, researchers who plan on using these types of
variables should consider weighing the implications of the effect size difference and consider
separating them into their own items or indices.
The idea behind Manuscript 2 was that stealing thunder may produce different results
under different levels of multiple variables. This idea forms the basis for the fourth implication –
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the notion that multiple moderators or features can simultaneously interact with one another to
influence stealing thunder. The literature thus far has mostly shown tests of single moderators or
features, which perhaps is unsurprising given the low sample size of the typical stealing thunder
study; a relatively robust sample size would likely be required to properly test the kinds of
interactions in a study with multiple simultaneous stealing thunder moderators or features. As an
example, in Manuscript 2, distraction tasks (designed to manipulate level of elaboration) were
combined with a second moderator in an effort to see whether the stealing thunder effect differed
across levels of elaboration and validity (Manuscript 1) or framing (Manuscript 2). The idea was
that certain moderators or stealing thunder features may produce effects only in conjunction with
other moderators or stealing thunder features, or may produce dramatically different effects in
the presence of other moderators or stealing thunder features. Demonstrations of this idea can be
found in other areas of research where investigations conducted on single moderators typically
are followed by subsequent phases of research involving multiple moderator interactions, and
further exploration down this avenue may produce a deeper understanding of the effect.
Limitations and Future Directions
At this point in time, dozens of studies have reliably reproduced the stealing thunder
effect across a span of multiple decades. However, and perhaps curiously, little exploration has
focused on the mechanisms behind the effect itself. With every passing stealing thunder study,
this lack of knowledge has grown more prominent. A number of mechanisms have been
speculated to be responsible for the effect, such as credibility (e.g., Williams et al., 1993) or
scarcity (e.g., Arpan & Pompper, 2003), but these explanations, by and large, have lacked
rigorous testing. Manuscript 1 contained what is perhaps the most comprehensive test of stealing
thunder mechanisms to date. However, it remains somewhat isolated in its effort. A concerted
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push to further investigate the mechanisms behind this effect may solidify our knowledge on this
topic and would distinctly advance progress in this area of research.
As stealing thunder gathers more research under its umbrella, it may become more
interesting, if not necessary, to start veering away from examinations of direct main effects and
two-way interactions and move more towards interactions involving multiple moderators or
stealing thunder features. As previously noted, most studies in this literature focus on a single
moderator or feature, but it may very well be the case that certain moderators or features can
exert an influence the stealing thunder effect but only under certain other conditions (i.e., in the
presence of other moderators or features). Indeed, explorations of moderators or stealing thunder
features in isolation may not provide a full picture of its moderating effect on stealing thunder
simply due to the tendency of variables to interact with one another. For instance, even though
Study 3 in Manuscript 1 produced results showing no interaction between confession specificity
and transgression severity, confession specificity still may interact with another variable, such as
explicit regret. After all, a transgressor who provides a fully-detailed confession without any
regret might be seen as bragging about having ‘done the deed’ and thus still would receive harsh
judgments even after delivering the detailed confession, but one who expresses remorse may
receive gentler judgments as a result. The studies in Manuscript 2, and, to a certain extent, Study
3 from Manuscript 1, were the result of an attempt to examine multiple moderators or stealing
thunder features in conjunction with one another, but one could imagine many other possible,
viable combinations of moderators or features that await investigation and discovery.
Also in line with a growing body of research is a growing need for formal measurements.
As can be seen from the results from Manuscript 1, stealing thunder may be more effective on
honesty-related judgments rather than judgments of global evaluation. Although Manuscript 1
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contains the only direct comparison of these two types of judgments, evidence from the literature
do seem to support this idea. Of the published stealing thunder studies, only four (Ondrus, 1998:
Study 1; Arpan & Pompper, 2003: Study 1; Lee, 2016: Study 1; Krylova et al., 2018: Study 1)
contain what could be considered reasonable approximations to the honesty and global
evaluation judgments that were used in Manuscript 1. In other words, these four studies contain
both a) an item, index, or set of items that reflect participants’ perception of specific honestyrelated aspects of the transgressor’s character, which more or less ended up being the same
qualities assessed in Manuscript 1 anyway; as well as b) an item, index, or set of items that
reflect participants’ global evaluation or behaviors towards the transgressor. Of these four
studies, and where effect sizes can be somewhat compared (e.g., via mean differences on the
same rating scales), three showed stronger stealing thunder effects for honesty-related judgments
compared to global-evaluation judgments – sometimes by as much as double. One of the four
studies showed the opposite pattern of effects. Interestingly, only a small minority of analyses in
these four studies show similar effect sizes between these two types of judgments – most
comparisons tended to heavily favor honesty in three studies or global evaluation in the fourth
study. In fact, a fifth study (Fennis & Stroebe, 2014) was excluded from the cut even though it
included both honesty and global evaluation judgments simply because the authors decided to
combine all items into one index and conduct analyses only on that index, even though their own
factor analyses showed, twice, that the honesty and global evaluation items separate into their
own groupings. At the very least, the literature does seem to suggest that dependent variables
related to honesty and global evaluation may not be interchangeable. This idea is supported by
the present research which showed that honesty actually may be a precursor to global evaluation
and thus may explain its relative strength compared to global evaluations.
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Given the above, and at the present time, the evidence seems to suggest that stealing
thunder researchers have taken a somewhat haphazard approach towards measuring the effect,
and perhaps a more focused approach towards measurement might yield compounding future
benefits. For instance, it may be useful to start prioritizing investigations that aim to identify the
key dependent variables that ought to be used to measure the stealing thunder effect. A scan of
the literature shows that the vast majority of dependent variables fall into five categories: a)
judgments regarding a specific aspect of the transgressor’s character (e.g., trustworthiness,
credibility); b) behaviors towards the transgressor (e.g., willingness to hire/purchase from); c)
attitude towards transgressor; d) characteristics specific to the transgression itself (e.g., severity
of transgression, strength/damage of each piece of trial evidence); and e) some ostensibly
objective judgment towards the character (e.g., did the transgressor actually transgress,
probability of guilt). One study included a dependent variable that may fall into a sixth category
– transgressor remorse, notable because the stealing thunder effect for this variable was even
stronger than that of the honesty dependent variables used in the same study. Given these
groupings, a set of studies designed to compare between these variables may shed light on the
usefulness and appropriateness of each type of variable. In addition, it may be necessary to also
consider the causal sequencing of the variables themselves. As found in Manuscript 1, honestyrelated judgments were more proximal to stealing thunder than judgments related to global
evaluation. It may be the case that these six categories of variables are all interconnected in some
causal chain, and researchers will benefit from keeping this consideration in mind. The
construction of a formal scale designed to measure the stealing thunder effect would obviate the
need for the kinds of ad-hoc indices that have been used in the literature.
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Perhaps one of the most glaring limitations of the present document is the fact that the
majority of the described studies (and the entire body of successful studies) used a single
political paradigm. It is apparent from the stealing thunder literature that the effect exists across
many other different contexts. Indeed, stealing thunder has been adopted for use in political,
legal, interpersonal, business paradigms, among others. It is, therefore, probably safe to say that
the context has been fairly narrow for the present programs of research. However, aside from the
political and legal paradigms, most other paradigms used in their respective studies seemed
unstructured and non-standard, prompting the question of whether these paradigms have been
finely calibrated to work for other researchers in other labs. Indeed, even one of the most oftenused paradigms, the legal paradigm, can fail to produce the stealing thunder effect, as the studies
in Manuscript 2 have shown. As more studies are conducted on this topic, future researchers may
find it useful to focus their attention on the creation of reliable, robust paradigms across multiple
different settings that will eliminate the need to create and calibrate a new paradigm each time
the stealing thunder effect is investigated.
One final issue of note relates to the power of the present studies. In both manuscripts,
the reported power analyses for each study were based on the odds of detecting a medium effect
size of d = .5 for two-tailed independent pair-wise comparisons. In the case of Studies 1, 2, and 4
in Chapter 2, one could have conducted a power analysis based on the omnibus F-test of all
stealing thunder conditions. However, because of the enormous difference between the No
Transgression control condition compared to other conditions, especially Third-Party Reveal,
any omnibus F-test would likely have produced a large effect size even if none of the critical
pair-wise tests, such as specific confession vs. third-party reveal, were significant. Therefore,
basing a power analysis on an omnibus F-test on stealing thunder condition would have resulted
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in inflated power compared to a power analysis based on pairwise comparisons between means
of interest.
In the case of Study 3 in Chapter 2 and both studies in Chapter 3, one might argue that a
power analysis based on the interaction of interest would make the most sense. Indeed, and even
though many of the tests in these three studies were well-powered, especially when considering
results of the meta-analyses, one could make the case that interactions tend to require a far larger
sample size to detect a certain effect size compared to pairwise tests. Effect sizes for interactions
are almost certainly going to be lower than obtained for the effects, so determining the exact
power of the interactions in this document is an exercise in estimation. If we follow the Data
Colada (Simonsohn, 2020) guideline of at least doubling the sample sizes required for the same
probability to detect an interaction, then we would have had approximately 88% to detect the
interaction in Chapter 2 Study 3, approximately 63% to detect the interaction in Chapter 3 Study
1, and approximately 60% to detect the interaction in Chapter 3 Study 2. The decision was
ultimately made to stay with a power analysis based on pairwise tests for a number of reasons
including simplicity, consistency, and the fact that the core stealing thunder effect needs to be
established before interaction effects can be interpreted, but it should certainly be noted that the
interactions (especially in Chapter 3) described in this document were likely not as well-powered
as the pairwise tests used as basis in our power analyses.
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Appendix A: Chapter 2 Study 1 Materials
The following passages are presented in order. Passages marked as “all conditions” are presented to all
participants. Passages specifying a condition are presented in their respective conditions. Passages marked
as “transgression conditions” are presented in all conditions for which the transgressor has committed a
transgression (i.e., all conditions except for the “no transgression” control condition). Content within
square brackets [ x ] in this section are meant to provide clarification for the reader; participants do not
actually see any content within square brackets.
CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: General Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
2: Specific Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
3: No Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
4: No Incriminating Information. No confession, no reveal. DVs.

ALL CONDITIONS - INTRODUCTION
In this study we are interested in your evaluation of a political candidate who is seeking re-election.
Please carefully read the information on the following pages and then take a moment to reflect on your
thoughts before answering each question.
July 2016:

As part of his campaign for re-election in the upcoming provincial election, Mark Schaeffer, MP for
eastern Ontario, announced a series of initiatives that aim to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. At a recent press conference, Mark Schaeffer outlined some of the
details of this new initiative:

"In recent past, the taxpayers of our nation have found themselves covering the costs associated with the
excess spending of public funds among government officials. Often this excess spending appears in the
form of personal travel, wherein an elected official will include family members or personal guests on
official government business, or frivolously spend government funds on personal entertainment. This
behavior is disappointing and not only undermines public confidence in our elected officials but also
damages the integrity of our political system as a whole.

In response to this problem, I propose a number of measures to ensure all elected officials are held to a
higher standard of public accountability and transparency. As part of this initiative, a publically
appointed, independent third party will oversee the government-issued accounts of all MP's within
Ontario and submit monthly reports of their financial history that will then be made accessible to the
public online. Furthermore, all MP's will be required to submit monthly spending reports and thus ensure
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a certain degree of public accountability in connection with their government-related travel expenses. Full
details of this initiative will be made available online in the coming weeks."
Please take a few moments to reflect on the information you just read about political candidate Mark
Schaeffer.
Now that you have read the statement recently issued by MP Mark Schaeffer in July, 2016, we would like
to provide you with some additional information obtained through a second press release issued by Mr.
Schaeffer.
GENERAL CONFESSION CONDITION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I have allowed myself certain liberties that led to inappropriate behavior. We
all want to provide the better things in life for our families and I confess to wanting the same for mine. I
have found myself in a very fortunate position that afforded a great many opportunities to improve the
lives of my family in a variety of ways and at times took advantage of this position to do just that.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
Now that you have read the statement released by MP Mark Schaeffer in September, 2016, we would like
to provide you with some additional information obtained through a press release issued by a leading
newspaper.
SPECIFIC CONFESSION CONDITION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two occasions
inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office. Most recently, I
chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for
family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several family members to accompany me
to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using $5734.86
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of government funds. In total, I acknowledge having inappropriately used $8121.37 of government funds
for personal expenses.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS – REVEAL
September 2016:

A recent investigative report published in a leading newspaper has confirmed that MP candidate for
Eastern Ontario, Mark Schaeffer, had on two occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for
personal use while serving in office.

In an ongoing investigation, reporters have determined that Mr. Schaeffer chose to use government funds
to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for family and friends at a local restaurant.
Restaurant management have confirmed the cost of this celebration at $2386.51, which Mr. Schaeffer
paid in full using a government-issued credit card. Details have also emerged confirming that Mr.
Schaeffer invited several family members to accompany him to a conference on the West Coast and
covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using government funds. Credit card statements
belonging to Mr. Schaeffer place the costs associated with these expenses at $5734.86. In total, the report
concludes that $8121.37 of government funds were inappropriately used by Mr. Schaeffer for personal
expenses.

As the details of this ongoing investigation continue to emerge, Mr. Schaeffer has promised to remain
focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining the integrity of the position to which
he was elected.
ALL CONDITIONS – MEASURES
[Note: These questions appear in the order seen in this document]
We would now like to ask you some questions about the political candidate you read about in the
previous passage.
To what extent are you likely to vote for this political candidate to be re-elected to office? [1 Not at all – 7
A Great Deal]
[The following 4 words are order-randomized] Following these instructions there will be a set of words
that could be used to describe your overall evaluation of an individual. Please use the list provided to
describe your evaluation of the political candidate you read about in the passage. Use the intermediate
numbers between 1 and 7 to indicate responses between these two extremes. [1 Not at all – 7 Definitely]
-

Good
Bad
Like
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-

Dislike

To what extent are you likely to forgive the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

To what extent do you believe the political candidate should be punished? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

Please indicate the severity of punishment you think the political candidate should receive: [1 No
Punishment – 7 Severe Punishment]

[The following 5 judgments are order-randomized]
-

To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being honest? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being sincere? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate is credible? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate is trustworthy? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being transparent? [1 Not at all – 7 A
Great Deal]
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Appendix B: Chapter 2 Study 2 Materials
Procedure, passages, and measures are identical to that of Study 1, with the addition of an extra
confession condition – moderately specific confession.
CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: General Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
2: Moderately-Specific Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
3: Specific Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
4: No Confession; Third Party Reveal. DVs.
5: No Incriminating Information. No confession, no reveal. DVs.

MODERATELY-SPECIFIC CONFESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I would like to acknowledge that I have misallocated government funds to
help cover the costs involved in celebrating an important milestone in a family member's life. On a
second occasion, I misused government funds by paying for the costs associated with several family
members travel to a conference I was attending, where I had hoped to provide them with an opportunity
to gain a better understanding of our nation's cultural heritage.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
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Appendix C: Chapter 2 Study 3 Materials
Procedure, passages, and measures are identical to that of Study 2, crossed with two levels of
transgression severity. Full materials are presented below for purposes of clarity. Pilot test used identical
materials as the main study, but with fewer conditions.
CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: General Confession; High Intensity. Third Party Reveal High Intensity. DVs.
2: Moderately-Specific Confession; High Intensity. Third Party Reveal High Intensity. DVs.
3: Specific Confession; High Intensity. Third Party Reveal High Intensity. DVs.
4: No Confession; High Intensity. Third Party Reveal High Intensity. DVs.
5: General Confession; Low Intensity. Third Party Reveal Low Intensity. DVs.
6: Moderately-Specific Confession; Low Intensity. Third Party Reveal Low Intensity. DVs.
7: Specific Confession; Low Intensity. Third Party Reveal Low Intensity. DVs.
8: No Confession; Low Intensity. Third Party Reveal Low Intensity. DVs.
9: No Incriminating Information. No Intensity. No Reveal. DVs.

PILOT TESTING CONDITIONS
1: Third Party Reveal High Intensity Transgression, DVs.
2: Third Party Reveal Low Intensity Transgression, DVs.
3: No Incriminating Information. No confession, no reveal. DVs.

ALL CONDITIONS – INTRODUCTION
In this study we are interested in your evaluation of a political candidate who is seeking re-election.
Please carefully read the information on the following pages and then take a moment to reflect on your
thoughts before answering each question.
July 2016:

As part of his campaign for re-election in the upcoming provincial election, Mark Schaeffer, MP for
eastern Ontario, announced a series of initiatives that aim to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. At a recent press conference, Mark Schaeffer outlined some of the
details of this new initiative:

"In recent past, the taxpayers of our nation have found themselves covering the costs associated with the
excess spending of public funds among government officials. Often this excess spending appears in the
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form of personal travel, wherein an elected official will include family members or personal guests on
official government business, or frivolously spend government funds on personal entertainment. This
behavior is disappointing and not only undermines public confidence in our elected officials but also
damages the integrity of our political system as a whole.

In response to this problem, I propose a number of measures to ensure all elected officials are held to a
higher standard of public accountability and transparency. As part of this initiative, a publically
appointed, independent third party will oversee the government-issued accounts of all MP's within
Ontario and submit monthly reports of their financial history that will then be made accessible to the
public online. Furthermore, all MP's will be required to submit monthly spending reports and thus ensure
a certain degree of public accountability in connection with their government-related travel expenses. Full
details of this initiative will be made available online in the coming weeks."
Please take a few moments to reflect on the information you just read about political candidate Mark
Schaeffer.
Now that you have read the statement recently issued by MP Mark Schaeffer in July, 2016, we would like
to provide you with some additional information obtained through a second press release issued by Mr.
Schaeffer.
GENERAL CONFESSION, HIGH-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I have allowed myself certain liberties that led to inappropriate behavior. We
all want to provide the better things in life for our families and I confess to wanting the same for mine. I
have found myself in a very fortunate position that afforded a great many opportunities to improve the
lives of my family in a variety of ways and at times took advantage of this position to do just that.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
MODERATELY-SPECIFIC CONFESSION, HIGH-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.
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Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I would like to acknowledge that I have misallocated government funds to
help cover the costs involved in celebrating an important milestone in a family member's life. On a
second occasion, I misused government funds by paying for the costs associated with several family
members travel to a conference I was attending, where I had hoped to provide them with an opportunity
to gain a better understanding of our nation's cultural heritage.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
SPECIFIC CONFESSION, HIGH-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two occasions
inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office. Most recently, I
chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for
family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several family members to accompany me
to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using $5734.86
of government funds. In total, I acknowledge having inappropriately used $8121.37 of government funds
for personal expenses.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
GENERAL CONFESSION, LOW-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION (identical to that of high-intensity
transgression because transgression intensity is operationalized as varying amounts of money embezzled,
and this transgression does not mention any amount of money).
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
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implementing this program, I have allowed myself certain liberties that led to inappropriate behavior. We
all want to provide the better things in life for our families and I confess to wanting the same for mine. I
have found myself in a very fortunate position that afforded a great many opportunities to improve the
lives of my family in a variety of ways and at times took advantage of this position to do just that.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
MODERATELY-SPECIFIC CONFESSION, HIGH-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION (identical to that
of high-intensity transgression because transgression intensity is operationalized as varying amounts of
money embezzled, and this transgression does not mention any amount of money).
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I would like to acknowledge that I have misallocated government funds to
help cover the costs involved in celebrating an important milestone in a family member's life. On a
second occasion, I misused government funds by paying for the costs associated with several family
members travel to a conference I was attending, where I had hoped to provide them with an opportunity
to gain a better understanding of our nation's cultural heritage.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
SPECIFIC CONFESSION, LOW-INTENSITY TRANSGRESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two occasions
inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office. Most recently, I
chose to use $43.37 of government funds to partially cover the costs associated with a private celebration
for family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several family members to accompany
me to a conference on the West Coast and partially covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging
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using $129.41 of government funds. In total, I acknowledge having inappropriately used $172.78 of
government funds for personal expenses.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS – THIRD-PARTY REVEALS HIGH INTENSITY
TRANSGRESSION
September 2016:

A recent investigative report published in a leading newspaper has confirmed that MP candidate for
Eastern Ontario, Mark Schaeffer, had on two occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for
personal use while serving in office.

In an ongoing investigation, reporters have determined that Mr. Schaeffer chose to use government funds
to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for family and friends at a local restaurant.
Restaurant management have confirmed the cost of this celebration at $2386.51, which Mr. Schaeffer
paid in full using a government-issued credit card. Details have also emerged confirming that Mr.
Schaeffer invited several family members to accompany him to a conference on the West Coast and
covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using government funds. Credit card statements
belonging to Mr. Schaeffer place the costs associated with these expenses at $5734.86. In total, the report
concludes that $8121.37 of government funds were inappropriately used by Mr. Schaeffer for personal
expenses.

As the details of this ongoing investigation continue to emerge, Mr. Schaeffer has promised to remain
focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining the integrity of the position to which
he was elected.
TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS – THIRD-PARTY REVEALS LOW INTENSITY
TRANSGRESSION (passage is identical to high intensity transgression except for value of
misappropriation of funds - note the change in the dollar amounts)
November 2016:

A recent investigative report published in a leading newspaper has confirmed that MP candidate for
Eastern Ontario, Mark Schaeffer, had on two occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for
personal use while serving in office.

In an ongoing investigation, reporters have determined that Mr. Schaeffer chose to use government funds
to partially cover the costs associated with a private celebration for family and friends at a local
restaurant. Restaurant management have confirmed this cost at $43.37, which Mr. Schaeffer paid using a
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government-issued credit card. Details have also emerged confirming that Mr. Schaeffer invited several
family members to accompany him to a conference on the West Coast and partially covered the costs of
their flights, food, and lodging using government funds. Credit card statements belonging to Mr.
Schaeffer place the costs associated with these expenses at $129.41. In total, the report concludes that
$172.78 of government funds were inappropriately used by Mr. Schaeffer for personal expenses.

As the details of this ongoing investigation continue to emerge, Mr. Schaeffer has promised to remain
focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining the integrity of the position to which
he was elected.
ALL CONDITIONS – MEASURES
[Note: These questions appear in the order seen in this document]
We would now like to ask you some questions about the political candidate you read about in the
previous passage.
To what extent are you likely to vote for this political candidate to be re-elected to office? [1 Not at all – 7
A Great Deal]

[The following 4 words are order-randomized] Following these instructions there will be a set of words
that could be used to describe your overall evaluation of an individual. Please use the list provided to
describe your evaluation of the political candidate you read about in the passage. Use the intermediate
numbers between 1 and 7 to indicate responses between these two extremes. [1 Not at all – 7 Definitely]
-

Good
Bad
Like
Dislike

To what extent are you likely to forgive the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

To what extent do you believe the political candidate should be punished? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

Please indicate the severity of punishment you think the political candidate should receive: [1 No
Punishment – 7 Severe Punishment]

[The following 5 judgments are order-randomized]
-

To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being honest? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being sincere? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
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-

To what extent do you believe the political candidate is credible? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate is trustworthy? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
To what extent do you believe the political candidate was being transparent? [1 Not at all – 7 A
Great Deal]
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Appendix D: Chapter 2 Study 4 Materials
Procedure and passages are identical to that of Study 2, with substantial modifications to measures. Full
materials are presented below for purposes of clarity.
CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: General Confession. Third Party Reveal. Standard DVs.
2: Moderately-Specific Confession. Third Party Reveal. Standard DVs.
3: Specific Confession. Third Party Reveal. Standard DVs.
4: No Confession. Third Party Reveal. Standard DVs.
5: No Incriminating Information (no confession, no reveal). Modified version of standard DVs without
the items specifically referencing the transgression, since no transgression was committed.

ALL CONDITIONS - INTRODUCTION
In this study we are interested in your evaluation of a political candidate who is seeking re-election.
Please carefully read the information on the following pages and then take a moment to reflect on your
thoughts before answering each question.
July 2016:

As part of his campaign for re-election in the upcoming provincial election, Mark Schaeffer, MP for
eastern Ontario, announced a series of initiatives that aim to eradicate the excess spending of public
funds among government-elected officials. At a recent press conference, Mark Schaeffer outlined some
of the details of this new initiative:

"In recent past, the taxpayers of our nation have found themselves covering the costs associated with
the excess spending of public funds among government officials. Often this excess spending appears in
the form of personal travel, wherein an elected official will include family members or personal guests
on official government business, or frivolously spend government funds on personal entertainment. This
behavior is disappointing and not only undermines public confidence in our elected officials but also
damages the integrity of our political system as a whole.

In response to this problem, I propose a number of measures to ensure all elected officials are held to a
higher standard of public accountability and transparency. As part of this initiative, a publically
appointed, independent third party will oversee the government-issued accounts of all MP's within
Ontario and submit monthly reports of their financial history that will then be made accessible to the
public online. Furthermore, all MP's will be required to submit monthly spending reports and thus
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ensure a certain degree of public accountability in connection with their government-related travel
expenses. Full details of this initiative will be made available online in the coming weeks."
Please take a few moments to reflect on the information you just read about political candidate Mark
Schaeffer.
Now that you have read the statement recently issued by MP Mark Schaeffer in July, 2016, we would
like to provide you with some additional information obtained through a second press release issued by
Mr. Schaeffer.
GENERAL CONFESSION CONDITION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I have allowed myself certain liberties that led to inappropriate behavior.
We all want to provide the better things in life for our families and I confess to wanting the same for
mine. I have found myself in a very fortunate position that afforded a great many opportunities to
improve the lives of my family in a variety of ways and at times took advantage of this position to do just
that.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
Now that you have read the statement released by MP Mark Schaeffer in September, 2016, we would
like to provide you with some additional information obtained through a press release issued by a
leading newspaper.
MODERATELY-SPECIFIC CONFESSION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I would like to acknowledge that I have misallocated government funds to
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help cover the costs involved in celebrating an important milestone in a family member's life. On a
second occasion, I misused government funds by paying for the costs associated with several family
members travel to a conference I was attending, where I had hoped to provide them with an
opportunity to gain a better understanding of our nation's cultural heritage.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
SPECIFIC CONFESSION CONDITION
September 2016:

"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to my
conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.

Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two occasions
inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office. Most recently, I
chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for
family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several family members to accompany me
to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using
$5734.86 of government funds. In total, I acknowledge having inappropriately used $8121.37 of
government funds for personal expenses.

Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining
the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS – REVEAL
September 2016:

A recent investigative report published in a leading newspaper has confirmed that MP candidate for
Eastern Ontario, Mark Schaeffer, had on two occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for
personal use while serving in office.

In an ongoing investigation, reporters have determined that Mr. Schaeffer chose to use government
funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for family and friends at a local restaurant.
Restaurant management have confirmed the cost of this celebration at $2386.51, which Mr. Schaeffer
paid in full using a government-issued credit card. Details have also emerged confirming that Mr.
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Schaeffer invited several family members to accompany him to a conference on the West Coast and
covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using government funds. Credit card statements
belonging to Mr. Schaeffer place the costs associated with these expenses at $5734.86. In total, the
report concludes that $8121.37 of government funds were inappropriately used by Mr. Schaeffer for
personal expenses.

As the details of this ongoing investigation continue to emerge, Mr. Schaeffer has promised to remain
focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining the integrity of the position to which
he was elected.
ALL CONDITIONS – MEASURES
[Note: The following question blocks appear in the order seen in this document. Questions are broken
up into five blocks of DVs. The first block of DVs is the exact set of DVs used in studies 1, 2, and 3, with
the exception of the two punishment questions which were dropped. DV blocks 2-5 are new for Study 4.
DV Items are order-randomized within their blocks. DV blocks 2 & 3 are general competence and apply
to all conditions and are order-randomized with each other. DV blocks 4 & 5 are specific to the
transgression and apply only to conditions 1-4 and are order randomized with each other.
Participants are first presented with the original DVs as a direct replication block, then receive the 2
general DV blocks randomized with each other, followed by the 2 specific transgression DV blocks
randomized with each other. Positive and negative DVs are mixed together, and are only separated
below for the purposes of clarity.]
DV BLOCK 2: GENERAL COMPETENCE [Conditions 1-5; order-randomized]
** Note: The following DVs were not necessarily included in the indices used in the manuscript under
the following groupings; see the “INDICES” for the indices used in the manuscript and their respective
items.
Positive
-

To what extent do you believe the politician is generally competent at his job? [1 Not at all – 7 A
Great Deal]

-

To what extent do you believe the politician carries out his responsibilities in a conscientious
manner? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

Negative
-

To what extent do you believe the politician is unskilled at his job? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

To what extent do you believe the politician shows poor judgment? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]
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DV BLOCK 3: GENERAL MORALITY [Conditions 1-5; order-randomized]
** Note: The following DVs were not necessarily included in the indices used in the manuscript under
the following groupings; see the “INDICES” for the indices used in the manuscript and their respective
items.
Positive
-

How much do you believe the politician is generally someone who does the right thing? [1 Not
at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

How much do you believe that the politician cares about the people he represents? [1 Not at all
– 7 A Great Deal]

-

Generally speaking, how truthful of a person do you believe the politician to be? [1 Not at all – 7
A Great Deal]

-

How much do you believe the politician to be somebody who generally follows the rules? [1 Not
at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

How much do you believe that the politician puts the needs of the people over his personal
needs? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

Negative
-

How corrupt is this politician? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

How unethical is this politician? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

How much do you believe that the politician is someone who advances his own self-interests at
the cost of others? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]

-

Generally speaking, how dishonest of a person do you believe the politician to be? [1 Not at all –
7 A Great Deal]

DV BLOCK 4: Transgression Information Importance [Conditions 1-4; order-randomized; no positive or
negative versions – I tried to create important/unimportant versions, e.g., “critical” is now “trivial” but
that doesn’t really seem to fit very well with the theme]
** Note: The following DVs were not necessarily included in the indices used in the manuscript under
the following groupings; see the “INDICES” for the indices used in the manuscript and their respective
items.
-

In this study, you have read passages that contained information regarding a transgression that
was committed by the politician.
o How important do you think the information regarding the politician transgression
should be when judging the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
o How much impact did the information regarding the politician’s transgression have on
your view of the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
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o
o
o
o

How critical was the information regarding the politician’s transgression in your
assessment of the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
How much did the information regarding the politician’s transgression influence your
judgments of the political candidate? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
How serious would you rate the transgression that was committed by the politician? [1
Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
How surprised were you when you learned about the politician’s transgression? [1 Not
at all – 7 A Great Deal]

DV BLOCK 5: ITEMS ABOUT HOW HE HANDLED HIMSELF WITH RESPECT TO THE TRANSGRESSION
[Conditions 1-4; order-randomized] New Name: Transgression Response Sincerity.
Positive
-

How well do you believe the politician made up for his transgression? [1 Not very well – 7 Very
Well]
How well do you believe the politician handled himself after committing his transgression? [1
Not very well – 7 Very Well]
The politician dealt with his transgression in a transparent manner. [1 Strongly Disagree – 7
Strongly agree]
How much do you believe that the politician regrets his actions? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
How confident are you that the politician will hold himself to a higher ethical standard in the
future? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
How much do you believe the politician has learned from his mistake? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great
Deal]

Negative
-

How much do you disapprove of how the politician handled himself after committing the
transgression? [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
The politician dealt with his transgression in a dishonest manner. [1 Strongly Disagree – 7
Strongly agree]

The politician dealt with his transgression in an insincere manner. [1 Strongly Disagree – 7 Strongly
agree]
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Appendix E: Chapter 3 Study 1 Materials
The following passages are presented in order. Passages marked as “all conditions” are presented to all
participants. Passages specifying a condition or set of conditions are presented in their respective
conditions. Passages marked as “transgression conditions” are presented in all conditions for which the
transgressor has committed a transgression (i.e., all conditions except for the “no transgression” control
condition). Content within square brackets [ x ] in this section are meant to provide clarification for the
reader; participants do not actually see any content within square brackets.

CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: High Elaboration, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
2: Low Elaboration, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
3: High Elaboration, Valid Confession, Valid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
4: High Elaboration, Invalid Confession, Invalid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
5: Low Elaboration, Valid Confession, Valid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
6: Low Elaboration, Invalid Confession, Invalid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
7: High Elaboration, Valid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
8: High Elaboration, Invalid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
9: Low Elaboration, Valid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
10: Low Elaboration, Invalid Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.

ALL CONDITIONS – INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Stealing Thunder study!
In the following section, you will receive information about a legal case. In this case, you are playing
the role of a juror. Please read about the case as if you were a real juror. Afterwards, we will ask you
for your reactions to the case. Please answer to the best of your ability.
ELABORATION MANIPULATION: HIGH
IMPORTANT!

Please note that the data gathered for this study are crucial to our entire program of research. Please do
your best to pay attention to the instructions and passages in this study. In addition, there may be
questions at the end of the study that reference very specific parts of the materials in the study, so please
pay careful attention.
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Thank you.

ELABORATION MANIPULATION: LOW
*Note: low elaboration screens are interwoven within the experiment such that they appear every other
screen. For instance, participants will see the introduction screen in the experiment, then the first screen
for low elaboration, then the second screen in the actual experiment, then the second screen for low
elaboration. This was done to promote simultaneous engagement between the experiment and the low
elaboration task(s).
Please also note that the data that will be gathered for this project is simply for pilot testing purposes. We
will use this data to refine materials for a study that we may run in the future. You will still need to read
the passages to answer several questions at the end, but strict attention to detail is not required.
For the next part of the study, you will be performing mathematical exercises while, at the same time,
engaging in several additional tasks. Research has shown that the ability to complete these mathematical
exercises under multitasking environments is associated with higher performance on things such as IQ
tests and puzzle-solving. Our research revolves around investigating which kinds of background tasks
most optimally affect the ability of these math exercises to predict future performance.

Thus, we will be measuring your performance on these mathematical exercises while having you
simultaneously completing a variety of different tasks and see which tasks pair best with this activity.

The exercise is fairly simple. Every so often, you will see a screen with a number and instructions on how
to calculate a new number. You will start off with a number, then perform a mathematical operation on
that number based on a previous number. The exact instructions will be different each time.

The next few screens will show you an example of what this exercise looks like.
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Initial Number is

72
Please SUBTRACT "12" from the final number you got from ONE operation ago.

(Recall that the final number you got from one operation ago was 72. So 72-12 = 60. This is the final
result for this operation.)

Please SUBTRACT "5" from the final number you got from TWO operations ago.
(Recall that the final number you got from two operations ago was 72. So 72-5 = 67. This is the final
result for this operation.)
Okay. Now that you've seen how the exercise works, let's continue with the study!
For the purposes of this exercise, the starting number for this operation will be:

10
Remember: Your starting number is

10!

OK. Remember that number. Every so often you will see a screen that will ask you to continue with
the math exercise. Remember that this exercise is entirely unrelated to the background tasks you’ll be
doing because you’ll be multi-tasking and trying to do multiple things at the same time.
Now let’s proceed with the background tasks.
Please ADD "12" to your initial value.
Please SUBTRACT "6" from the final number you got from ONE operation ago.
Please ADD "2" to the final number you got from ONE operation ago.
Please MULTIPLY your initial value by 2.
Please SUBTRACT "13" from the final number you got from ONE operation ago.
Please SUBTRACT "21" from the final number you got from TWO operations ago.
Please DIVIDE the final number you got from TWO operations ago by "3"
What values did you get for this new set of operations?
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ALL CONDITIONS – TARGET INFORMATION
Kevin S. Boyer has been accused of stealing from a jewelery store. According to the prosecution, Mr.
Boyer had broken the window to the store in the early hours on a Saturday, walked inside, and
carried off a number of goods totaling over $15,000 in value.
The prosecution presents the following evidence:
The security camera footage showed an individual walking out of the jewelery store at the
approximate time of the crime. This individual matched Mr. Boyer’s height and build.
Police sighted Mr. Boyer five blocks away approximately thirty minutes after the alarm was tripped.
When police approached, Mr. Boyer fled, leading to a brief chase upon which he turned into a deadend alleyway and was apprehended.
Mr. Boyer was quite uncooperative in holding, responding to even the most basic questions with a
request for a lawyer. Police noted that this behavior is quite typical of those who have been involved
with the crime for which they have been charged.
According to the defense, the security camera footage was dim and few identifying features could be
extracted. Even though the person in the footage does seem to match Mr. Boyer’s height and build, it
also matches the height and build of many others in the vicinity of the crime. Additionally, Mr.
Boyer has had personal dealings with the police in the past where he felt he was grossly and unfairly
treated. Because of this, he fled when he saw that the police were heading his way. Moreover,
because of his past experiences, he could not trust law enforcement to not take his words out of
context, and thus opted to ask for a lawyer to speak for him, as is his right as a citizen.
Please take a few moments to reflect on the information you just read about the case.
After some time has passed, a "next" arrow will appear at the bottom of the page. You can click this
arrow to continue with the study.
CONFESSION CONDITIONS
During opening statements, Mr. Boyer's defense attorney offers the following:

CONFESSION – VALID
In the interest of transparency, we are divulging several details related to the crime for which Mr.
Boyer was charged.
The fact of the matter is Mr. Boyer does indeed own a set of tools designed for safecracking. Not
only that, but he owns several sets of tools designed for various lockpicking and safecracking
purposes. Very specific tools are required to break into the safe and commit the crime in question,
and these tools are indeed a part of his collection. In fact, he had recently purchased several of these
tools as the new models have just been released.
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CONFESS – INVALID
In the interest of transparency, we are divulging several details related to the crime for which Mr.
Boyer was charged.
The fact of the matter is Mr. Boyer has had a somewhat colored history with the law. More
specifically, he had previously been arrested and convicted for driving under the influence on two
separate occasions. The incidents in question happened in close proximity to each other. In the first
incident, he was stopped at 11:15pm on his way home after a friend’s birthday celebration.
The second incident happened after he pulled up to an officer and yelled “Happy 4:20!”, prompting
the officer to ask him about his state of inebriation; he failed the subsequent sobriety test and was
promptly arrested. However, these incidents happened over 20 years ago, and Mr. Boyer has had no
further legal incidents since then.
TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS
Now that you have read the information about Mr. Boyer, we would like to provide you with some
additional information obtained through subsequent trial proceedings.

REVEAL – VALID
The prosecution noted that it would have been nearly impossible for somebody to steal the jewelery
in question without a very specific set of tools. Subsequent cross-examination of the defendant by the
prosecution revealed that Mr. Boyer indeed owns these very tools. Further, Mr. Boyer admitted under
oath that he had recently bought an updated set of these tools and that he has an entire collection of
similar tools designed to break into safes.

REVEAL – INVALID
The prosecution noted that this is not the first time Mr. Boyer has had issues with the law.
Subsequent cross-examination of the defendant by the prosecution revealed that Mr. Boyer has
indeed been arrested for criminal behavior in the past. Mr. Boyer admitted under oath that he had
been arrested when he tried to drive home drunk late one night after a party. The prosecution further
extracted details about a second D.U.I. incident where he was arrested under the influence of
marijuana. These incidents happened over 20 years ago.

ALL CONDITIONS - EVALUATION
We would now like to ask you some questions about the defendant you read about in the previous
passages. [1 Not at all – 7 Extremely]
How guilty is this person?
How likely is it that this person committed the crime?
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How certain are you that this person is guilty?
How strongly do you believe that this person committed this crime?
To what extent do you believe the defendant is credible?
To what extent do you believe the defendant is trustworthy?

Following these instructions there will be a set of words that could be used to describe your overall
evaluation of an individual or of an issue. Please use the list provided to describe your evaluation of
the individual you read about in the passage. Use the intermediate numbers between 1 and 7 to
indicate responses between these two extremes. [1 Not at all – 7 Definitely]
-

Dislike
Good
Undesirable
Bad
Like
Positive
Negative
Desirable

LOW ELABORATION – MANIPULATION CHECK
We would now like to ask you some questions about the content of the study
Was the prior record of the defendant mentioned? [Yes/No]
If yes, who mentioned the evidence first? [Prosecution/Defense]
How much attention did you pay to the trial? [1 Not much at all – 7 Very much]
How easily could you understand the trial? [1 Very difficult to understand – 7 Very easy to
understand]
How motivated were you to read the details about the trial? [1 Not at all – 7 Extremely]
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Appendix F: Chapter 3 Study 2 Materials
The following passages are presented in order. Passages marked as “all conditions” are presented to all
participants. Passages specifying a condition or set of conditions are presented in their respective
conditions. Passages marked as “transgression conditions” are presented in all conditions for which the
transgressor has committed a transgression (i.e., all conditions except for the “no transgression” control
condition). Content within square brackets [ x ] in this section are meant to provide clarification for the
reader; participants do not actually see any content within square brackets.

CONDITIONS OVERVIEW
1: High Elaboration, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
2: High Elaboration, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
3: High Elaboration, Confess-NoFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
4: High Elaboration, Confess-StrongFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
5: High Elaboration, Confess-WeakFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
6: Low Elaboration, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
7: Low Elaboration, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
8: Low Elaboration, Confess-NoFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
9: Low Elaboration, Confess-StrongFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.
10: Low Elaboration, Confess-WeakFrame, Reveal, Evaluation, Manipulation Checks.

ALL CONDITIONS – INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Stealing Thunder study!
In this study we are interested in your evaluation of a political candidate who is seeking re-election.
Please carefully read the information on the following pages and then take a moment to reflect on
your thoughts before answering each question.
ELABORATION MANIPULATION: HIGH
IMPORTANT!

Please note that the data gathered for this study are crucial to our entire program of research. Please do
your best to pay attention to the instructions and passages in this study. In addition, there may be
questions at the end of the study that reference very specific parts of the materials in the study, so please
pay careful attention.
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Thank you.
ELABORATION MANIPULATION: LOW
*Note: low elaboration screens are interwoven within the experiment such that they appear every other
screen. For instance, participants will see the introduction screen in the experiment, then the first screen
for low elaboration, then the second screen in the actual experiment, then the second screen for low
elaboration. This was done to promote simultaneous engagement between the experiment and the low
elaboration task(s).

Please also note that the data that will be gathered for this project is simply for pilot testing purposes.
We will use this data to refine materials for a study that we may run in the future. You will still need
to read the passages to answer several questions at the end, but strict attention to detail is not
required.
For this part of the study, we will be assessing your ability to identify objects in a visual field while
multitasking.
This experiment is part of a program of research designed to investigate human ability to identify,
and orient towards, objects that may be of interest or pose a potential threat in a complex multitasking environment.
For example, a hunter might have to quickly identify and take aim at potential prey hidden among
trees, brush, and foliage, while at the same time paying attention to things like wind direction, line of
sight, and a variety of other factors. A driver might have to quickly identify an object crossing the
road and hit the brakes if it is a child, or keep going if it's just a shadow; the driver would also be
making this decision while distracted by a podcast, or a conversation with a passenger.
For this next part of the study, you will be performing a task that is similar in nature, all the while
under distraction.
Past research have shown that the ability to perform visual identification tasks while performing
secondary tasks is correlated with things like increased intelligence and grades. However, the specific
nature of these secondary tasks is still under investigation. We aim to investigate which combination
of secondary task and visual identification task will result in the best ability to predict the above
outcomes.
As you proceed through this next section, you will occasionally see pictures that contain several
animal shapes of various colors. These pictures will only be displayed for a short duration.
The number of animals and their colors will vary. We will ask you to keep track of how many of a
certain animal+color combination you see. For instance, if we ask you to keep track of how many red
dolphins you see, and the next 3 pictures contain 2 red dolphins, 3 red dolphins, and 0 red dolphins,
your running total of red dolphins will be five. We will ask for this running total, so make sure to
keep careful track of what we ask for!
The next screen will be a sample picture of what you will see. Let's try it. Keep track of how
many

Green Sharks you see.
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There were 5 green sharks in that last picture. You will continue to do the study as usual until the
next image, where you will add the number of green sharks you see to this number.

There was 1 green shark in that last picture. If we asked you how many green sharks you saw in total,
your answer would be "6".
OK, now that you've seen how this works, let's start the study.
From now on, keep track of how many

Red Sharks you see in total, starting from now!
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ALL CONDITIONS – TARGET INFORMATION

July 2019:
As part of his campaign for re-election in the upcoming provincial election, Mark Schaeffer, MP
for eastern Ontario, announced a series of initiatives that aim to eradicate the excess spending of
public funds among government-elected officials. At a recent press conference, Mark Schaeffer
outlined some of the details of this new initiative:
"In recent past, the taxpayers of our nation have found themselves covering the costs associated
with the excess spending of public funds among government officials. Often this excess spending
appears in the form of personal travel, wherein an elected official will include family members or
personal guests on official government business, or frivolously spend government funds on
personal entertainment. This behavior is disappointing and not only undermines public
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confidence in our elected officials but also damages the integrity of our political system as a
whole.
In response to this problem, I propose a number of measures to ensure all elected officials are
held to a higher standard of public accountability and transparency. As part of this initiative, a
publically appointed, independent third party will oversee the government-issued accounts of all
MP's within Ontario and submit monthly reports of their financial history that will then be made
accessible to the public online. Furthermore, all MP's will be required to submit monthly
spending reports and thus ensure a certain degree of public accountability in connection with
their government-related travel expenses. Full details of this initiative will be made available
online in the coming weeks."
CONFESSION CONDITIONS
Now that you have read the statement recently issued by MP Mark Schaeffer in July, 2019, we would
like to provide you with some additional information obtained through a second press release issued
by Mr. Schaeffer.

CONFESSION – NO FRAME

September 2019:
"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related
to my conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.
Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public
funds among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to
continue implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two
occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office.
Most recently, I chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a
private celebration for family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several
family members to accompany me to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of
their flights, food, and lodging using $5734.86 of government funds. In total, I acknowledge
having inappropriately used $8121.37 of government funds for personal expenses.
Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and
maintaining the integrity of the position to which I was elected."

CONFESS – STRONG FRAME
September 2019:
"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related to
my conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.
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Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public funds
among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to continue
implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two occasions
inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office. Most recently, I
chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration
for family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several family members to
accompany me to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of their flights, food, and
lodging using $5734.86 of government funds. In total, I acknowledge having inappropriately used
$8121.37 of government funds for personal expenses.
While this does not excuse my behavior, I would like to offer some insight into why I behaved in that
manner. The truth of the matter is that I withdrew the funds because of a provision that states that a
certain amount of the discretionary provisionary budget needed to be spent within a specific
timeframe, or the money is funneled into a federal discretionary budget where the funds would
essentially be used to provide tax breaks for the wealthy. At the time, I reasoned that it was better
that I spent it than it going into the pockets of big corporations to whom this money would be
inconsequential anyway. Additionally, my expenditures went towards local businesses and therefore
kept the money within our city. If the money had gone into federal funds, it might have been
distributed to other, wealthier cities that perhaps do not have such a need for these funds. However, I
realize now that, regardless of my reasoning, I still violated the ethical principles upon which I have
built my platform.
Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and
maintaining the integrity of the position to which I was elected."
CONFESS – WEAK FRAME

September 2019:
"I would like to take the initiative to come forward and make the public aware of an issue related
to my conduct as MP for eastern Ontario.
Recently I announced a series of initiatives designed to eradicate the excess spending of public
funds among government-elected officials. While this is an important issue and I fully intend to
continue implementing this program, I feel obligated to make the public aware that I have on two
occasions inappropriately allocated government funds for personal use while serving in office.
Most recently, I chose to use $2386.51 of government funds to cover the costs associated with a
private celebration for family and friends at a local restaurant. Prior to that, I invited several
family members to accompany me to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of
their flights, food, and lodging using $5734.86 of government funds. In total, I acknowledge
having inappropriately used $8121.37 of government funds for personal expenses.
While this does not excuse my behavior, I would like to offer some insight into why I behaved in
that manner. The truth of the matter is that I was under the impression that this kind of
discretionary spending from public funds happens all the time in politics. Everybody gets away
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with certain things at their jobs, and this is one of the perks of being a politician. However, with
that said, I realize that this does not paint me in the best light, and will henceforth cease this
behavior.
Moving forward, I promise to remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and
maintaining the integrity of the position to which I was elected."

TRANSGRESSION CONDITIONS
Now that you have read the statement released by MP Mark Schaeffer, we would like to provide you
with some additional information obtained through a press release issued by a leading newspaper.

REVEAL – VALID

September 2019:
A recent investigative report published in a leading newspaper has confirmed that MP candidate
for Eastern Ontario, Mark Schaeffer, had on two occasions inappropriately allocated government
funds for personal use while serving in office.
In an ongoing investigation, reporters have determined that Mr. Schaeffer chose to use
government funds to cover the costs associated with a private celebration for family and friends
at a local restaurant. Restaurant management have confirmed the cost of this celebration at
$2386.51, which Mr. Schaeffer paid in full using a government-issued credit card. Details have
also emerged confirming that Mr. Schaeffer invited several family members to accompany him
to a conference on the West Coast and covered the costs of their flights, food, and lodging using
government funds. Credit card statements belonging to Mr. Schaeffer place the costs associated
with these expenses at $5734.86. In total, the report concludes that $8121.37 of government
funds were inappropriately used by Mr. Schaeffer for personal expenses.
As the details of this ongoing investigation continue to emerge, Mr. Schaeffer has promised to
remain focused solely on meeting the needs of the public and maintaining the integrity of the
position to which he was elected.

ALL CONDITIONS - EVALUATION
We would now like to ask you some questions about the defendant you read about in the previous
passages. [1 Not at all – 7 A Great Deal]
To what extent are you likely to vote for this political candidate to be re-elected to office?
To what extent do you believe the defendant is credible?
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To what extent do you believe the defendant is trustworthy?

Following these instructions there will be a set of words that could be used to describe your overall
evaluation of an individual or of an issue. Please use the list provided to describe your evaluation of
the individual you read about in the passage. Use the intermediate numbers between 1 and 7 to
indicate responses between these two extremes. [1 Not at all – 7 Definitely]
-

Dislike
Good
Undesirable
Bad
Like
Positive
Negative
Desirable

LOW ELABORATION – MANIPULATION CHECK
We would now like to ask you some questions about the content of the study
Did the politician commit a transgression? [Yes/No]
If yes, what was the transgression that the politician committed?
If yes, was the reason for the politician's transgression mentioned?
If yes, how convincing was the reasoning regarding why he committed the transgression? [1 Not
convincing at all – 7 Very convincing]
How much attention did you pay to the political statements and news passages? [1 Not much at all –
7 Very much]
How easily could you understand the political statements and news passages? [1 Very difficult to
understand – 7 Very easy to understand]
How motivated were you to carefully read the details about the political statements and news
passages? [1 Not at all – 7 Extremely]
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Appendix G: Tests of Differences Between Indirect Effects
The following are tests of differences between indirect effects for Manuscript 1, Study 4, Figure
4a.

Info Importance on Y compared to Regret on Y is NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.247, .110)
Info Importance on Y compared to Transparency on Y IS SIGNIFICANT (-.794, -.133)
Transparency on Y compared to Regret on Y IS SIGNIFICANT (-.726, -.090)

The following are tests of differences between indirect effects for Manuscript 1, Study 4, Figure
4b.
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Info Importance on Y compared to Regret on Y IS SIGNIFICANT (-.336, -.005)
Info Importance on Y compared to Transparency on Y IS SIGNIFICANT (-.520, -.092)
Transparency on Y compared to Regret on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.380, .098)
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The following are tests of differences between indirect effects for Manuscript 1, Study 4, Figure
5a.

Info Importance on Y compared to Regret on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.064, .282)
Info Importance on Y compared to Transparency on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.404, .186)
Transparency on Y compared to Regret on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.472, .041)

The following are tests of differences between indirect effects for Manuscript 1, Study 4, Figure
5b.
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Info Importance on Y compared to Regret on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.061, .287)
Info Importance on Y compared to Transparency on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.405, .186)
Transparency on Y compared to Regret on Y IS NOT SIGNIFICANT (-.478, .034)
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Appendix H: Ethics Approvals
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Appendix I: Factor Analyses
Chapter 1, Study 1: Factor analyses for Honesty, Evaluation, and Punishment. The analyses below
were conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 22 for a 3-factor solution. Values under .200 were
suppressed. RMSEA Calculations were conducted with FITMOD.

Pattern Matrixa
Factor
1

2

3

PostAtt

-.809

Trustworthy

.495

Transparency

.520

Sincerity

.835

-.373

Severity

.789

Punishment

.905

Honesty

.841

Forgiveness

.464

Credible

.542

ReElection

-.991

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

Factor Correlation Matrix
Factor

1

2

3

1

1.000

-.395

-.673

2

-.395

1.000

.558

3

-.673

.558

1.000

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser
Normalization.

Correlation Matrix
Post
Att
Correlat PostAtt
ion

Trustwor Transpare Sincer Sever Punishm
thy

1.00
0

.689

ncy
.227

ity
.550
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ity
-.431

ent
-.484

Hone

Forgiven

Credi

ReElect

sty

ess

ble

ion

.537

.534

.494

.839

Trustwort

.689

1.000

.344

.673

-.386

-.414

.644

.630

.644

.711

.227

.344

1.000

.379

-.081

-.098

.394

.272

.358

.263

Sincerity

.550

.673

.379

1.000

-.307

-.326

.752

.587

.587

.584

Severity

-.431

-.386

-.081

-.307 1.000

.704

-.296

-.406

-.373

-.407

-.484

-.414

-.098

-.326

.704

1.000

-.309

-.364

-.315

-.399

.537

.644

.394

.752

-.296

-.309

1.000

.506

.565

.527

.534

.630

.272

.587

-.406

-.364

.506

1.000

.537

.550

.494

.644

.358

.587

-.373

-.315

.565

.537

1.000

.566

.839

.711

.263

.584

-.407

-.399

.527

.550

.566

1.000

hy
Transpare
ncy

Punishme
nt
Honesty
Forgivene
ss
Credible
ReElectio
n

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Factor

Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative %

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

5.357

53.572

53.572

4.977

49.769

49.769

2

1.317

13.166

66.738

.832

8.321

58.090

3

.799

7.988

74.726

.397

3.969

62.059

4

.613

6.128

80.854

.087

.866

62.925

5

.520

5.202

86.056

.009

.091

63.016

6

.457

4.573

90.629

.049

.491

63.507

7

.300

2.996

93.625

.069

.690

64.197

8

.255

2.551

96.176

.105

1.050

65.247

9

.240

2.400

98.576

.135

1.355

66.602

10

.142

1.424

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

RMSEA values:
-

1-factor solution: 0.182, 90% CI (0.166, 0.199)
2-factor solution: 0.155, 90% CI (0.136, 0.175)
3-factor solution: 0.073, 90% CI (0.047, 0.099)
4-factor solution: 0.019, 90% CI (0.000, 0.065)
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Chapter 1 Study 4: Factor analyses for Competence and Morality. The analyses below were
conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 22 for a 3-factor solution. Values under .200 were suppressed.
RMSEA Calculations were conducted with FITMOD.

Pattern Matrixa
Factor
1

2

does the right thing

.922

cares about people

.737

truthful

.725

follows the rules

.684

puts the needs of people

3

.631

over his own
corruptr

.748

unethicalr

.900

himselfoverpeopler

.595

dishonestr

.202

.621

competency

.204

-.878

conscientiousness

.446

-.237

unskilledr

-.435

poorjudgmentr

.388

.248

.553

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 17 iterations.

Factor Correlation Matrix
Factor

1

2

3

1

1.000

-.513

.770

2

-.513

1.000

-.457

3

.770

-.457

1.000

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser
Normalization.
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Correlation Matrix
Mor1

Mor2

Mor3

Mor4

Mor5

Mor6

Mor7

Mor8

1.000

.712

.675

.688

.595

.518

.539

.469

.585

.519

.613

.401

.580

Mor2

.712 1.000

.601

.653

.578

.508

.543

.469

.590

.537

.605

.448

.538

Mor3

.675

.601 1.000

.590

.519

.442

.472

.497

.599

.469

.530

.401

.532

Mor4

.688

.653

.590 1.000

.577

.544

.556

.520

.569

.491

.596

.391

.590

Mor5

.595

.578

.519

.577 1.000

.463

.501

.468

.456

.389

.488

.307

.453

Mor6

.518

.508

.442

.544

.463 1.000

.673

.580

.603

.363

.495

.366

.587

Mor7

.539

.543

.472

.556

.501

.673 1.000

.557

.691

.449

.552

.508

.643

Mor8

.469

.469

.497

.520

.468

.580

.557 1.000

.544

.315

.490

.374

.588

Mor9

.585

.590

.599

.569

.456

.603

.691

.544 1.000

.422

.519

.505

.568

Comp1

.519

.537

.469

.491

.389

.363

.449

.315

.422

1.000

.579

.565

.420

Comp2

.613

.605

.530

.596

.488

.495

.552

.490

.519

.579

1.000

.421

.595

Comp3

.401

.448

.401

.391

.307

.366

.508

.374

.505

.565

.421

1.000

.416

Comp4

.580

.538

.532

.590

.453

.587

.643

.588

.568

.420

.595

.416

1.000

Mor1

Mor9 Comp1 Comp2 Comp3 Comp4

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Factor

Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative %

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

7.313

56.256

56.256

6.887

52.974

52.974

2

.963

7.406

63.662

.520

4.002

56.976

3

.885

6.806

70.468

.391

3.006

59.982

4

.567

4.365

74.833

.137

1.056

61.038

5

.527

4.057

78.890

.070

.541

61.580

6

.496

3.812

82.702

.011

.088

61.667

7

.390

3.001

85.703

.048

.369

62.036

8

.380

2.924

88.627

.049

.379

62.415

9

.360

2.768

91.395

.064

.494

62.909

10

.329

2.530

93.925

.069

.530

63.439

11

.296

2.278

96.203

.122

.937

64.376

12

.256

1.966

98.169

.157

1.208

65.584

13

.238

1.831

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.
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RMSEA values:
-

1-factor solution: 0.108, 90% CI (0.097, 0.120)
2-factor solution: 0.079, 90% CI (0.066, 0.092)
3-factor solution: 0.054, 90% CI (0.037, 0.070)
4-factor solution: 0.036, 90% CI (0.008, 0.057)

Chapter 1, Study 4: Factor analyses for Information Importance, Regret, and Transparency. The
analyses below were conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 22 for a 3-factor solution. Values under
.200 were suppressed. RMSEA Calculations were conducted with FITMOD.

Pattern Matrixa
Factor
1
Importance of transgression
in judgment of politician
Impact of transgression in
view of politician
Criticalness of transgression
in assessment of politician
Influence of transgression in
judgment of politician
Seriousness of
transgression
Surprisingness of
transgression
Made up for the
transgression
Handled himself afterwards

2

3

.811

.808

.853

.887

.604

.433

.510
.246

.573

Dealt with it in a transparent

.566

manner
Regrets his actions
Holds himself to higher
future standard
Learned from his mistakes

.663
.766
.815

Disapprove of his handling-

.570

reversed
Politician is dishonest-

.797

reversed
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Politician is insincere-

.662

reversed
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

Factor Correlation Matrix
Factor

1

2

3

1

1.000

-.180

-.294

2

-.180

1.000

.399

3

-.294

.399

1.000

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser
Normalization.

Correlation Matrix
Im1

Im2

Im3

Im4

Im5

Im6

.639

.689

.737

.539

.318 -.242

-.190 -.081 -.115 -.094

-.132 -.147 -.184 -.267

Im2

.639 1.000

.719

.749

.495

.332 -.275

-.197 -.128 -.118 -.153

-.227 -.131 -.206 -.271

Im3

.689

.719 1.000

.753

.491

.328 -.297

-.171 -.055 -.074 -.167

-.165 -.113 -.145 -.229

Im4

.737

.749

.753 1.000

.523

.396 -.309

-.212 -.134 -.103 -.232

-.205 -.134 -.186 -.249

Im5

.539

.495

.491

.523 1.000

.389 -.120

-.129 -.016 -.037 -.125

-.082 -.181 -.192 -.153

Im6

.318

.332

.328

.396

-.090 -.052

-.012 -.077 -.146 -.053

Im1 1.000

.389 1.000

Si1

-.242 -.275 -.297

-.309 -.120

Si2

-.190 -.197 -.171

Si3

Si1

Si2

.011

.011 1.000

Si3

Si4

Si5

.008 -.024

Si6

Si7

Si8

Si9

.412

.235

.398

.427

.470

.203

.166

.325

-.212 -.129 -.090

.412 1.000

.521

.283

.397

.376

.388

.461

.435

-.081 -.128 -.055

-.134 -.016 -.052

.235

.521 1.000

.202

.320

.282

.334

.422

.371

Si4

-.115 -.118 -.074

-.103 -.037

.008

.398

.283

.202 1.000

.504

.522

.090

.107

.151

Si5

-.094 -.153 -.167

-.232 -.125 -.024

.427

.397

.320

.504 1.000

.668

.163

.244

.256

Si6

-.132 -.227 -.165

-.205 -.082 -.012

.470

.376

.282

.522

.668 1.000

.117

.216

.286

Si7

-.147 -.131 -.113

-.134 -.181 -.077

.203

.388

.334

.090

.163

.117 1.000

.403

.361

Si8

-.184 -.206 -.145

-.186 -.192 -.146

.166

.461

.422

.107

.244

.216

.403 1.000

.587

Si9

-.267 -.271 -.229

-.249 -.153 -.053

.325

.435

.371

.151

.256

.286

.361
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.587 1.000

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Factor

Total

% of Variance

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Cumulative %

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

4.884

32.558

32.558

4.416

29.442

29.442

2

2.681

17.870

50.428

2.186

14.573

44.015

3

1.608

10.722

61.150

1.034

6.895

50.910

4

.889

5.924

67.074

.252

1.678

52.587

5

.716

4.772

71.845

.120

.797

53.385

6

.690

4.602

76.448

.085

.565

53.950

7

.583

3.888

80.335

.005

.035

53.985

8

.540

3.603

83.938

.026

.172

54.157

9

.503

3.356

87.295

.064

.428

54.586

10

.422

2.813

90.108

.075

.497

55.083

11

.369

2.459

92.567

.105

.699

55.782

12

.357

2.380

94.947

.145

.968

56.750

13

.319

2.128

97.076

.168

1.118

57.867

14

.253

1.686

98.762

15

.186

1.238

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

RMSEA values:
-

1-factor solution: 0.151, 90% CI (0.142, 0.161)
2-factor solution: 0.097, 90% CI (0.087, 0.108)
3-factor solution: 0.046, 90% CI (0.032, 0.060)
4-factor solution: 0.039, 90% CI (0.021, 0.055)
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